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Introduction

Caitlin Sadowski
Thomas Zimmermann

As Marc Andreessen put it, software is eating the world [1], and there is an ever- 

growing demand on software being built. Despite the immense growth in the number 

of professional software developers, there is still a shortage. To satisfy this demand, we 

need more productive software engineers.

Over the past four decades, there has been significant research on understanding 

and improving the productivity of software developers and teams. A substantial amount 

of work has examined the meaning of software productivity. Much of this introduced 

definitions of productivity (many of them!), considered organizational issues associated 

with productivity, and focused on specific tools and approaches for improving 

productivity. In fact, most of the seminal work on software productivity is from the 1980s 

and 1990s (Peopleware, Mythical Man-Month, Personal Software Process).

 Why This Book?
Historically, this book began as a weeklong workshop in Dagstuhl, Germany [2]. 

The motivation for this seminar was that since the 1980s and 1990s many things 

have changed and that it was time to revisit what makes modern software engineers 

productive.

What has changed since the 1980s and 1990s? Today’s software teams and engineers 

are often global and collaborate across borders and time zones, practice agile software 

development, frequently use social coding tools such as Stack Overflow and GitHub, and 

often work on laptops or their own personal devices. Today’s software engineers must 

deal with unprecedented complexity, can build large systems fast in the cloud, can store 

millions (or even billions) of lines of code in a single repository, and can release software 

frequently, often multiple times a day. They use on average 11.7 communication 

channels such as web search, blogs, Q&A sites, and social networking sites [85]; in 1984, 

the primary communication channels for software engineers were phone calls and  
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in- person meetings [27]. The human-computer interaction (HCI) and computer-

supported cooperative work (CSCW) communities have made significant advances 

in supporting knowledge workers to become more productive that one might also 

transfer to software engineers. Furthermore, the wide availability of data about software 

development enables a more sophisticated analysis of software productivity.

The goal of this seminar was to rethink, discuss, and address open issues of 

productivity in software development and figure out how to measure and foster 

productive behavior of software developers. Specifically, the discussion at the seminar 

focused on the following questions:

• What does productivity mean for individuals, teams, and 

organizations?

• What are the dimensions and factors of productivity?

• What are the purposes and implications of measuring productivity?

• What are the grand challenges in research on productivity?

This book explores what productivity means for modern software development. 

The chapters were written by participants at the Dagstuhl seminar (see Figure 1), plus 

numerous other experts. Our goal is to summarize and distribute their combined 

experience, wisdom, and understanding about software productivity.

InTroduCTIon
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Figure 1. The attendees of the Dagstuhl seminar called “Rethinking Productivity 
in Software Engineering” in March 2017. The two editors of this book are in the 
second row on the right hand side.

 About This Book
This book is organized into five topic areas. We begin with a set of essays outlining 

challenges with measuring productivity (“Measuring Productivity: No Silver Bullet”). 

This is followed by essays focused on breaking down productivity into its components 

(“Introduction to Productivity”) and essays that identify productivity factors and how 

they may give a different perspective on productivity (“The Context of Productivity”). 

Even though productivity is difficult to measure in general, we include specific case 

studies focused on measuring some aspect of productivity (“Measuring Productivity in 

Practice”). We finish with a series of essays on interventions that do work to improve 

productivity (“Best Practices for Productivity”).

InTroduCTIon
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 Measuring Productivity: No Silver Bullet
Are some programmers indeed ten times more productive than others, as some people 

claim? Lutz Prechelt digs into the data to address this question in Chapter 1. Ciera Jaspan 

and Caitlin Sadowski then explain what is inherently wrong with focusing on a single 

productivity metric (and what you can do instead) in Chapter 2. Andrew J. Ko describes a 

thought experiment identifying the unintended consequences of measuring productivity 

in Chapter 3.

 An Introduction to Productivity
We begin this part with an overview of ways that productivity has been defined in the 

past with Chapter 4 by Stefan Wagner and Florian Deissenboeck. In Chapter 5, Caitlin 

Sadowski, Margaret-Anne Storey, and Robert Feldt describe a framework for breaking down 

productivity into three dimensions: quality, velocity, and satisfaction—and how to apply 

that framework when considering productivity metrics. Andrew J. Ko then describes how it 

is important to consider productivity in context through a particular lens in Chapter 6.  

Emerson Murphy-Hill and Stefan Wagner conclude this introduction to productivity 

concepts with an overview of productivity research in a related context (knowledge 

work) in Chapter 7.

 The Context of Productivity
There are many different factors that may affect the productivity of software engineers. 

Stefan Wagner and Emerson Murphy-Hill overview the space of these factors in  

Chapter 8. We do a deep dive into two of these factors in the following two chapters: 

Duncan Brumby, Christian Janssen, and Gloria Mark provide an overview of research 

on interruptions in Chapter 9, and then Daniel Graziotin and Fabian Fagerholm discuss 

research about the relationship between happiness and productivity in Chapter 10. We 

end this part with Pernille Bjørn’s cautionary tale about the importance of considering 

social factors for productivity in Chapter 11.

InTroduCTIon
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 Measuring Productivity in Practice
André N. Meyer, Gail C. Murphy, Thomas Fritz, and Thomas Zimmermann dig into the 

varying ways developers perceive productivity and the implications for self-reported 

productivity measurement in Chapter 12. Brad A. Myers, Andrew J. Ko, Thomas 

D. LaToza, and YoungSeok Yoon then discuss how qualitative research methods 

can aid in understanding productivity challenges or improvements in Chapter 13. 

Marieke van Vugt then overviews the benefits and limitations of using eye trackers and 

electroencephalography (EEG) scans to measure productivity in Chapter 14. Christoph 

Treude and Fernando Figueira Filho discuss the importance of awareness of what is 

going on in the larger team (team awareness) for productivity and investigate how team 

awareness can be measured in Chapter 15. In Chapter 16, Margaret-Anne Storey and 

Christoph Treude overview benefits and challenges of presenting productivity metrics in 

dashboards.

Some organizations perform productivity benchmarking using International 

Organization for Standardization (ISO) standard methods; the final two chapters 

give a perspective into this world. Charles Symons overviews one such measurement 

(COSMIC) in Chapter 17. Frank Vogelezang and Harold van Heeringen describe a case 

study of how organizations use a benchmarking method like COSMIC in Chapter 18.

 Best Practices for Productivity
There are too many “best practices” for improving the productivity of software 

engineers to include in this book, so we give an overview of different interventions 

that provide a variety of perspectives into what such an intervention could look 

like. Todd Sedano, Paul Ralph, and Cécile Péraire describe how changing the mind-

set from “improving productivity” to “reducing waste” can make productivity 

improvements tractable in Chapter 19. Bill Curtis describes the importance of having 

clear, mature processes in Chapter 20. In Chapter 21, Franz Zieris and Lutz Prechelt 

give an answer to the question of whether pair programming pays off.

There are also tool-supported interventions to improve productivity. The 

benefits and challenges of self-tracking for productivity are described by André 

N. Meyer, Thomas Fritz, and Thomas Zimmermann in Chapter 22. Manuela Züger, 

André N. Meyer, Thomas Fritz, and David Shepherd present a system to surface 

information about when to interrupt software engineers in Chapter 23. In Chapter 

24, Gail C. Murphy, Mik Kersten, Robert Elves, and Nicole Bryan review an evolution 
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of technologies focused on improving the access and flow of information between 

the humans and tools involved in creating software systems. Lastly, Marieke van 

Vugt focuses inward and overviews the role of mindfulness in productivity in 

Chapter 25.

 The Future of Software Productivity
While these essays were written by experts, they are hardly complete. Software 

development is always changing, and there is a lot we don’t know yet about software 

productivity. At the Dagstuhl seminar, the attendees identified several open questions 

and grand challenges. The three main grand challenges are building a body of knowledge 

about what we know about software productivity, improving the measurement of 

productivity, and affecting and improving software productivity through interventions.

 Building a Body of Knowledge About Software  
Productivity
The following are the next steps towards building a body of knowledge about software 

productivity:

• Develop a theoretical framework for productivity.

• Define laws or rules of productivity similar to the laws of software 

evolution. For example, a happier developer is a more productive 

developer; a participatory culture in a team is more productive.

• Examine the difference of software development to all other kinds 

of knowledge workers and learn what is unique about software 

development and what is not.

• Develop a mapping from questions on productivity to a methodology 

of studying it.

InTroduCTIon
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 Improving the Measurement of Productivity
The following are the next steps for improving the measurement of productivity:

• Collect examples of where measuring productivity was done well 

with good outcomes. Distill the insights and guidelines from this 

collection.

• Develop an approach that can track “everything” at every moment, 

including detailed data across a company; biometric data from 

individuals; and data on aspects such as satisfaction, mood, fatigue, 

and motivation. Use the data to profile development work and 

productivity. Obviously, it will be hard (if not impossible) to get the 

privacy right for an approach like this.

 Improve the Productivity of Software Engineers
The following are the next steps for improving the productivity of software engineers:

• Understand how to support and facilitate productivity.

• Conduct a multitude of comparative studies on productivity at 

different companies and on different interventions.

Exciting times are ahead. We hope you enjoy this book!
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Measuring Productivity: 
No Silver Bullet
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© The Author(s) 2019
C. Sadowski and T. Zimmermann (eds.), Rethinking Productivity in Software Engineering,  
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-1-4842-4221-6_1

CHAPTER 1

The Mythical 10x 
Programmer
Lutz Prechelt, Freie Universität Berlin, Germany

Are some programmers indeed ten times more productive than others, as some people 

claim? To a shocking degree, the answer depends on what exactly the question is 

intended to mean. In this chapter, we will work our way toward this insight by way of a 

fictious dialogue that is based on actual programming research data.

Alice: “I’ve heard the claim that ‘Some programmers are ten times as productive as 

others.’ Sounds a bit exaggerated to me. Do you happen to have data on this?”

Bob: “Indeed I do.” (Bob is an evidence buff.)

 Some Work Time Variability Data
Bob (pointing at Figure 1-1): “Look at this plot. Each circle shows the work time 

of one person for a particular small program, and each of the programs solves the 

same problem. The box indicates the ‘inner half,’ from the 25th percentile to the 75th 

percentile, leaving out the lower and upper fourth of the data points. The fat dot is the 

median (or a 50/50 split point), the M shows the mean and its standard error, and the 

whiskers extend from minimum to maximum.”
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Alice: “Wait. Not so fast. Are all these implementations working correctly?”

Bob: “23 of them have minor defects left in them; 50 work perfectly. All are more than 

98 percent reliable and can be considered acceptable.”

Alice: “I see. So min to max…that is how much?”

Bob: “Minimum is 0.6 hours; maximum is 63. That’s a 105x ratio.”

 Insisting on Homogeneity
Alice: “Wow, impressive. And are these data points indeed comparable?”

Bob: “What do you mean, comparable?”

Alice: “I don’t know. Um, for instance...were these solutions all written in the same 

programming language? Maybe some languages are better suited to the problem than 

others. What type of problem is that anyway?”

Bob: “It’s an algorithmic problem, a search-and-encode task. The data set mixes 

seven different languages, and some of those are indeed less suitable for the task than 

others.”

Alice: “So, could we kick those out, please?”

Bob (showing Figure 1-2): “We can do even better because one of the seven groups 

provides 30 percent of the whole. This is what it looks like for only the Java solutions.”

Work Time [Hours]

Figure 1-1. Distribution of work times for 73 developers for the same small 
program

Chapter 1  the MythiCal 10x prograMMer
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Alice: “Uh-huh. Five of the six slowest are still there, but many of the fastest are not. 

So, that is still how much? 20x?”

Bob: “3.8 to 63, so it’s 17x.”

 Deciding What We Even Mean
Alice (shaking her head): “Okay, but I think I see the problem now. I said ‘faster than 

other programmers,’ but if those others are the worst possible ones, the difference can be 

any size because some people may need an arbitrarily long time.”

Bob: “I agree. The experimenters for this data had expected this to be a half-day 

task for most people and a full day for the slower ones, but apparently the slowest ones 

instead came back every day for a week. Dogged folks!”

Alice: “So, I think what the statement really ought to mean is ‘faster than normal 

programmers.’”

Bob: “And ‘normal’ is just the average? No, I don’t agree with that definition. The 

comparison group then would include everybody and also those who are fast or even 

very fast. Would anybody expect to be 9x faster nevertheless?”

Alice: “Good point. So, then the statement should mean ‘faster than ordinary-not-so- 

great programmers’?”

Bob: “Probably. And that means what?”

Alice: “Hmm, I suggest those are the slower half of all.”

Bob: “Sounds fair to me. And how are they represented, by the slower-half mean or 

the slower-half median?”

Alice: “Median. Or else a single super-obstinate slow person taking 1,000 hours could 

still make it easy to be 10x as fast.”

Work Time [Hours]

Figure 1-2. Distribution of work times for 22 developers for the same small Java 
program

Chapter 1  the MythiCal 10x prograMMer
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Bob: “Okay. The median of the slower half is the 75th percentile. That’s simply the 

right edge of the box. That leaves ‘some.’”

Alice: “Excuse me?”

Bob: “What do we mean by ‘some programmers?’”

Alice: “Ah, yes. There should be more than one.”

Bob: “How about the top 2 percent?”

Alice: “No, that is almost irrelevant in practice. We need to have a few more of 

these people before it starts to matter that they exist. I’d say we take the top 10 percent. 

Programmers overall need to be pretty intelligent people, and to be among the top 10 

percent of those is quite elite. Where does that get us?”

Bob: “The median of the top 10 percent is the 5th percentile. For the Java people, that 

comes out at 3.8 as well. And the 75th percentile is 19.3. That’s a 5x ratio.”

Alice: “Ha! I knew it! 10x is just too much. On the other hand...”

Alice stares into the distance.

 Uninsisting on Homogeneity
Bob: “What?”

Alice: “Who picked the programming language used?”

Bob: “Each programmer decided this for him or herself.”

Alice: “Then the suitability of the language and all its effects should be part of the 

performance we consider. Insisting on a fixed language will artificially dampen the 

differences. Let’s go back to the complete data. What’s the ratio then?”

Bob: “The 5th percentile is 1; the 75th percentile is 11. An 11x ratio.”

Alice (shaking her head): “Gosh. Over ten again—a wild ride.”

 Questioning the Base Population
Alice: “So, maybe I was wrong after all. Although...who were these people?”

Bob: “Everybody essentially. It is a diverse mix from students to seasoned 

professionals, people with much language experience to little, scruffy ones and neat, and 

what-have-you. The only thing similar about them is their motivation to take part in the 

experiment.”

Alice (looking hopeful): “So, can we make the set a little more homogeneous?”
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Bob (grinning sardonically): “Based on what? Their productivity?”

Alice: “No, I mean...there must be something!”

Her face lightens up. “I bet there are freshmen and sophomores among the 

students?”

Bob: “No. All seniors or graduate students. Besides, many places in industry have 

some people with no formal computer science training at all!”

Alice: “So, you mean this is an adequate population to study our question?”

Bob: “Probably. At least it is unclear what a better one ought to look like.”

Alice: “So 11x is the answer?”

Bob: “At least approximately, yes. What else?”

Alice thinks hard for a while.

 It’s Not Only About Development Effort
Alice: “Oops.”

Bob: “Oops what?”

Alice: “We’ve overlooked a big part of the question. We’ve assumed development 

time is all there is to productivity because the resulting programs are all equivalent. But 

you said it was an algorithmic problem. What if the program is run often or with large 

data in a cloud computing scenario? Then the programs could have wildly different 

execution costs. High cost means the program is less valuable; that must be factored into 

the productivity.”

Bob: “Good thinking.”

Alice: “But I guess your data does not contain such information?”

Bob: “In fact it does. For each program there is a benchmark result stating run time 

and memory consumption.”

 Are Slower Programmers Just More Careful?
Alice: “Fantastic! I bet some of the slower programmers have spent time on producing 

faster and leaner programs, and once we factor that in, the productivity becomes more 

even. Can we please look at a scatterplot with work time on the x-axis and memory 

consumption multiplied by run time on the y-axis? Both those latter factors produce 

proportional execution cost increases in the cloud, so they ought to be multiplied.”
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Bob (showing Figure 1-3): “Here we are. Note the logarithmic axes. Some of those 

costs are extreme.”

Alice: “Oh, there’s hardly any correlation at all. I wouldn’t have expected this.”

Bob: “Do you still think the ratio will go down?”

Alice: “No, I guess not.”

 Secondary Factors Can Be Important
Alice: “By the way, what’s the difference between the plot symbols?”

Bob: “The circles represent programs written in a dynamically typed scripting 

language; the Xs are statically typed programs.”

Alice: “The scripts tend to be written much faster, so picking a scripting language was 

a clever move.”

Bob: “Yes. That’s because scripts get only half as long. This is what drove up the ratio 

compared to the Java-only group.”

Alice: “Interesting. Yet scripts compete okay in terms of execution cost.”

Bob: “Except against the very best nonscripts, yes.”
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 The Productivity Definition Revisited
Alice: “But back to our question. Let’s incorporate this execution cost idea: productivity 

is value per effort. Effort is our work time. Value goes down as cost goes up; so, value is 

the inverse of cost. Can you show that?”

Bob (showing Figure 1-4): “Sure. Here’s the resulting plot.”

Bob: “It’s hopeless without the logarithm and has a really strange unit of 

measurement, so it is difficult to make sense of intuitively. Larger is better now, so for 

our ratio we look at the 95th percentile, which is 2200, and the 25th percentile, the left 

box edge, which is 23.6, which makes the ratio 93x. I guess you should get used to the 

fact that 10x differences exist.”

 How Would Real People Work?
Alice: “Perhaps. On the other hand, I now recognize that even with our refined 

understanding of what the question should mean we are asking the wrong question.”

Bob: “Why is that?”

Alice: “I see two reasons. First, in a real scenario, one would not assign a task with 

cost implications as big as this one has to a developer from the lower half. Few people 

would be so shortsighted. Let’s ignore the lower half.”

Bob: “And instead of the 25th percentile of everybody take the 25th percentile of the 

upper productivity half?”

Alice: “Hmm, nobody can know that exactly in advance, but for simplicity’s sake let’s 

say yes.”

Bob: “That would be the 62.5th percentile then. That’s 385 and leads to a ratio of 6x.”

Log Productivity

Figure 1-4. “Productivity” for 73 developers for the same small program
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Alice: “Aaaaah, that sounds a lot more reasonable to me.”

Bob: “I’m always happy to help.”

Alice: “But that’s not all. Second, if you build a solution with very high execution cost, 

you will go and optimize it. And if the original developer is not capable enough to do that 

properly, somebody else will come to the rescue. Or should at least. Productivity is about 

teams, really, not individuals!”

 So What?
The next day, Bob runs into Alice in the kitchen.

Bob: “That was a really interesting discussion yesterday. But what is your take-home 

message from it?”

Alice: “My answer to the question of whether some programmers are indeed 10x 

more productive than others?”

Bob: “Yes.”

Alice: “My answer is that is a misleading question. Other productivity facts are way 

more useful.”

Bob: “And that would be which?”

Alice: “First, as the data showed, the low end of productivity can be reeeeeally low. 

So, do your best not to have such people on your team. Second, productivity is a lot 

about quality. There was not much information about this in your particular data set, but 

in the real world, I am strongly convinced that it makes little sense to talk about effort 

without talking about quality as well. Third, my personal conclusion is to assign critical 

tasks to the best engineers and noncritical tasks however they fit. Finally, although the 

data didn’t have a lot to say about this, I firmly believe in improving a product over time. 

Productivity differences are a fact of life, but if you invest incrementally where it matters, 

they will not hurt very much.”

The End.

 Key Ideas
Here are the key ideas from this chapter in a nutshell:

• The low end of productivity can be really low.

• Quality matters, too, not only raw development speed.
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• Assign critical tasks to your best engineers.

• Do your best not to have very weak engineers on your team at all.
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CHAPTER 2

No Single Metric  
Captures Productivity
Ciera Jaspan, Google, USA

Caitlin Sadowski, Google, USA

“Measuring software productivity by lines of code is like measuring prog-
ress on an airplane by how much it weighs.”

—Bill Gates

“The purpose of software engineering is to control complexity, not to create it.”

—Pamela Zave

The urge to measure the productivity of developers is not new. Since it is often the 

case at organizations that more code needs to be written, many attempts have been 

made to measure productivity based on lines of code (LOC). For example, in early 

1982, the engineering management of developers working on software for the Apple 

Lisa computer decided to start tracking LOC added by each developer. One week, the 

main user interface designer, Bill Atkinson, optimized QuickDraw’s region calculation 

machinery and removed about 2,000 LOC. The management stopped asking for his 

LOC [3].
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Although measuring engineer productivity by LOC is clearly fraught, anecdotes like 

this abound on the Internet [7]. Organizations have continued to search for better and 

easier ways to measure developer productivity [6]. We argue that there is no metric that 

adequately captures the full space of developer productivity and that attempting to find 

one is counterproductive. Instead, we encourage the design of a set of metrics tailored 

for answering a specific goal.

 What’s Wrong with Measuring Individual 
Performers?
Tracking individual performance can create a morale issue, which perversely could 

bring down overall productivity. Research has shown that developers do not like having 

metrics focused on identifying the productivity of individual engineers [5]; this has also 

been our experience at Google. Developers are concerned about privacy issues and 

about how any measurement could be misinterpreted, particularly by managers who 

do not have technical knowledge about inherent caveats any metric has. If productivity 

metrics directly feed into an individual’s performance grading, then they will impact 

how developers are compensated and whether they continue to keep their jobs—a 

serious consequence for getting it wrong. These high stakes further incentivize gaming 

the metrics, for example, by committing unnecessary code just to increase LOC ratings.

Measuring productivity to identify low performers may not even be necessary. 

It is our experience that managers (and peers) frequently already know who the low 

performers are. In that case, metrics serve only to validate a preexisting conception for 

why an individual is a low performer, and so using them to identify people in the first 

place is not necessary and serves only to demoralize the higher-performing employees.

 Why Do People Want to Measure Developer 
Productivity?
As critiqued earlier, one possible motivation for measuring developer productivity 

is identifying high/low-performing individuals and teams. However, there are many 

reasons why a company may want to measure the productivity of their engineers. Other 

motivations include surfacing global trends across a company, rating the effectiveness of 
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different tools or practices, running comparisons for an intervention meant to improve 

productivity, and highlighting inefficiencies where productivity can be improved.

While each of these scenarios has a goal of measuring productivity, the metrics, 

aggregations, and reporting are different. For example, identifying high- and low- 

performing individuals means aggregating a metric on an individual level, while running 

a comparison would mean aggregating across a group of developers. More important, 

the type of productivity metric used for these scenarios is different. There are many 

different stakeholders who may be interested in measuring productivity with different 

goals. If the goal is to identify low performers or to surface global trends, the stakeholders 

interested in the metric will be looking for metrics that measure task completion. If the 

goal is to run a comparison for a specific intervention or to highlight inefficiencies within 

a specific process, the productivity metrics used will be measuring subtasks that address 

the goals of the intervention or the process being investigated. What is actionable for an 

individual is different than what is actionable for a team.

 What’s Inherently Wrong with a Single Productivity 
Metric?
Any single productivity metric is intrinsically problematic. Productivity is too broad of a 

concept to be flattened into a single metric, and confounding factors will exacerbate the 

challenges with attempting such a flattening.

 Productivity Is Broad
Productivity is a broad concept with many aspects. The problem is that productivity 

metrics are poor proxies of the underlying behavior or activity that we want to measure. 

As poor proxies, they are ripe for misuse.

When we create a metric, we are examining a thin slice of a developer’s overall time 

and output. Developers engage in a variety of other development tasks beyond just 

writing code, including providing guidance and reviewing code for other developers, 

designing systems and features, and managing releases and configuration of software 

systems. Developers also engage in a variety of social tasks such as mentoring or 

coordination that can have a significant impact on overall team or organization output.
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Even for the narrow case of measuring productivity of developers in terms of code 

contributions, quantifying the size of such contributions misses critical aspects of code 

such as quality, or maintainability. These aspects are not easy to measure; measuring 

code readability, quality, understandability, complexity, or maintainability remain open 

research problems [2, 4].

 Flattening/Combining Components of a Single Aspect Is 
Challenging
Furthermore, flattening all of these into a single measure along with quantity has limited 

applicability and risks, reducing the actionability of a metric. Is a developer with few 

code contributions of very high quality more or less productive than a developer with 

many contributions but some quality issues? Does it make a difference if the engineer 

with some quality issues comes back and fixes the issues later? It is not clear which is 

more productive because it depends on the trade-offs of the project in question.

An additional problem with flattening or combining metrics is that flattened metrics 

may not make intuitive sense and so may be distrusted or misinterpreted. For example, if 

a variety of factors (e.g., cyclomatic complexity, time to complete, test coverage, size) are 

compressed into one number representing the productivity impact of a patch, it will not 

be immediately clear why one patch scores 24 and another one scores 37. Furthermore, 

a single score is not directly actionable since a variety of interrelated factors contribute to 

that score.

 Confounding Factors
Even if we are able to tease out a single metric that holistically covers some aspect of 

productivity, confounding factors can make the metric meaningless. Take the case 

of comparing programming languages. It is difficult to measure the productivity of 

languages in particular because of the number of confounding factors. There is the 

language itself, the tools, the libraries, the culture, the types of projects, and the types of 

developers who are attracted to that language.

As another example, a Google team wanted to show that high test coverage improves 

code quality. To do this, they compared the test coverage of different teams with the 

number of bugs filed. They found no correlation. Was there really no improvement 

in code quality, though? In this case, there may have been a confounding cultural 
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component. Teams that have high test coverage may also file more bug reports. The 

projects with low test coverage may have been prototypes or just teams that don’t track 

bugs as accurately.

There can also be confounds from intrinsic complexity differences between teams. 

For example, two teams may have a difference in their average patch completion time. 

One likely explanation is that these teams are working on different projects. There 

may be project-specific differences in the size of patches they submit or their overall 

complexity.

There can even be externalities that are not captured within a metric. For example, 

one team might appear to be submitting fewer lines of code than another team. There 

are many possible causes for such a difference that do not mean the team has lower 

productivity; perhaps the team is taking more steps to improve quality and therefore has 

fewer bugs down the road, or perhaps the team has taken on several new employees and 

is ramping them up. Again, confounding factors are at play. We can’t separate those out 

because they come from nonmeasurable sources.

 What Do We Do Instead at Google?
Although there is no general-purpose measurement that can be used in any situation 

focused on developer productivity, it is still possible to make data-driven improvements 

to a software engineering workflow. Given a specific research question, it is possible to 

break measurements down into a specific context and know what the caveats are.

At Google, we work with teams to figure out how they can leverage metrics to help 

make data-driven decisions. The process starts with clarifying the research questions 

and motivation. We then come up with custom metrics targeted toward those specific 

questions. This kind of thinking is similar to the Goal–QuestionMetric paradigm [1]. We 

validate these metrics against qualitative research (encompassing techniques such as 

surveys and interviews) to ensure that the metrics measure the original goal.

For example, a team at Google working on a distributed version control layer wanted 

to show that using multiple smaller patches speeds up the review process (perhaps 

because they are easier to review). After investigating and rejecting not meaningful 

metrics related to the number of changes or LOC committed per week, the team 

investigated how long it took developers to commit code scaled by the size of code 

changes. They were able to show improvement in the time to commit per LOC changed.
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We can likewise find improvements for other tools, investigate the current cost 

on developers, and then put those into a Return on Investment (ROI) calculation. For 

example, we have determined how much time is lost because of waiting for builds (or 

because of unnecessary context switching as a result of builds). After contrasting this 

with the cost of speeding up builds (through human or machine resources), we have 

provided an estimated ROI for different build improvements.

We often see teams that either don’t have a research question that matches their 

motivation for coming up with a metric or have a mismatch between the metrics and 

the research questions of interest. For example, we talked to one team that wanted to 

measure codebase modularity. After some discussion, we determined that they wanted 

to see whether developers were faster at developing software after an intervention and 

needed to consider ways to measure velocity. Teams also need to carefully consider 

the time window and aggregations (for example, team versus individual versus larger 

organization) of interest, as well as any selection criteria for individuals being measured.

Qualitative analysis helps understand what a metric is actually measuring, and data 

analysis and cross-validation can make sure the results are sensible. For example, by 

examining distributions of log events for individual developers, we discovered logs that 

show developers making an action on a web page tens of thousands of times – actions 

that were actually the result of a Chrome extension. Similarly, we found out during an 

interview that developers have good reasons for doing something we had thought was an 

anti-pattern.

Our approach works because we explicitly do not attempt to create a single metric to 

measure engineering productivity. We instead narrow down the problem into a concrete 

research statement and seek metrics that address precisely the question at hand. This 

allows us to validate each individual metric against a specific goal, rather than against 

the vague concept of productivity. In practice, we find that several of our metrics get 

reused from one productivity question to the next. While this approach does not scale 

as fast as applying a single productivity metric, it scales well enough while providing 

precise, reliable data that we can trust when making investment decisions.
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 Key Ideas
The following are the key ideas from this chapter:

• There is no single productivity metric for software engineers.

• Instead, focus on a set of custom metrics targeted to a specific 

question.
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CHAPTER 3

Why We Should Not 
Measure Productivity
Andrew J. Ko, University of Washington, USA

Software moves faster every year. Markets shift rapidly, releases are ever more frequent, 

and languages, APIs, and platforms evolve at a relentless pace. And so the interest 

in productivity, both by developers who want to keep up with these changes and by 

managers and organizations that need to compete, appears entirely rational. Moreover, 

improving software faster holds even greater promise to the rest of humanity: getting 

more work done with less effort may mean an increased quality of life for everyone.

In pursuit of productivity, however, there can be unintended consequences from 

trying to measure it. Here are some examples:

• Measuring productivity can warp incentives, especially if not 

measured well.

• Sloppy inferences from measurements could result in worse 

management decisions rather than better ones.

Are these bad enough that we shouldn’t even try to measure it? To find out, let’s do 

a thought experiment. I want you to imagine an organization that you’ve worked for or 

are working for now. Let’s consider what might happen if it invested seriously in trying to 

measure productivity. As we go, test the argument against your own experience.
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 Unintended Consequences
The first unintended consequence comes from trying to use any single concrete 

measure of productivity. Take, for example, a measure of productivity that focuses on 

time to release. An individual developer committing faster means a team reviewing 

faster, which ultimately means shipping faster, right? But unless your organization also 

measures the outcomes of shipping—positive outcomes such as adoption, customer 

growth, and sales increases, or negative outcomes such as software failures or harm 

to brand—one risks optimizing for an intermediate outcome at the expense of an 

organization’s ultimate goal.

For example, in the race to release, a team might ship more defects than it would 

have otherwise or take on more technical debt than is desirable for longer-term goals. 

Most other single metrics have the same problems. Counting the number of bugs closed, 

the number of lines of code written, the number of user stories completed, the number 

of requirements met, and even the number of customers acquired—if your organization 

tried to measure these, optimizing any one of them would almost always come at the 

expense of others.

But this is a bit obvious. I bet it’s even more obvious if you’ve been in an organization 

that did this because you probably lived those unintended consequences every day, 

feeling tension between the official measures of productivity and the other concerns that 

related to that measure. So, let’s take our thought experiment in a more radical direction.

Imagine it was possible for your organization to measure all dimensions of 

productivity. After all, software has a vast array of quality dimensions Redundant, as 

do software development methodologies. Perhaps measuring all of these dimensions 

can overcome any overfitting to one metric. Let’s put aside for the moment that we 

don’t know how to measure most of these dimensions well, imagining a future in which 

we can accurately observe and measure every dimension of work. Would a holistic, 

multidimensional metric of productivity be any better?

It would certainly make the activities of a team more observable. Developers and 

managers would know every aspect of every developer’s work, able to observe every 

dimension of progress or lack thereof. It would provide a perfect model of developer 

activity.

But this omniscient vision of software development work still comes with significant 

unintended consequences. First, if this monitoring were done at a team or organization 

level by managers, how would being monitored change developers’ behavior? The effect 

of being observed so thoroughly might actually result in developers self-monitoring 
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their every action, unintentionally reducing productivity. Even if this were a net increase 

in productivity, it might also lead to developers leaving the organization, moving to 

organizations that were a little less like Big Brother.

 Explaining Productivity
For the sake of our thought experiment, let’s imagine that you and every developer in 

your organization fully embraced rich monitoring of productivity of all kinds. What 

would a manager actually do with this data to improve productivity?

• They could use the data to rank the productivity of individual 

developers and teams to make promotion or investment decisions.

• If the data were real-time enough, they might use it to intervene in 

teams that are seeing drops in productivity.

• With enough detail, the data might even reveal which practices 

and tools are associated with increased productivity, allowing an 

organization to change practices to increase productivity.

This rich stream of real-time data could empower an organization to fine-tune its 

activities to more rapidly achieve its goals.

Unfortunately, there’s a hidden requirement to achieve this vision. For a manager to 

actually go from data to intervention, they need to make a creative leap: a manager has 

to take all of the measures, correlations, and models to ultimately infer a theory for what 

explains the productivity they’re observing. Making these inductive leaps can be quite 

challenging, and coming up with a wrong theory means any intervention based on that 

theory would likely not be effective and may even be harmful.

Even if we assume that every manager is capable of creatively and rigorously 

inferring explanations of a team’s productivity and effectively testing those theories, 

the manager would need richer data about causality. Otherwise, they’d be blindly 

testing interventions, with no sense of whether improvements are because of their 

intervention or just the particular time and context of the test. Where would this causal 

data come from?

One source of richer data is experiments. But designing experiments requires control 

groups that are as close to identical as the treatment group or sufficiently randomized to 

control for individual differences. Imagine trying to create two teams that are identical in 

nearly every way, except for the process or tools they use, and randomizing everything else. 
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As a scientist of software engineering, I’ve tried, and not only is it extremely time- consuming 

and therefore expensive, but it’s almost always impossible to do, even in the laboratory, let 

alone in a workplace.

Another source of rich data about causality is qualitative data. For example, 

developers could report their subjective sense of their team’s productivity. Every 

developer could write a narrative each week about what was slowing them down, 

highlighting all of the personal, team, and organizational factors that they believe are 

influencing all of those elaborate quantitative metrics being measured in our omniscient 

vision. This would help support or refute any theories inferred from productivity data 

and might even surface some recommendations from developers about what to do 

about the problems they’re facing.

This would be ideal, right? If we combine holistic qualitative data from developers 

with holistic quantitative data about productivity, then we’ll have an amazingly rich and 

precise view into what is either causing or preventing an organization’s desired level of 

productivity. What could be more valuable for improving developer productivity?

 Dealing with Change
As usual, there’s another fatal flaw. Such a rich model of productivity would be incredibly 

powerful if developers, teams, and organizations were a relatively stable phenomena to 

model. But new developers arrive all the time, changing team dynamics. Teams disband 

and reform. Organizations decide to enter a new market and leave an old one. All of 

these changes mean that the phenomena one might model are under constant change, 

meaning that whatever policy recommendations our rich model might suggest would 

likely need to change again in response to these external forces. It’s even possible that by 

having such a seamless ability to improve productivity, one would accelerate the pace 

at which new productivity policies would have to be introduced, only creating more 

entropy in an ever-accelerating system of work.

One final flaw in this thought experiment is that, ultimately, all productivity changes 

will come from changes in the behavior of developers and others on a team. Depending 

on their productivity goals, they’ll have to write better code, write less code, write code 

faster, communicate better, make smarter decisions, and so on. Even with a perfect 

model of productivity, a perfect understanding of its causes in an organization, and 

a perfect policy for improving productivity, developers will have to learn new skills, 

changing how they program, communicate, coordinate, and collaborate to implement 
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more productive processes. And if you’ve had any experience changing developer or 

team behavior, you know how hard it is to change even small things about individual and 

team behavior. Moreover, once a team changes its behavior, one has to understand the 

causes of behavior all over again.

This thought experiment suggests that regardless of how accurately or elaborately 

one can measure productivity, the ultimate bottleneck in realizing productivity 

improvements is behavior change. And if our productivity utopia relies on developer 

insight into their own productivity to identify opportunities for individuals to change, 

why not just focus on developers in the first place, working with them individually and 

in teams to identify opportunities for increased productivity, whatever the team and 

organizational goals? This would be a lot cheaper than trying to measure productivity 

accurately, holistically, and at scale. It would also better recognize the humanity and 

expertise of the people ultimately responsible for achieving productivity. A focus 

on developers’ experiences with productivity also leaves room for all the indirect 

components of productivity that are far too difficult to observe, including factors such 

as developers’ motivation, engagement, happiness, trust, and attitudes toward the work 

they are doing. These factors, likely more than anything else, are the higher-order bits in 

how much work a developer gets one per unit time.

 Managers as Measurers
Of course, all these individual and emotional factors about probing developer 

experience are just fancy ways of talking about good management. Great managers, 

by respecting the humanity of the people they are managing and understanding how 

their developers are working, are constantly building and refining rich models of their 

developers’ productivity all the time and using them to make identify opportunities for 

improvements. The best ones already achieve our productivity measurement ideal but 

through interpersonal communication, interpretation, and mentorship. The whole idea 

of measuring productivity is really just an effort to be more objective about the subjective 

factors that are actually driving software development work.

So, what does this mean for improving productivity? I argue that instead of 

measuring productivity, we should instead invest in finding, hiring, and growing 

managers who can observe productivity as part of their daily work with developers. 

If organizations grow good managers and can trust that their great managers will 

constantly seek ways to improve productivity, developers will be more productive, even 

if we can’t objectively measure it.
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Of course, part of growing good management can involve measurement. One can 

think of measurement like a form of self-reflection scaffolding, helping a manager to reflect 

on process in more structured ways. That structure might help inexperienced managers 

develop more advanced skills of management observation that do not necessarily involve 

counting things. More advanced managers can be more intuitive, gathering insights as they 

work with their team and making changes to team dynamics as the world around the team 

changes. This vision of management ultimately frames measurement as just one small tool 

in a much larger toolbox for organizing and coordinating software development work.

Now all we need is a measure of good management.

 Key Ideas
The following are the key ideas from the chapter:

• Improving productivity requires explaining the factors that affect it, 

but that requires qualitative insights into team behavior.

• Teams are always changing, making it even harder to get insights 

about team behavior through data.

• Managers are best positioned to get these qualitative insights by 

interacting with their team.
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CHAPTER 4

Defining Productivity 
in Software Engineering
Stefan Wagner, University of Stuttgart, Germany

Florian Deissenboeck, CQSE GmbH, Germany

Successful software systems are subject to perpetual change as they need to be 

continuously improved and adapted to continuously changing requirements. Software 

evolution is the term used in software engineering to refer to this process of developing 

software initially and then repeatedly updating it. It is an essential goal to minimize 

the cost and to maximize the benefits of software evolution. In addition to financial 

savings, for many organizations, the time needed to implement software changes largely 

determines their ability to adapt their business processes to changing market situations 

and to implement innovative products and services. With the present yet increasing 

dependency on large-scale software systems, the ability to develop and change existing 

software in a timely and economical manner is essential for numerous enterprises and 

organizations in most domains.

We commonly call this productivity, which across disciplines and domains refers 

to the ratio between output and input. The input side—the cost spent—is relatively 

easy to measure in software development. The challenge lies in finding a reasonable 

way to define output as it involves software quantity and quality. The software 

engineering community has so far been unable to develop a thorough understanding of 

productivity in software evolution and the significance of the factors influencing it, let 

alone universally valid methods and tools to analyze, measure, compare, and improve 

productivity. Perhaps the most difficult issues are the many factors that influence 
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productivity—and that they are different in every project, which makes it so hard to 

compare them. What complicates the situation is the lack of an established, clearly 

defined terminology that serves as a basis for further discussions.

Hence, we see the disambiguation of the terms that are central to productivity as 

a first important step toward a more mature management of productivity in software 

engineering. For that, we make use of the existing work from other research areas with a 

focus on knowledge work. We discuss the terms frequently associated with productivity, 

namely, efficiency, effectiveness, performance, and profitability, and explain their 

mutual dependencies. As a first constructive step, we propose a clear and integrated 

terminology.

To better put the terminology in the perspective of software engineering, we start 

with a description of the history of software productivity.

 A Short History of Software Productivity
A wide variety of definitions of software development productivity have been discussed 

for more than four decades. In the beginning, however, this discussion was usually 

based on anecdotal evidence presented by renowned researchers and practitioners of 

the field. For example, Brooks stressed in 1975 the importance of people-related factors 

for software productivity [3], which was more recently followed up on by DeMarco and 

Lister [4], as well as Glass [5]. First isolated experiments were carried out to investigate 

productivity variations and its causes as early as 1968 [7, 11].

The late 1970s and early 1980s brought the first attempts to tackle software 

development productivity in a more comprehensive manner. As measuring productivity 

requires a well-defined notion of the size of the generated product, considerable effort 

was spent on the definition of size metrics that do not suffer from limitations of the 

classic lines of code (LOC) metric. In 1979, Albrecht introduced function points to 

express the amount of functionality of an information system rather than the size of its 

code. Based on the specification of a system instead of on its implementation, function 

points were designed to support early development effort estimation and to overcome 

limitations inherent to the measurement of LOC, e.g., comparability between different 

languages. Function points provide a basis for productivity measures such as function 

points per week or work-hours per function point.

In parallel, Boehm developed his cost estimation model COCOMO—now COCOMO 

II [1]—which is part of the standard software engineering knowledge today. While 
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not directly based on function points but on LOC, COCOMO addresses development 

productivity by explicitly including productivity factors such as required reliability 

or the capability of the analysts. Boehm also recognized the importance of reuse, a 

phenomenon unknown in manufacturing, for software productivity and introduced a 

separate factor that should cover this influence.

The 1980s deepened the understanding of software productivity by significantly 

enlarging the then poor empirical knowledge base. Most notably, Jones contributed to 

this through his systematic provision and integration of a large amount of data relevant 

for productivity analyses. In his books, he discusses various factors for productivity and 

presents industrial averages for these factors that potentially form a basis for productivity 

assessments. Nevertheless, one of his insights [6] is that for each project a different set of 

factors may be most influential.

In the beginnings of the 2000s, several researchers proposed economic-driven 

or value-based software engineering as an important paradigm in future software 

engineering research. For example, Boehm and Huang [2] point out that it is not only 

important to track the costs in a software project but also the real earned value, i.e., the 

value for the customer. They explain that it is important to develop the software business 

case and keep it up-to-date. By doing so, they open up a new perspective on software 

productivity that reaches beyond development costs and explicitly includes the benefits 

provided for the customer.

During the 2000s and the recent years, agile software development has made a strong 

impact on many organizations that develop software. One of the core principles of agile 

development is to create customer value. Hence, many aspects of agile development 

aim to focus on this value generation. One example is the evolution from continuous 

integration to continuous delivery [13], i.e., to deliver value to customers not at the 

end of the project or a sprint but continuously. Another aspect related to productivity 

brought in by agile development was the counting of story points and the calculation 

of velocity as the number of story points per sprint. However, many proponents of agile 

development recommend not to use this measure of velocity as a productivity measure 

because it can lead to unwanted effects. For example, Jeffreys [15] states, “Velocity is 

so easy to misuse that one cannot recommend it.” The effects can include that story 

points are inflated instead of used as a means to identify too large stories and keeping 

developers from working on stories with a small number of story points. Hence, agile 

software development has no clear definition of productivity or a solution for measuring 

productivity.
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 Terminology in the General Literature
Our starting point is Tangen’s [12] Triple-P-Model, which is a well-established model in 

knowledge work research to differentiate productivity, profitability, and performance as 

well as the programming productivity Wikipedia article (https://en.wikipedia.org/

wiki/Programming_productivity). Especially in software engineering, efficiency is used 

instead of productivity; we also discuss it and differentiate it from effectiveness. Finally, 

following Drucker [8], we include a short discussion on the influence of quality on 

productivity. We discuss each of these terms separately in the following sections and will 

integrate them afterward.

 Productivity
While there is no commonly agreed on definition of productivity, there appears to be 

consensus that productivity describes the ratio between output and input.

Productivity = Output / Input

Across the various disciplines, however, different notions and different measurement 

units for input and output can be found. The manufacturing industry uses a 

straightforward relation between the number of units produced per time unit and the 

number of units consumed in production. Nonmanufacturing industries use person- 

hours or similar units to enable comparison between outputs and inputs.

As long as classical production processes are considered, a metric of productivity 

is straightforward: how many units of a product of specified quality are produced at 

which costs? For intellectual work, productivity is much trickier. How do we measure 

the productivity of authors, scientists, or engineers? Because of the rising importance 

of “knowledge work” (as opposed to manual work; see also “What We Can Learn 

from Productivity Research About Knowledge Workers” [8]), many researchers have 

attempted to develop productivity measurement means that can be applied in a 

nonmanufacturing context. It is commonly agreed on that the nature of knowledge work 

fundamentally differs from manual work and, hence, factors besides the simple output/

input ratio need to be taken into account, e.g., quality, timeliness, autonomy, project 

success, customer satisfaction, and innovation. However, the research communities in 

neither discipline have been able to establish broadly applicable and accepted means for 

productivity measurement yet [9].
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 Profitability
Profitability and productivity are closely linked and are, in fact, often confused. However, 

profitability is most often defined as the ratio between revenue and cost.

Profitability = Revenue / Cost

The number of factors that influence profitability is even greater than the number 

of factors that influence productivity. Particularly, profitability can change without any 

change to productivity, e.g., due to external conditions such as cost or price inflation.

 Performance
The term performance is even broader than productivity and profitability and covers a 

plethora of factors that influence a company’s success. Hence, well-known performance 

control instruments such as the Balanced Scorecard [14] do include productivity as 

a factor that is central but not unique. Other relevant factors are, for example, the 

customers’ or stakeholders’ perception of the company.

 Efficiency and Effectiveness
Efficiency and effectiveness are terms that provide further confusion as they are often 

mixed up themselves; additionally, efficiency is often confused with productivity. 

The difference between efficiency and effectiveness is usually explained informally as 

“efficiency is doing things right” and “effectiveness is doing the right things.” While there 

are numerous other definitions [12], an agreement prevails that efficiency refers to the 

utilization of resources and mainly influences the required input of the productivity 

ratio. Effectiveness mainly aims at the usefulness and appropriateness of the output as it 

has direct consequences for the customer.

 Influence of Quality
Drucker [8] stresses the importance of quality for the evaluation of knowledge worker 

productivity. Productivity of knowledge work therefore has to aim first at obtaining 

quality—and not minimum quality but optimum if not maximum quality. Only then can 

one ask, “What is the volume, the quantity of work?” However, most of the literature in 

nonsoftware disciplines does not explicitly discuss the role of quality in the output of 

the productivity ratio [8]. More recent work from nonmanufacturing disciplines have 
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a stronger focus on knowledge, office, or white-collar work and hence increasingly 

discuss the role of quality with respect to productivity [4, 9, 10]. Still, it appears that these 

efforts to include quality in the determination of productivity have not yet led to an 

operationalizable concept.

 An Integrated Definition of Software Productivity
As discussed, for measuring software productivity we need a measurement of input and 

output of a software project. The input is the effort dedicated to its development and 

evolution. The output is the value of the software for its users or customers. The value 

cannot always be defined by the market value of the software as it is often developed and 

used internally by organizations and as such does not have a market value. Furthermore, 

the market value may be influenced by factors that we put to the level of profitability or 

performance, such as currency valuations or competition on the market.

Hence, we suggest a purpose-based definition of software value. Given a purpose 

(a business goal or an application vision), we ask, how well does the software address 

its purpose in terms of functional and nonfunctional requirements? The answer to this 

question is determined by the functionality as well as the nonfunctional quality of the 

software.

On the basis of the purpose-based view, we build a consolidated summary of the 

productivity-related terms. As shown in Figure 4-1, from the purpose, we derive an 

ideal functionality and quality as well as the ideal effort to serve the purpose correctly. 

The ideal functionality means the optimal set of features (nothing missing, nothing too 

much) to fulfil the purpose. Similarly, the ideal quality is the level of the various quality 

attributes that fit to the purpose in an optimal way. For example, the application scales 

easily to the needed number of parallel users but not beyond. The ideal effort denotes 

the number of person-hours if people trained well for the problems to be solved (i.e., 

the ideal functionality and quality) would have worked in a supportive environment on 

the software. Comparing the ideal with the actually produced functionality and quality 

shows the effectiveness of the software development activities; the relation of the ideal to 

the actual effort gives the efficiency. Both have an influence on productivity.
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We embed this in the Triple-P-Model from Tangen [12] so that it results in the 

PE Model that illustrates how purpose, functionality, quality, and effort relate to 

effectiveness, efficiency, productivity, profitability, and performance (Figure 4-2). The 

original Triple-P-Model already provided the idea that profitability contains productivity 

but adds further factors such as inflation and pricing. In turn, performance contains 

profitability and adds factors such as customer perception.

Figure 4-1. Purpose-based effectiveness and efficiency

Figure 4-2. PE Model for software evolution productivity
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We add in the PE Model that productivity is expressed as the combination of 

effectiveness and efficiency: a team can be productive only if it is effective and efficient! 

We would neither consider a software team productive if it was not building the features 

needed by the customers nor if it spent an unnecessary amount of effort on building the 

software. For effectiveness, we need to consider the purpose, functionality, and quality of 

the software. For efficiency, we further consider costs. Hence, the PE Model allows us to 

set all terms discussed earlier in this chapter into relation with each other.

 Summary
There is still a lot of work to do until we can have a clear understanding of productivity in 

software engineering. The complexity of capturing good knowledge work is an obstacle 

in general to unambiguously measuring the productivity of such work. We hope that at 

least our classification of the relevant terms and the resulting PE Model can help to avoid 

confusion and to focus further efforts.

Our discussion of the related terms complements the productivity framework in 

Chapter 5. The framework focuses on the three dimensions of velocity, quality, and 

satisfaction. While quality is covered in both chapters, we have not incorporated velocity. 

Velocity can be different from effort as it concentrates on how fast features are delivered 

to customers. Being faster might actually need more effort. We also have not integrated 

work satisfaction explicitly as it was not part of the Triple-P-Model. This is surprising 

as—in hindsight—we would expect that to play a big role in knowledge work in general. 

Therefore, we believe that a combination of our PE Model and the productivity framework 

in Chapter 5 will clarify terms and cover the most important dimensions.

In Chapter 7, you can read about research on knowledge work as well as how (not) to 

measure productivity.

 Key Ideas
This chapter covers the following key ideas:

• A clear terminology is important for further discussions on 

productivity factors and productivity measurement.

• We should reflect on the history of productivity research in software 

engineering.
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• We need to learn from research on knowledge work productivity and 

use compatible terms.

• The purpose of the software is the necessary basis for all definitions 

of productivity and related terms.
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CHAPTER 5

A Software Development 
Productivity Framework
Caitlin Sadowski, Google, USA
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Robert Feldt, Chalmers University of Technology, Sweden

Productivity is a challenging concept to define, describe, and measure for any kind of 

knowledge work that involves nonroutine creative tasks. Software development is a 

prime example of knowledge work, as it too often involves poorly defined tasks relying 

on extensive collaborative and creative endeavors. As in other areas of knowledge 

work, defining productivity in software development has been a challenge facing 

both researchers and practitioners who may want to understand and improve it by 

introducing new tools or processes.

In this chapter, we present a framework for conceptualizing productivity in 

software development according to three main dimensions that we propose are 

essential for understanding productivity. To help clarify productivity goals, we 

also propose a set of lenses that provide different perspectives for considering 

productivity along these three dimensions. We contend that any picture of 

productivity would be incomplete if the three dimensions and various lenses are not 

considered.
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 Productivity Dimensions in Software Development
The three dimensions in the proposed productivity framework for software engineering 

are as follows:

• Velocity: How fast work gets done

• Quality: How well work gets done

• Satisfaction: How satisfying the work is

When trying to define productivity goals or measure productivity, it is important to 

consider all three of these dimensions because they work together synergistically. Even 

though productivity is often considered in terms of increased output (higher velocity), an 

increase in velocity may not correspond to an actual productivity improvement if there 

is a corresponding drop in the quality of that output. Velocity and quality taken together 

make up overall work efficiency and effectiveness, while velocity and quality may  

impact satisfaction in different ways. An increase in velocity may lead to reduced costs 

(and improve the satisfaction of managers), but at the same time it can lead to increased 

stress for developers (and reduce their satisfaction and in turn incur future costs).  

A detailed example of the perils of low satisfaction, even with high velocity and quality, 

can be found in Chapter 11.

 Velocity
The velocity dimension captures how productivity is often conceptualized in terms of the 

time spent doing a task or the time taken (or cost) to achieve a given quantity of work. 

How one may conceptualize or measure velocity is highly task dependent, and the type 

of task needs to be considered, as well as the granularity, complexity, and routineness of 

a particular task. For example, developer velocity metrics could include the number of 

story points per sprint or the time taken to go from code to a release.

 Quality
The quality dimension encapsulates doing a good job when producing artifacts (such as 

software) or the quality of provided services. Quality may be an internal consideration 

in a project (e.g., code quality) or external to a project (e.g., product quality from the 

perspective of the end users). Metrics for quality in a software project could include 
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counts of negative characteristics such as post-release defects or self-reported ratings of 

delays incurred by technical debt.

 Satisfaction
Engineering satisfaction is a multifaceted concept, which makes it challenging to 

understand, predict, or measure. This dimension captures human factors of productivity 

and has several possible subcomponents, including physiological factors such as fatigue, 

team comfort measures such as psychological safety, and individual feelings of flow/

focus, autonomy, or happiness. Learning or skill development that may positively 

impact long-term quality, developer retention, or velocity may manifest as an increase 

in satisfaction. For developers, satisfaction may be impacted by the real or perceived 

effectiveness of their personal work or their team’s work.

 Lenses
The three dimensions of productivity can be viewed through different lenses. These 

lenses may help to narrow a research goal and provide perspective on the subsequent 

methods we may use to understand or measure productivity. The following are the main 

types of lenses we feel are important to consider:

• Stakeholders: Different stakeholders (e.g., developer, manager, vice 

president, etc.) may have varied goals and interpretations of any 

sort of productivity measurement. Before trying to understand and 

measure productivity, it is essential to identify which stakeholders are 

of concern and what is important to those stakeholders. It may not 

be immediately obvious which stakeholders should be considered; 

a researcher or practitioner may need to carefully elicit which 

stakeholder perspectives are important.

• Context: Particular project, social, and cultural factors will change 

perceptions of productivity. For example, if developers feel that 

helping others is valued by their team, then they will feel that 

time spent answering questions is productive. The underlying 

development context (e.g., open source projects versus projects 
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focused on profits) affects productivity goals. Though context lenses 

are often implicit, sometimes it may be necessary to explicitly 

consider the impact of any norms, values, or attitudes.

• Level: Each lens in the level category represents a particular scale (in 

terms of group size) at which productivity is considered. Individual 

developers, teams, organizations and the surrounding community 

will lead to different perceptions of productivity, and productivity 

goals may also be in tension across these different groups. An 

intervention that may benefit one level may not hold at all levels. As 

a concrete example, interruptions that negatively impact the person 

who is interrupted may lead to a net gain from a team perspective. 

For an in-depth look at four different level lenses, see Chapter 6.

• Time period: Productivity perceptions vary greatly according to the period 

of time that is considered (shorter terms such as days, weeks, or sprints 

or longer terms such as months, years, or milestones). For example, a 

process change may slow down velocity in the short term but lead to 

enhanced team learning over time and thus speed up velocity over a 

longer time period. Similarly, short-term velocity enhancements may lead 

to fatigue and lower developer satisfaction over a longer period of time.

 The Productivity Framework in Action: Articulating 
Goals, Questions, and Metrics
Given a particular high-level productivity goal, a common desire is to derive specific metrics 

that track such a goal. Unfortunately, going from goals to metrics is not trivial as metrics are 

typically proxies for specific aspects of a goal. One technique to bridge this divide is to have 

an intermediate state under consideration. For example, the goal-question-metric (GQM)  

approach for understanding and measuring the software process [1, 2] works by first 

generating “questions” that define goals and then specifying measures that could answer 

those questions. GQM suggests a systematic approach to do the following:

• Conceptualize goals aimed at understanding or improving software 

engineering tools and processes

• Specify research questions to operationalize those goals

• Define metrics for understanding or measuring tools and processes
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Similar to GQM, the HEART framework is used for measuring usability in design 

projects [3]. HEART first decomposes a high-level usability goal (such as “my app is 

awesome”) into subgoals, abstract “signals” that could measure those subgoals (e.g., 

time spent with app), and specific metrics for those signals (e.g., number of shares or 

number of articles read in app). In addition to this goals-signals-metrics breakdown, 

the HEART framework splits usability into five dimensions: happiness, engagement, 

adoption, retention, and task success.

Inspired by the way that the HEART framework involves both splitting by dimensions 

and breaking down from goals to metrics, we propose splitting into goals, questions, 

and metrics in combination with the productivity dimensions and lenses. This 

technique can guide the development of specific questions and metrics toward the 

concrete productivity goals identified. Such goals include measuring the impact of an 

intervention, identifying anti-patterns or problem spots causing productivity losses, 

comparing groups, or understanding productivity for a particular context. To illustrate 

how the framework may be used, we sketch two hypothetical examples in the following 

sections.

 Example 1: Improving Productivity Through an 
Intervention
A manager of a software development team (the stakeholder) in a large software 

company (the context) would like to improve productivity through the introduction of a 

new continuous integration system (the stakeholder’s productivity goal). She hopes that 

productivity will be improved for both individual developers and the team overall (the 

levels) and intends to measure the change over the time frame of a few months (the 

time period).

A set of specific questions about productivity improvements arises from 

considering the productivity goal through the identified lenses along each dimension. 

Since these questions are specific, it is possible to identify a set of metrics that may 

help to answer them, as shown in Table 5-1. Note that productivity metrics are always 

proxies for what you really want to measure, and there is a many-to-one relationship 

between metrics and a specific question, as well as between a set of specific questions 

and one or more productivity goals.
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 Productivity Goal 1: Improve Productivity at the Individual 
and Team Levels Through the Introduction of a New  
Continuous Integration System

Table 5-1. Breaking Down Productivity Goal 1 Along the Three Dimensions

Productivity 
Dimensions

Questions Example Metrics

Quality is the committed code of a higher 

quality?

test coverage.  

number of bugs post release.

velocity are developers able to deploy their 

features more quickly?

time from creating a patch to patch release.  

time to reach team milestones.

Satisfaction are developers more satisfied with 

the engineering process using the 

new tool?

Developer ratings for the new system. 

Developer ratings of team communication 

enabled by tool.

 Example 2: Understanding How Meetings Impact  
Productivity
For this example, we consider a situation where the stakeholder wants to understand 

rather than try to improve productivity (although improving it may be a longer-term 

goal). The scenario we present here is the case where developers (the stakeholders) 

working in a team that also collaborates with other teams at their large company (the 

context) would like to understand how meetings impact productivity (the goal). Here 

the developers are more interested in an exploratory approach to understanding the 

impact of meetings on productivity. The dimensions and the lenses help form research 

questions, as shown in Table 5-2. In this example, even though no metrics have been 

defined, research questions can help sharpen an exploratory analysis by making it more 

concrete. Since the needs and goals of individual developers might conflict with those of 

the team and/or organization an exploratory analysis can help clarify such conflicts and 

form a basis for later change. Note that in the table we show only a sample of possible 

relevant questions along each dimension.
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 Productivity Goal 2: Develop an Understanding of How Meetings 
May Impact Productivity

 Caveats
The framework we propose is abstract by its nature and thus may not suit all studies of 

productivity, nor may it match every nuanced definition of productivity. Other researchers 

and practitioners may want to consider additional dimensions or lenses depending on 

their needs. For example, learning/education could be considered as an explicit fourth 

dimension if this is important to the productivity goals under consideration.

When the dimensions framework is used with GQM, it may not be immediately 

evident to the researcher or practitioner what should be framed as a goal and what 

should be framed as one or more questions, as a goal could be stated as a research 

question or vice versa. As mentioned earlier, the HEART framework offers an alternative 

of using signals instead of questions. We have found it useful in practice to iteratively 

break down productivity measures along these three dimensions, and GQM is one 

approach for this.

As we noted earlier, any metrics defined are proxies for the concepts being 

measured. It is important to choose metrics that adequately capture key aspects of 

measured concepts and to be aware that every metric has limitations. We also stress 

that measuring engineer satisfaction is challenging, as satisfaction is influenced by and 

refers to many different concepts. The lenses together with the research goal may help 

in identifying how satisfaction should be conceptualized or measured. When it comes to 

satisfaction in particular, we stress there is no one-size-fits-all solution.

Table 5-2. Breaking Down Productivity Goal 2 Along the Three Dimensions

Productivity Dimensions Questions

Quality which meetings prompt follow-up work?

which meetings feel like a waste of time?

were all meeting participants needed in the meeting?

velocity what characterizes meetings that are the right length?

what is the right length for meetings?

Satisfaction what characterizes meetings where people feel good after attending?
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Finally, identifying/focusing on the right goals is outside the scope of this framework. 

A researcher or practitioner may assume the work being done is the right work when in 

fact it may not be (that is, the wrong tasks may be worked on in a productive manner!).

 Key Ideas
Here are the key ideas from this chapter:

• Productivity should be considered along three dimensions: quality, 

velocity, and satisfaction.

• These three dimensions complement each other but often are in 

tension with each other.

• The dimensions have several possible attributes; measuring them is 

highly task and situation dependent.

• Productivity goals may be refined by considering the three 

dimensions through a set of perspective lenses.

• The main lenses we suggest include the stakeholders, the 

development context, the levels, and the time scale.
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Open Access This chapter is licensed under the terms of the Creative 

Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivatives 4.0 International 

License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/), which permits any 

noncommercial use, sharing, distribution and reproduction in any medium or format, 

as long as you give appropriate credit to the original author(s) and the source, provide a 

link to the Creative Commons license and indicate if you modified the licensed material. 

You do not have permission under this license to share adapted material derived from 

this chapter or parts of it.

The images or other third party material in this chapter are included in the chapter’s 

Creative Commons license, unless indicated otherwise in a credit line to the material. If 

material is not included in the chapter’s Creative Commons license and your intended 

use is not permitted by statutory regulation or exceeds the permitted use, you will need 

to obtain permission directly from the copyright holder.
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CHAPTER 6

Individual, Team, 
Organization, and Market: 
Four Lenses of Productivity
Andrew J. Ko, University of Washington, USA

When we think about productivity in software development, it’s reasonable to start with 

a basic concept of work per unit of effort. The more work a developer accomplishes with 

their efforts, the better.

But when researchers have investigated how developers think about productivity, 

some surprising nuances surface about what software engineering “work” actually 

is and at what level this work should be considered [14]. In particular, there are four 

lenses through which one can reason about productivity, and each of these has different 

implications for what actions one might take to increase productivity in a company.

 The Individual
The first and most obvious lens is the individual perspective. For a developer, a tester, 

or any other contributor to a software team, it’s reasonable to think about the tasks 

they are assigned, how efficiently those tasks can be completed, and what affects how 

efficiently those tasks are completed. Obviously, a developer’s experience—what they’ve 

learned in school, online, or in other jobs—can affect how efficiently they accomplish 

tasks. For example, one study showed that in terms of task completion time, the skill of 

comprehending what a program does explains much of the variance in task completion 
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time [3]. But these skills aren’t static. For example, while one might expect inexperienced 

developers to always be less efficient than experts, teaching novices expert strategies 

can make them match expert performance quite quickly [17]. As any developer knows, 

however, there’s no such thing as mastery; even senior developers are always engaged 

in learning new concepts, architectures, platforms, and APIs [5]. This constant learning 

is even more necessary for new hires, whose instincts are often to hide their lack of 

expertise from the people they need help from [1].

But experience isn’t the only factor that affects individual productivity. For example, 

we know that tools strongly influence how efficiently a development task can be 

completed. IDEs, APIs, and programming languages, for example, pose many barriers, 

including finding relevant APIs, learning to use them correctly, and learning to test and 

debug them correctly [7]. For example, one study found that simply using rudimentary 

tools for navigating code (scroll bars, text search, etc.) can account for up to a third of the 

time spent debugging code [8]. Another study found that tracking the specific structural 

elements in code that a developer navigates and making those structures and their 

dependencies visible can nearly reduce this overhead [6].

Having the right documentation with the right information (e.g., Stack Overflow 

or other sources of information about API usage) can also accelerate program 

construction [11], but when that documentation is wrong, it can actually have the 

opposite effect on time to complete tasks [18].

These discoveries have some simple implications for individual developer 

productivity. For example, teaching developers strategies that have proven to be more 

effective seems like an unqualified win. Training developers on tools that increase 

productivity is a potentially cheap way to help developers get more work done in the 

same amount of time.

 The Team
And yet, when we use a team lens on productivity, some of these improvements to 

developer productivity suddenly seem less important. For example, if one developer 

is twice as efficient as others on a team but is constantly blocked waiting for work from 

others, is the team really more productive? Research shows that team productivity 

is actually bounded not by how efficiently individual developers work but by 
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communication and coordination overhead [5]. This is partly because teams work only 

as fast as decisions can be made, and many of the most important decisions are not 

made individually but collaboratively. However, this is also because even for individual 

decisions, developers often need information from teammates, which studies have 

shown is always one or two orders of magnitude slower to obtain than referencing 

documentation, logs, or other automatically retrievable content [10]. These interactions 

between individual productivity and team work are also affected by changes in team 

membership: one study found that slowly adding people to a team (i.e., waiting for them to 

successfully onboard) reduced defects, but quickly adding them increased in defects [13].

Other team needs can lower productivity for individuals but increase it for the team. 

For example, interruptions can be a nuisance for individual developers, but if they have 

knowledge that others need to be unblocked, it may improve team productivity overall. 

Similarly, senior developers may need to teach skills or knowledge to junior developers 

to help junior developers be independently productive. That will reduce the senior 

developer’s productivity for a time but will probably increase the team’s long-term 

productivity.

If we view a team’s work as correctly meeting requirements, then the influence 

of communication and collaboration on a team is clearly just as important as the 

productivity of individual developers on meeting those requirements. Finding a way to 

manage teams that streamlines communication, coordination, and decision-making is 

therefore key and perhaps more impactful than making individual developers faster. All 

of these responsibilities fall upon an engineering manager, whose notion of productivity 

isn’t about how efficiently individual engineers work but rather about how efficiently a 

team can meet high-value requirements.

 The Organization
Even a team lens, however, is a narrow view. An organizational lens reveals other 

important factors. For example, companies often set norms around how projects are 

managed, and these norms can greatly influence how efficiently work can move at the 

individual and team levels [4]. Organizations also set policies on whether developers 

are collocated, work down the hall, work at home, or work in entirely different countries. 

These policies, and their implications for coordination, can directly affect the speed of 

decisions proportionally to distance [16]. Organizations can also set formal policies and  
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informal expectations about work-life balance, which can inadvertently lead to 

fatigue and defects [9]. Organizations have different norms of code ownership, which 

affects coordination within and between teams and can lead to defects when no 

one owns part of an implementation [2]. Organizations also invest infrastructure for 

maintaining awareness of work in other parts of the organization [12], such as Google, 

which has a single company-wide repository, versus other companies that have vast 

numbers of disconnected repositories. Companies also have different norms about 

how interruptions are handled, which can have organization-wide detrimental effects 

on productivity [15]. All of these cultural and policy factors can also complicate the 

recruiting and retention of productive developers, as we observed with Yahoo’s decision 

to require that all engineers work on the main Yahoo campus.

Given all of these complex factors of organizational culture, one might imagine that 

a fruitful way to think about productivity from an organizational perspective is to reason 

about the unintended consequences of norms and policies on individual and team 

productivity. An organization’s executives might be charged with monitoring for these 

problems and developing new policies, norms, and processes with fewer impacts on 

productivity.

 The Market
Finally, the organizational lens has its own limitations. Viewing productivity from 

a market lens acknowledges that the whole purpose of an organization that creates 

software is to provide value to customers and other stakeholders. When Google says its 

mission is to “organize the world’s information,” it’s stating the goal by which the entire 

organization’s performance is judged. Google is therefore more effective when its users 

are more productive at finding information and answering questions relative to other 

organizations with similar goals. To measure productivity in terms of value, a company 

has to define value propositions for its product, which is some hypothesis about what 

value a product is offering to people relative to competing solutions. Some research has 

framed the refinement and measurement of value propositions as an organization’s 

primary goal [9]. These ever-evolving understandings of an organization’s goal then filter 

down to new organizational policies, new team-level project management strategies, 

and new developer work strategies targeted at improving this top-level notion of 

productivity.
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 Full-Spectrum Productivity
While it’s easy to assume that each individual in an organization might have to concern 

themselves with only one of these lenses, studies of software engineering expertise show 

that great developers are capable of reasoning about code through all of these lenses [5]. 

After all, when a developer writes or repairs a line of code, not only are they getting an 

engineering task done, they’re also meeting a team’s goals, achieving an organization’s 

strategic objectives, and ultimately enabling an organization to test its product’s value 

proposition in a market. And the code they write can be seen as a different thing through 

each of these lenses, including not just code but also systems, software, platforms, and 

services, and products.

What does all of this mean for measuring productivity? It means you’re not going 

to find one measure for everything. Individuals, teams, organizations, and markets 

need their own metrics because the factors that affect performance at each of these 

levels are too complex to reduce to a single measure. I actually believe that individual 

developers, teams, organizations, and markets are so idiosyncratic that each may need 

its own unique measures of performance that capture a valid notion of their work output 

(productivity, speed, product quality, actual versus plan, etc.). That might mean a core 

competency of everyone in an organization needs to be finding valid ways of conceiving 

of performance so one can measure and improve it.

 Key Ideas
The following are the key ideas from this chapter:

• Individuals, teams, organizations, and markets need different 

productivity metrics.

• Productivities for these different lenses are often in tension.
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CHAPTER 7

Software Productivity 
Through the Lens 
of Knowledge Work
Emerson Murphy-Hill, Google, USA

Stefan Wagner, University of Stuttgart, Germany

While this book focuses on software developer productivity, other fields have studied 

productivity more broadly. Such work lends a perspective that can contribute to a solid 

foundation to what we know about software developer productivity. In this chapter, we 

provide an overview of related work about perhaps the most relevant allied field outside 

of software engineering, namely, the productivity of knowledge workers.

 A Brief History of Knowledge Work
The term knowledge work was coined by the management guru Peter Drucker in 1959 [1]. 

Unlike manual labor where the main output is largely physical goods, knowledge workers 

deal primarily with information, where each task is usually different from the last, and the 

main output of the work is knowledge.

Later, Drucker challenged the field of management research to improve the 

productivity of knowledge workers in the same way they improved the productivity 

of manual laborers [2]. Drucker's contrast of knowledge worker productivity against 

manual worker productivity is insightful. While productivity of the manual worker can 
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be improved by understanding and automating the routine steps involved in creating a 

physical good, the steps involved in the tasks performed by knowledge workers are so 

nonroutine that similar kinds of automation cannot be easily employed.

For the past half-century, studies in management and other social sciences have 

examined how to improve the productivity of the knowledge worker. Because software 

developers are one kind of knowledge worker, it stands to reason that much of what such 

studies have learned will be applicable to software developer productivity as well.

Studies about knowledge workers can teach us at least two things about productivity 

of software developers: techniques for measuring productivity and a set of drivers that 

have been shown to affect knowledge worker productivity. We next discuss each in turn.

 Techniques for Measuring Productivity
As we discuss elsewhere in this book, measuring software developers' productivity is 

challenging, and likely no single metric will do (see Chapters 2 and 3). This problem 

also afflicts researchers in knowledge work, yet they have made progress on the 

problem by developing a breadth of techniques for measuring productivity. We next 

describe the techniques used to measure knowledge worker productivity by turning to 

a taxonomy of techniques from Ramírez and Nembhard [4]. We describe some of those 

techniques and discuss the trade-offs in using each technique. Further, we group these 

techniques into four categories, which we call outcome-oriented, process-oriented, 

people-oriented, and multi-oriented techniques. Software engineering practitioners 

and researchers can use these categories to choose appropriate productivity measures 

for their contexts.

 Outcome-Oriented Techniques
In the original literature on improving the productivity of manual workers, it was 

common to measure productivity by looking primarily at the output of work per unit 

time. For software developers, this could be realized by measuring the number of 

lines of code written per day, for instance. This measurement technique has also been 

extended in knowledge worker research by accounting for inputs to the process—such 

as resources or salaries used by the workers. Such outcome-oriented techniques have 

the advantage of being relatively straightforward to measure. However, as Ramírez and 

Nembhard point out, the knowledge worker research community has largely converged 
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on the opinion that such outcome-oriented techniques are generally inadequate 

because they fail to take into account output quality, which they generally regard as a 

critical aspect of productivity. See Chapter 5 for an in depth discussion of the importance 

of quality when measuring productivity. An additional challenge to outcome-oriented 

metrics for software engineering is that difficult software problems may have similar-

appearing output to easy problems.

Another refinement of these outcome-oriented techniques is using organizational 

economic output as the outcome, such as a company’s earnings. The main advantage 

of this approach is that economic output is arguably the most direct measure of 

productivity, at least at a large scale—if a developer’s work does not produce profit 

directly or indirectly, are they really being productive? The disadvantages of this 

approach is that, as Ramírez and Nembhard point out, tracing profits down to individual 

knowledge workers is difficult and also that present economic output is not necessarily 

indicative of future potential economic output. In complex software organizations, 

measuring the economic effect of key but indirect developers—such as open source 

developers or infrastructure teams—is relatively challenging.

 Process-Oriented Techniques
Rather than looking at the outcomes of work, some studies examine how knowledge 

workers’ tasks are performed. For instance, using the multiminute measurement 

technique, knowledge workers fill out forms at regular intervals, reporting what they 

have done from a predefined list of tasks. Building on this, productivity measurement 

techniques can measure the time spent in value-added activities, which looks at what 

percentage of time knowledge workers spend doing desirable activities compared to 

the total number of hours worked. In software engineering, we could define desirable 

activities as activities that add value to the software product. This could include 

constructive activities, such as writing code, but also analytical, improving activities, 

such as performing code reviews. The advantage of such techniques is that they are 

amenable to some amount of automation, such as through experience sampling tools 

(for example, www.experiencesampler.com/) or instrumentation like RescueTime 

(https://www.rescuetime.com/). The primary disadvantages are that simply measuring 

activities doesn’t measure how well knowledge workers conduct those activities and 

that it doesn’t take into account quality. To the latter point, some activity-tracking 

techniques have also been extended to measure quality-enhancing activities, such as by 
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counting thinking and organizing as activities that enhance quality and thus enhance 

productivity. This shows, however, that it is difficult to clearly distinguish between value-

adding and non-value-adding activities. Potentially, the categorization of waste could be 

useful (see Chapter 19).

 People-Oriented Techniques
In contrast to the prior techniques, which seek to define productive outcomes and 

activities up-front, people-oriented techniques empower knowledge workers to define 

metrics for productivity for themselves. One way to do this is through the achievement 

method, which measures productivity by determining the ratio of completed goals to 

planned goals. An extension of the achievement method is the normative productivity 

measurement methodology, which works to establish consensus among knowledge 

workers about the different dimensions of productivity. The advantage of these 

techniques is that measuring productivity as completion of self-determined goals has 

good construct validity, as research suggests that task or goal completion is the top 

reason that software developers report having a productive workday [5].

Using interviews and surveys to measure productivity is “a straightforward and 

commonly used method” to measure knowledge worker productivity and to determine 

knowledge worker compensation [4]. Such techniques have the advantage of being 

relatively easy to administer with existing instruments from the literature and can 

capture a wide variety of productivity factors. On the other hand, such techniques may 

have low reliability. To increase the reliability of these techniques, many studies have 

used peer evaluations, where knowledge workers rate their peers’ productivity. However, 

the disadvantage of this technique is the so-called halo effect, where a peer might rate a 

knowledge worker’s past performance as indicative of their current performance, even if 

past and present productivity are unrelated.

 Multi-oriented Techniques
As we describe in Chapters 5 and 6, productivity can be measured through multiple 

facets within an organization; likewise, the knowledge worker literature has sought 

to understand productivity through multiple facets. For example, the multiple output 

productivity indicator can be used to measure productivity when a knowledge worker 

has more than one output. For instance, a software developer not only produces code 
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but also produces infrastructure tools and trains peers in organizational development 

practices. A multiple-level productivity measurement technique is the macro, micro, 

and mid-knowledge worker productivity models, which seeks to measure productivity at 

the factory, individual contributor, and department levels, respectively. This technique 

measures productivity over time using attributes such as quality, cost, and lost time. 

The main advantage of these techniques is that they provide a more holistic view of 

organizational productivity than many other metrics, but at the same time, collecting 

them can be complex.

These three kinds of techniques—process-, people-, and multi-oriented—provide 

a variety of options for practitioners and researchers to use. One way these techniques 

can be used is to enable those who want to measure productivity to use off-the-shelf, 

validated techniques, rather than creating new techniques with unknown validity. 

Another way these techniques can be used is as a framework to broaden productivity- 

measurement efforts; if an organization is already using process-oriented productivity 

techniques, they could broaden their portfolio by adding people-oriented techniques. 

Similarly, researchers can choose multiple techniques to increase the validity of their 

studies through triangulation.

 Drivers That Influence Productivity
The second major contribution of research on knowledge workers that can be applied 

to software engineers is an understanding of what drivers can change knowledge 

workers’ productivity. Understanding productivity drivers is valuable because it tells 

organizations what changes they can make to improve knowledge worker productivity. 

While some productivity drivers are specific to software development, such as code 

complexity (see also Chapter 8), other drivers probably apply equally well to knowledge 

workers generally and software developers specifically, such as the need for quiet spaces 

required for concentration.

We draw on prior research, which we have found personally insightful, that catalogs 

productivity drivers among knowledge workers. In an attempt to measure knowledge 

worker productivity, Palvalin created SmartWoW, a survey that captures all the drivers 

that affect productivity, according to the knowledge work literature [3]; readers who want 

to know the strength of the scientific evidence for each factor are encouraged to explore 
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the research cited by Palvalin. Palvalin showed that his survey has reasonable validity 

and reliability by assessing it at nine companies with almost 1,000 knowledge workers. 

SmartWoW divides productivity drivers into five types, which we describe here:

Physical environment. The physical environment refers to the place where the 

work occurs, whether that’s in the office or at home. Studies of knowledge workers 

have found that a physical environment that increases productivity is one where there 

is adequate space for solitary work for concentration, official and unofficial meetings, 

and informal collaboration. A physical environment that enhances productivity also has 

good ergonomics with low noise and few interruptions. Software developers’ frequent 

complaints about open offices underscore the importance of work environment drivers.

Virtual environment. The virtual environment refers to the technology that 

knowledge workers use. A virtual environment that enhances productivity is one where 

the technology is easy to use and available wherever the knowledge worker is working. 

Knowledge work studies have also identified several specific types of technology as 

productivity-enhancing, including use of instant messaging, video conferencing, access 

to co-workers’ calendars, and other collaborative groupware. This research suggests that 

usable programming languages and powerful tools, as well as collaboration platforms 

like GitHub, are important for improving software developer productivity.

Social environment. The social environment refers to the attitudes, routines, 

policies, and habits performed by workers in an organization. Productive social 

environments are those where knowledge workers are given freedom to choose their 

work methods, work times, and work locations; information flows freely among workers; 

meetings are efficient; clear technology usage and communication policies exist; 

goals are cohesive and clearly defined; work is assessed in terms of outcomes, not just 

in terms of activities; and experimentation with new work methods is encouraged. 

A social environment for software development that enhances productivity is one 

where, for example, developers are given freedom to try new tools and methodologies. 

The importance of the social environment is underscored by Google’s finding that 

psychological safety—that members of a team should be able to take risks without fear—

is the most important predictor of effective teams.

Individual work practices. While the prior environmental drivers enable productive 

work through organizational practices, individual work practices measure to what extent 

knowledge workers will actually implement these practices. Productive individual 

work practices include knowledge workers using technology to reduce unnecessary 

travel, using mobile devices when waiting (e.g., during travel), prioritizing important 

tasks, using quiet spaces and shutting down disruptive software during tasks that 
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require concentration, preparing for meetings, taking care of their well-being, using 

the organizations’ official communication channels, planning out their workday, and 

experimenting with new tools and work methods. This suggests that developers are 

productive when, for example, they can code, test, and push while commuting to work 

on shared transit.

Well-being at work. Finally, Palvalin includes a knowledge worker’s well-being 

at work both as a driver of productivity at work and as an outcome of productivity. A 

productive knowledge worker is one who enjoys and is enthusiastic about their work, 

finds meaning and purpose in their work, is not continuously stressed, is appreciated, 

has a work-life balance, finds the work atmosphere pleasant, and resolves conflicts with 

co-workers quickly. This suggests that the famous 80-hour workweek developer is not a 

productive developer.

 Software Developers vs. Knowledge Workers: 
Similar or Different?
In this chapter, we’ve drawn parallels between software developer and knowledge 

worker productivity, so it’s natural to ask whether one should consider their productivity 

the same or different. Our opinion is that each extreme is a cop-out; considering 

software developer productivity the same as knowledge worker productivity would 

abdicate our responsibility to study the productivity of software developers, while 

considering them as entirely different would allow us to reinvent the wheel by ignoring 

prior studies about knowledge worker productivity.

The reality is that knowledge workers and software developers are similar in some 

ways and different in others, both in kind and in degree. In kind, arguably everything that 

could possibly affect software developer productivity can be pigeonholed into one the 

five types of productivity drivers described in the prior section, but doing so elides some 

drivers that software developers may be uniquely positioned to measure and change, 

such as software complexity. In degree, software developers’ productivity is similar in 

some ways and different in others. For instance, while surveying Google’s employees, the 

first author found that job enthusiasm affects productivity to a nearly identical degree 

for both Google’s knowledge workers and its software developers; on the other hand, he 

also found that time management autonomy affected knowledge workers’ productivity 

substantially more than it affected software developers’ productivity.
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In sum, those who want to understand the productivity of software developers 

should also understand the productivity of knowledge workers, not because the latter 

can replace the former but instead so they can make informed choices about when 

existing measures and factors ought to be used and when new measures and factors 

ought to be invented.

 Summary
While software development has its specific characteristics, there is a lot to learn 

from studies of general knowledge work. First, it is not sufficient to look at quantity of 

output but to include the quality of the work as well (see Chapters 4 and 5). Second, it 

provides approaches to measure productivity besides outcome. Still, knowledge work 

research has not found a suitable way to capture all important aspects of productivity. 

Third, it provides a set of drivers for productivity that are directly applicable to software 

development, such as enough space for solitary work and a pleasant work atmosphere.

 Key Ideas
The following are the key ideas from the chapter:

• Software developers are a specific kind of knowledge worker. 

Knowledge worker productivity has been studied in a variety of 

contexts, and those studies can be used to understand software 

developers.

• There are four main techniques for measuring knowledge worker 

productivity: outcome-, process-, people-, and multi-oriented 

productivity measurement techniques.

• There are five categories of drivers that knowledge worker research 

suggests influence productivity: the physical environment, the virtual 

environment, the social environment, individual work practices, and 

well-being at work.
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CHAPTER 8

Factors That Influence 
Productivity: A Checklist
Stefan Wagner, University of Stuttgart, Germany

Emerson Murphy-Hill, Google, USA

 Introduction
In all areas of professional work, there are a lot of factors that influence productivity. 

Especially in knowledge work, where we do not have easily and clearly measurable 

work products, it is difficult to capture these factors. Software development is a type of 

knowledge work that comes with even more specific difficulties, as software developers 

deal nowadays with incredibly large and complex systems.

Yet, developers have to run software projects, manage other software developers, 

and optimize software development to make projects more competitive. Hence, we need 

a good overview of factors influencing productivity in software development so that 

developers and managers know what to focus and work on. Developers and managers 

probably have learned some factors that affect individual productivity, as well as team 

productivity, from experience. Even more useful, however, would be a list of factors that 

empirically have been shown to impact productivity in a more general way.

We provide such a list in this chapter as a kind of checklist that a developer or 

software manager can use to improve productivity. We will discuss technical factors 

related to the product, the process, and the development environment, as well as 

soft factors related to the corporate culture, the team culture, individual skills and 

experiences, the work environment, and the individual project.
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 A Brief History of Productivity Factors Research
There has been research on productivity in software development since the 1970s. The 

first studies have been very influential, and several of the factors we have compiled in 

this chapter were identified back then. However, some of the factors from the 1970s, such 

as chief programmer team usage or previous experience with operational computers, 

have become less important over time.

The 1980s saw a more systematic collection of data with, for example, a series of 

books by Jones [7]. But researchers also realized the importance of psychological and 

sociological factors. Most important, as De Marco and Lister discuss in Peopleware [3],  

are aspects such as employee turnover and the developers’ workplace. They also 

emphasize product quality as an important factor for productivity. Around the same 

time, the most famous effort prediction model was published, COCOMO [6].

Maybe as a result of Peopleware, the 1990s saw more research on soft factors. There 

were studies on project duration and the usage of object-oriented approaches. In the 

2000s, no completely new aspects were introduced, but the understanding of several 

factors, such as requirements volatility or customer participation, was investigated.

We will summarize the main factors from these decades of research and add a brief 

review of newer factors that have been investigated in the 2010’s so far.

 The List of Technical Factors
The following three tables show the product, process, and environment factors that have 

been found in the literature to have an impact on software development productivity. 

The factors in the tables are sorted alphabetically.

 Product Factors
The list of product factors has seen little change over the past ten years. There are several 

factors related to size and complexity. Software size usually means the size of the code 

needed for the software system. Product complexity tries to capture how difficult it is to 

implement the system with more or less code. In any case, the extent and complexity 

of the software including its data is a major factor that reduces productivity. Related are 

also technical dependencies. Newer studies have focused on the dependencies between 

different software modules or components and how this is reflected in social dependencies 

in the development team. A high number of dependencies reduces productivity.
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Factor Description Source

developed for reusability to what extent should the components be reusable? [1]

development flexibility how strong are the constraints on the system? [1]

execution time constraints how much of the available execution time is consumed? [1]

Main storage constraint how much of the available storage is consumed? [1]

precedentedness how similar are the projects? [1]

product complexity the complexity of the function and structure of the 

software.

[1]

product quality the quality of the product influences motivation and hence 

productivity.

[1]

required software reliability the level of reliability needed. [1]

reuse the extent of reuse. [1]

software size the amount of code in the system. [1]

user interface the degree of complexity of the user interface. [1]

technical dependencies data-related or functional dependencies such as call 

graphs or coupled changes.

[5, 11]

A further set of factors that are related are constraints on execution time, main 

storage constraints, and constraints overall, what we term development flexibility. This 

could be integrated into a single factor. However, the first two describe more specific 

real-time and embedded systems, while the latter can also cover other constraints. 

An example of these constraints might be the use of specific operating systems or 

database systems or a high number of concurrent users. Additional constraints 

potentially slow down development.

Furthermore, the requirements on the user interface play an important role.  

It is a difference if a graphical user interface has to be developed or if the product is a 

background service. Sophisticated user interfaces typically reduce productivity.

The next product factors are related to quality. The current product quality 

makes it easier or more complicated to work on the software. Higher requirements 

on reliability and reusability can increase the effort needed. New publications widen 

this also to other quality attributes.
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Finally, what the organization has done before plays a role: precedentedness 

describes how similar the project in question is to existing software, and reuse describes 

how much of the new software can be achieved by reusing existing software (e.g., 

internal or open source).

 Process Factors
The next category of factors are still technical but relate more to the process than the 

product itself. These factors are related to the project: project length and project type. 

Longer projects are more difficult to organize but benefit more from rules and custom 

tools. A more recent study [8] distinguished between development and integration 

projects. Development projects create most of the software during the project, while 

integration projects mostly connect and configure existing software. They found that 

integration projects are more productive.

Factor Description Source

agile Is an agile development process used? [10, 12, 13]

architecture risk resolution how are the risks mitigated by architecture? [1]

Completeness of design the amount of the design that is completed when 

coding starts.

[1]

early prototyping early in the process prototypes are built. [1]

effective and efficient v&v the degree to which defects are found and the 

required effort therein.

[1]

hardware concurrent 

development

Is the hardware developed concurrently? [1]

outsourcing and global 

distribution

degree of outsourcing of the work of the project. [9]

platform volatility time span between major changes. [1]

process maturity the well-definedness of the process. [1]

project duration length of the project. [1]

project type Integration or development project. [8]
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From the next factors, we see that different development activities have an impact 

on productivity. Architecture risk resolution is important in architecture design and 

evolution. The completeness of design before the start of coding impacts how much 

changes need to be done later. Finally, effective and efficient V&V (verification & 

validation) describes suitable tests, reviews, and automated analysis. Early prototyping 

can increase productivity because requirements can be clarified and risks can be 

resolved. Today, this is often replaced by iterative and incremental development. 

Such a development probably is able to better deal with volatile requirements, but the 

completeness of the design during initial coding is low.

Most systems today are not completely stand-alone but rely on specific platforms 

or hardware. If the platform changes frequently (platform volatility), it creates a lot of 

adaptation effort. The concurrent development of hardware also means that it is difficult 

to rely on the hardware and might require adaptation efforts in the software.

The last factors are about the process model and the distribution of the work. A 

general factor is the process maturity, meaning how well-defined the development 

process is. In the recent years, research has focused on agile processes and found that 

they impact productivity. A further aspect of recent studies is outsourcing and global 

distribution of the project.

 Development Environment
In the last category, we group factors that are not part of the product but not directly part 

of the process either.

Factor Description Source

documentation match to 

life-cycle needs

how well the documentation fits the needs [1]

domain application domain such as embedded software, 

management information system, or web application

[4]

programming language the programming language used [1, 21]

use of software tools the degree of tool use [1]

use of modern development 

practices

For example, continuous integration, automated testing, or 

configuration management

[1]
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A very general factor is the domain of the application to be developed. 

Embedded software systems, for example, often have specific aspects such as 

cross-compiling that make development more difficult. Also quite general is the 

programming language used and the use of modern development practices. The 

latter includes methods such as continuous integration or automated tests that often 

come with agile development processes but are not restricted to them. Furthermore, 

the use of software tools such as modern IDEs or test frameworks impacts 

productivity. Finally, we also count the match of documentation to environmental 

factors. In particular, it is important if the documentation fits the needs of the 

current state of development.

 The List of Soft Factors
As most people in a software engineering team have a technical background, we tend to 

focus on technical aspects. Yet, especially for productivity, many more soft factors play 

an important role. We will discuss the soft factors we have found in the following five 

categories: Corporate Culture contains the factors that are on a more company-wide 

level, whereas Team Culture denotes similar factors on the team level. In Individual 

Skills and Experiences, we summarize factors that are related to individuals. Work 

Environment stands for properties of the environment such as the workplace itself. 

Finally, project-specific factors are in the Project category. We sort the factors in each 

category again alphabetically.

 Corporate Culture
We start with the factors related to the culture of the complete organization. All these 

factors could also be interesting on the team level, but the culture of a company overall 

reflects down to the teams as well. Researchers have studied the three factors credibility, 

fairness, and respect especially on the organizational level.

Factor Description Source

Credibility open communication and competent organization [1]

Fairness Fairness in compensation and diversity [1]

respect opportunities and responsibilities [1]
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Credibility is probably the most general factor that describes that communication 

is open overall in the company and the organization is competent in what it is doing. 

In our context, this could mean, for example, that there is an understanding on the 

organizational level of how to plan and run software projects. In fairness, we include 

equal payment opportunities for all employees and diversity in terms of gender or 

background in the organization. Respect, finally, means that the organization sees 

their employees not only as “human resources” but as people; management gives the 

employees opportunities and trusts them with responsibilities.

 Team Culture
There has been considerably more research on the team level than on the corporate 

level. There can be strong differences between teams in the same company. The higher 

number of studies brought us eight factors in team culture influencing productivity.

Factor Description Source

Camaraderie social and friendly atmosphere. [1]

Clear goals how clearly defined are the group goals? [1]

Communication the degree and efficiency of which information flows in the team. [1]

psychological safety the atmosphere is safe for risk-taking. [14, 15]

sense of eliteness the feeling in the team that they are superior. [1]

support for innovation to what degree assistance for new ideas is available. [1]

team cohesion the cooperativeness of the stakeholders. [1]

team identity a common identity of the team members. [1]

turnover the amount of change in the personnel. [1]

Camaraderie means a social and friendly atmosphere where team members 

socialize but also help each other. The second factor in this category consists of clear 

goals that are necessary so that all team members work toward the same objective. Most 

general is the factor communication that includes the degree as well as the efficiency 

of information flow inside the team. In general, what is surprising in the studies is that 

communication effort is positive for productivity. In discussions, we often hear that 
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communication should be reduced to decrease unnecessary work. However, the actual 

problems seems to be the increase of communication effort when putting more and 

more people on a project. Yet, a high fraction of effort on communication seems like a 

good investment.

Psychological safety is similar to camaraderie but more specifically refers to an 

atmosphere where individual developers can take risks and share personal information, 

but know that teammates will handle these risks with respect and kindness. This is a 

factor that more recently came into productivity discussions in the context of software 

projects because of a large study at Google [14]. Also similar but aiming in a different 

direction is the sense of eliteness of the team. If the team believes that they are the best 

engineers always building the highest- quality software, they are more likely to go the 

extra mile to actually achieve this.

Also related to psychological safety is support for innovation. This contains to 

some degree safety for taking risks, but it also means that the team members are open 

to bring in innovations and also change the way they work. Yet another view on this 

is team cohesion. Team cohesion describes how well all team members are willing to 

work together. This does not necessarily include a social and friendly atmosphere but a 

professional approach to working together.

A common team identity also seems to support productivity, probably by influencing 

other factors such as camaraderie or the sense of eliteness. Finally, the turnover in the 

team might be influenced by the factors mentioned so far. Team changes could also be 

ordered by management because of other influences. In any case, less turnover is better 

for productivity, and it is one of the few factors that we can easily measure.

 Individual Skills and Experiences
Besides teams, individual skills and experiences are the most well-studied. We found 

it notable that although experience is often brought up and is in interviews considered 

important, in empirical studies it is rather insignificant. By far more interesting is the 

capability of the developers. Hence, this suggests that being in a profession for a long 

time does not necessarily make one productive.
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Factor Description Source

analyst capability the skills of the system analyst [1]

application domain experience the familiarity with the application domain [1]

developer personality Individual personality and the mix of different 

personalities on the team

[1, 19]

developer happiness positive experiences leading to positive emotions [16–18]

language and tool experience the familiarity with the programming language and tools

Manager application domain 

experience

the familiarity of the manager with the application [1]

Manager capability the control of the manager over the project. [1]

platform experience the familiarity with the hardware and software platforms [1]

programmer capability the skills of the programmer [1]

Therefore, we have factors for the analyst capability, the manager capability, and 

the programmer capability. Each refers to the skills of the individuals in their respective 

roles. For each role, these skill sets will differ, but there is thus far no fixed set of skills 

necessary for the roles that came out of the studies.

Experience does play a role but more in the sense of the experience with application 

domains and platforms. We have the three factors of application domain experience, manager 

application domain experience, and platform experience. The first two refer to how long 

and with what intensity the developers and managers have worked on software in a specific 

application domain. The latter refers to the experience of the individuals with a hardware 

and/or software platform such as the iOS operating system for mobile Apple devices.

Developer personality has been investigated in many empirical studies. Few 

measure personality according to the state of the art in personality psychology. A more 

recent study [19] found only one personality trait—conscientiousness—impacted 

productivity (positively).

Similarly to the study of personalities, another important psychological area has 

recently been investigated: the emotions of developers. Several studies [16–18] looked 

at the relationship of happiness of developers and their productivity. They found indeed 

that happy developers are more productive. You can find more details in Chapter 10.
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 Work Environment
This category of factors could be seen on the organizational or team level. Yet, as there 

are five factors, we decided to put them in their own category. They describe the direct 

work environment of the software engineers.

Factor Description Source

e-factor this environmental factor describes the ratio of uninterrupted hours 

and body-present hours.

[1]

office layout private or open-plan office layout. [22]

physical separation the team members are distributed over the building or multiple sites. [1]

proper workplace the suitability of the workplace to do creative work. [1]

time fragmentation the amount of necessary “context switches“ of a person. [1]

telecommunication 

facilities

support for work at home, virtual teams, video conferencing with 

clients.

[1]

The e-factor introduced by DeMarco and Lister in Peopleware [3] emphasizes that 

uninterrupted time for work is important for productivity. Chapter 9 discusses this in 

more detail, and Chapter 23 shows an idea to improve the e-factor.

Although we have not found studies focusing specifically on software engineering 

teams, there are several studies on office layout that should apply in our context. In 

software companies, we frequently see open-plan offices with the reasoning that 

interaction between team members is important. A recent large study [22] found no 

evidence that this is actually the case. Instead, interruptions are much higher; hence, the 

e-factor becomes worse in open-plan offices.

Distributed development of software, meaning software teams physically distributed 

over several locations in potentially several different time zones, is common today. There 

is a considerable body of work on the potential problems with this working mode. It can 

have a negative effect on productivity.

Also, the workplace itself has an effect on productivity. There are studies investigating 

aspects such as if there are windows and natural light or the size of the room and space 

on a desk. Time fragmentation is related to the e-factor but covers more the aspect of 

how many different projects and kinds of tasks you have to work on. This results in costly 

context switches that could be avoided if you could focus on a single project.
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Finally, proper telecommunication facilities are important so that you can work from 

home, work efficiently part-time, or interact efficiently with other team members who 

are in another physical location.

 Project
Finally, there are factors related to the individual project that are not technical in the 

sense that they come from the technology or programming language. Instead, the people 

associated with the project influence them.

Factor Description Source

average team size number of people on the team [1]

requirements stability the number of requirements changes [1, 4, 20]

schedule the appropriateness of the schedule for the development task [1]

There are many studies looking into the relationship of team size and productivity. 

It is well established that larger teams lead to exponentially increasing communication 

efforts that, in turn, lead to lower productivity. Newer, agile software development 

processes therefore often recommend team sizes of about seven.

Also, the requirements stability over a project has been the subject of several 

studies. Highly unstable requirements lead to time, effort, and budget overruns; overall 

demotivation; decreased efficiency; and the need for post-implementation [20]. Again, 

agile development processes focus on this problem by reducing development cycles to a 

few weeks.

Finally, the planned project schedule needs to fit the actual work to be done. Several 

studies show that schedules that are too tight in effect reduce the productivity.

 Summary
Our taxonomy of factors influencing software development productivity is extremely 

diverse. The technical factors range from detailed product factors, such as execution 

time constraints, to general environment factors such as the use of software tools. The 

soft factors have been investigated on the corporate, team, project, and individual levels. 

For specific contexts, it will be necessary for practitioners to look into each of these 
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factors in more detail. We hope that this chapter can be used as a starting point and 

checklist for productivity improvement in practice.

 Key Ideas
These are the key ideas from this chapter:

• The major factors influencing software development productivity can 

be summarized in a checklist for developers and managers.

• Some of the relevant research on productivity factors is decades old.
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 Appendix: Review Design
This chapter is not meant to be a full-fledged academic literature review. Instead, 

we used our prior literature review [1] as a start and updated it with a search on 

Google Scholar. For the analysis, we also reused the search string from [1] to stay 

consistent: software AND (productivity OR “development efficiency” OR “development 

effectiveness” OR “development performance”)

In contrast to the old review, however, we looked at only the first 30 results from 2017 

to 2018 in Google Scholar. Of those results, we extracted any new relevant productivity 

factors from empirical studies. We did not use studies that only validated factors already 

on the list to keep this article concise. We also noted that while most of the factors 

come from academic papers investigating these factors in more detail, the old literature 

review [1] also included the books by Boehm [6] and Jones [7] as a baseline. They do not 

investigate single factors but use a set of factors to discuss productivity.

Finally, the extracted academic studies have limitations, such as some of them use 

lines of code per person-hour as a productivity measure. This is easy to measure but 

has significant problems because more code is not necessarily good. In many instances, 

less code is actually better as long as it fulfils the customer’s requirements and needs. 

We decided to not exclude these studies, however, as the identified factors still might be 

interesting.
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CHAPTER 9

How Do Interruptions 
Affect Productivity?
Duncan P. Brumby, University College London, UK

Christian P. Janssen, Utrecht University, The Netherlands

Gloria Mark, University of California Irvine, USA

 Introduction
When was the last time you were interrupted at work? If you use a computer for 

work and if it has been more than a couple of minutes, count your blessings and be 

prepared for an upcoming interruption. Modern information work is punctuated 

by a constant stream of interruptions [16]. These interruptions can be from external 

events (e.g., a colleague asking you a question, a message notification from a 

mobile device), or they can be self-initiated interruptions (e.g., going back and 

forth between two different computer applications to complete a task). A recent 

observational study of IT professionals found that some people interrupt themselves 

after just 20 seconds of settling into focused work [38].

Given the omnipresence of interruptions in the modern workplace, researchers have 

asked what impact these have on productivity. This question has been studied in many 

application domains, from the hospital emergency room to the open-planned office, 

using a variety of different research methods.
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In this chapter, we provide a brief overview of three prominent and complementary 

research methods that have been used to study interruptions. The methods we review 

are as follows:

• Controlled experiments that demonstrate that interruptions take 

time to recover from and lead to errors

• Cognitive models that offer a theoretical framework for explaining 

why and how interruptions are disruptive

• Observational studies that give a rich description of the kinds of 

interruptions that people experience in the workplace

For each of these three research approaches, we will explain the aim of the 

method, why it is relevant to the study of interruptions, and some of the key findings. 

Our aim is not to offer a comprehensive review of all studies in this area but rather 

an introduction focusing on our own past research, which spans each of these three 

methods. We direct the interested reader to more comprehensive reviews of the 

interruptions literature [28, 44, 45].

 Controlled Experiments
There is a long tradition of experiments being conducted to learn about the effect of 

interruptions on task performance. The earliest studies were conducted in the 1920s and 

focused on how well people remembered tasks that they had previously worked on. In 

these experiments, Zeigarnik [50] demonstrated that people were better at recalling the 

details of incomplete or interrupted tasks than tasks that had been finished.

Since the advent of the computer revolution, research has focused on investigating 

the impact that interruptions have on task performance and productivity. This shift was 

probably spurred on by people’s annoyances with poorly designed computer notification 

systems that interrupted them to attend to incoming e-mails or perform software 

updates while trying to work on other important tasks. Experiments offer a suitable 

research method to address the question of whether these feelings of being annoyed by 

interruptions and notifications translate into systematic and observable decrements in 

task performance.
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 What Is the Aim of an Experiment?
Before we review what has been learned from interruption experiments, it is worth 

taking a moment to reflect on the purpose of an experiment. Experiments are designed 

to test a hypothesis. For example, do people work slower when interrupted compared 

to when they have not been interrupted? To test this hypothesis, the researcher 

manipulates a feature of interest (the independent variable), which in our case might be 

the presence or absence of an interrupting task. The researcher wants to learn whether 

this manipulation has an effect on an outcome measure (the dependent variable), which 

in our case might be how quickly a task is completed.

Experiments are designed to test the causal relationship between variables. To do 

this, the researcher will attempt to control all other extraneous variables. This is why 

experiments are usually conducted in a controlled setting using a fixed set of instructions 

and tasks given to all participants who take part in the experiment. In doing so, the 

researcher wants to be able to isolate whether a change in the independent variable has 

a reliable (i.e., statistically significant) effect on the dependent variable. If an effect exists, 

then it should show up time and again through the independent replication of results. 

As we will learn in a moment, experiments have consistently shown that interruptions 

negatively impact task performance.

 A Typical Interruptions Experiment
In a typical interruptions experiment, the researcher will ask a participant to work on a 

contrived task that they have designed. For example, the participant might be asked to 

use a computer interface to order some tasty donuts [32]. The cover story is provided to 

give some context to the task that the participant has been asked to work on, and it can 

be easily adjusted to suit the target domain of the study. For example, naval researchers 

have asked participants to place orders for the construction of ships [46], and healthcare 

researchers have asked participants to place orders for prescription medicines [18]. 

Regardless of the domain, the researcher gives the participant detailed instructions on 

how to complete the task using the interface and plenty of opportunities to practice it 

before starting the main part of the experiment.

In the main part of the experiment, participants will be asked to complete a number 

of tasks (e.g., place ten orders for doughnuts) using the instructed procedure. While 

the participant is working on this task, the researcher will occasionally interrupt them 

and ask them to work on a secondary task instead. The secondary task might require 
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the participant to solve some mental arithmetic problems [32] or use a mouse to track a 

moving cursor on the screen [39]. In these experiments, the arrival of this interrupting 

task is carefully controlled by the experimenter, and the participant is often given no 

choice but to switch from the primary task to the interrupting task. This is because the 

researcher wants to learn whether the interrupting task affects the quality and pace of 

the work produced on the primary task.

 How Is Disruptiveness of an Interruption Measured?
This discussion leads us to consider how we measure the impact of an interruption 

on task performance. The primary measure that has been used is the time it takes a 

participant to resume work on the primary task after dealing with an interruption. This 

time-based measure is referred to in the literature as the resumption lag [4, 45]. The 

resumption lag measures the time it takes a person to re-engage with a task following 

an interruption. A longer resumption lag following an interruption reflects a general 

decrease in productivity: people are taking more time to complete a task, even when 

the time spent working on the interrupting task is deducted. In this way, the resumption 

lag is taken to reflect the time that is needlessly “wasted” as a consequence of being 

interrupted and later having to resume an unfinished task.

Over recent years a number of experiments have been reported that use the 

resumption lag measure to carefully unpack which features of an interrupting task 

make it disruptive. Experiments have investigated whether longer interruptions 

are more disruptive than shorter interruptions—finding that longer interruptions 

result in longer resumption lags [19, 39]. Studies have also been conducted to 

learn whether there are better or worse points in a task to be interrupted—shorter 

interruption lags are found when interruptions occur at natural breakpoints in a 

task, such as the completion of a subtask [2, 7]. The content of an interrupting task 

also matters—interruptions that are relevant to the primary task are less disruptive 

than interruptions that have nothing to do with the primary task [17, 21]. As we 

will discuss, the resumption lag has been explained by assuming that interruptions 

interfere with people’s ability to remember what they were doing prior to the 

interruption.
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 Interruptions Cause Errors
When a person resumes a task following an interruption, it often matters whether they 

get it right or make a mistake. Previous research has shown that interruptions increase 

the likelihood of errors being made on a task, in that important components of the task 

are either repeated or missed [9, 32, 46]. This finding has been taken as evidence to 

support the idea that following an interruption people fail to remember what they were 

doing in a task prior to being interrupted.

It has also been informative to consider whether there is a link between how 

quickly a task is resumed and the likelihood that an error is made. As discussed, 

interruption researchers have generally considered a longer resumption lag to be a 

bad thing— reflecting time needless wasted following an interruption. In contrast, 

Brumby et al. [9] found that longer resumption lags following an interruption were 

in fact beneficial in terms of reducing the occurrence of errors. This has important 

practical implications for the design of systems to encourage more reflective task 

resumption behavior in situations where interruptions are commonplace. Based 

on these findings, Brumby et al. developed and tested a post-interruption interface 

lockout that allowed users to look at the task interface but prohibited actions to 

be made. This interface lockout led to a significant reduction in resumption errors 

because it encouraged users to take the time to cognitively re-engage with a task 

before diving back into it and making a mistake.

 Moving Controlled Experiments Out of the Lab
A criticism that is often leveled at the kind of interruption experiments that we’ve 

reviewed is that the controlled setting in which they are conducted bears little 

resemblance to people’s actual work environments and how they manage the 

interruptions that they experience at work. In other words, our experiments can 

lack ecological validity because an important aspect of the phenomena that we are 

attempting to investigate is missing. This is an important concern because it means that 

the results of these interruption experiments might be of limited practical value or that 

they might not be valid at all when taken away from the controlled setting of the lab and 

applied to an actual work setting.
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How might an interruption experiment lack ecological validity? Interruption 

experiments are often conducted in controlled environments in which the researcher 

actively works to remove unwanted distractions and interruptions (e.g., participants will 

be asked to turn off their phone and give their complete attention to the researcher’s 

task). The reason for this is that the experimenter wants to carefully control the nature 

and the timing of any interruptions so as to learn how they affect performance. Ironically, 

this desire for control presents a major threat to the ecological validity of the experiment. 

This is because most of the everyday interruptions that we experience are not forced but 

are instead discretionary. For example, an e-mail notification might appear on a screen, 

but we can choose whether to act on it or ignore it. By using enforced interruptions that 

participants have to attend to, interruption experiments can fail to capture this important 

aspect of the phenomena that they are attempting to study in the lab.

To overcome concerns about low ecological validity, Gould et al. [18] has taken an 

approach that relaxes experimental control over the environment in which participants 

work to study how naturally occurring interruptions affect performance. To do this, Gould 

et al. used an online crowdsourcing platform, Amazon’s Mechanical Turk, to host an 

interruptions experiment. Just like in a regular interruptions experiment, participants were 

asked to use a browser-based task interface to place orders for prescription medicines. 

But unlike a traditional lab experiment, participants worked on this task in their regular 

everyday environment: an office, a coffee shop, or their home. These are naturalistic 

environments that are filled with everyday interruptions and distractions. In addition, 

workers on crowdsourcing platforms, like Amazon’s Mechanical Turk, often work on 

multiple tasks at the same time; the environment is designed to encourage workers 

to complete as many tasks as possible so as to maximize their pay. This means that a 

competing (interrupting) task is often present, vying for the participant’s attention.

By running an interruptions experiment on a crowdsourcing platform, Gould et al. [18]  

found that workers switched to other tasks once every five minutes. This was revealed 

by window switching events and pauses in progression through the task. These 

interruptions were not inserted by the experimenter but were naturally occurring and 

at the discretion of the participant. Interestingly, this rate of interruptions corresponds 

to that seen in observational studies [16]. While these interruptions tended to be quite 

brief (around 30 seconds on average), Gould et al. found that they were sufficient to 

negatively impact performance on the primary task: participants who interrupted more 

often were considerably slower at completing the task, even after accounting for the time 

spent not working on the task. We know this only because the primary task interface 

was under the control of the researchers; this was not a naturalistic observation study. 
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Gould et al.’s study provides a bridge between controlled experiments and observation 

studies; it provides evidence that the disruptiveness of interruptions can be readily 

detected out in the field and that it is not an artificial product of the controlled setting 

used in interruption experiments.

 Summary: Controlled Experiments
By conducting controlled experiments, researchers have been able to establish that 

task interruptions take time to recover from and lead to errors. Experiments offer 

an empirical approach for systematically testing whether the manipulation of an 

independent variable (e.g., the duration of a task interruption) has an effect on a 

dependent variable (e.g., the duration of the post-interruption resumption lag). 

Establishing whether the manipulation of an independent variable has an effect on the 

dependent variable is of both practical and theoretical value.

In practical terms, knowledge is developed about what makes an interruption 

disruptive, allowing practical intervention to be developed and tested. For example, 

Brumby et al. [9] established that when people made faster task resumptions, they were 

more likely to make an error. Learning about this prompted the development of an 

interface lockout mechanism that stopped users from resuming a task quickly following 

an interruption, reducing task errors.

In theoretical terms, experiments support the development of theories that seek 

to explain why longer interruptions result in a longer resumption lag. What is the 

mechanism that causes this? How can it be explained? In the next section, we turn our 

attention to reviewing efforts to develop theory using cognitive models.

 Cognitive Models
Once findings have been made in experiments, the data and results can be used to 

develop theories about human behavior and thought. Cognitive models can be used 

to formalize the cumulative knowledge that is gained from experiments into formal 

theories (e.g., mathematical equations) that can generate predictions for future 

situations. For example, a mathematical model can be used to predict the likelihood that 

an error will be made on a task based on the duration of an interruption [4, 7]. Stated 

differently, cognitive models help to explain why and how interruptions are disruptive.
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 What Are Cognitive Models?
An important characteristic of cognitive models is that they generate an exact prediction 

(i.e., generate a number) as an outcome (e.g., likelihood of an error), given an input (e.g., 

time away from the main task), and a formal description of how input is transformed 

into output (i.e., a computer program that captures theory of the process of forgetting). 

Other more conceptual theories of interruptions [6] or multitasking [49] also provide 

insight into human behavior and thought but typically tend to miss at least one of these 

three components (output, input, or transformation step) or describe them in less formal 

terms, such that the details that are needed to give an exact prediction are not available.

The value of cognitive models lies in their ability to predict aspects of human 

behavior and thought in detail. Cognitive modeling aims to unravel human thought by 

uncovering the details and making those details open for scientific debate [40]. As an 

example, take the Memory for Goals theory of forgetting [4], which has been applied 

to explain the results of interruption experiments. The model can be used to make a 

prediction for how quickly tasks will be resumed after an interruption. To do so, the 

model uses a mathematical function, derived from psychological theory, to determine 

how quickly a person will be able to recall what they were doing prior to dealing with 

an interruption based on the strength of this memory. The value of the model is that 

it gives a prediction for how quickly someone will resume a task (i.e., the resumption 

lag). Moreover, the general theory of memory retrieval that underpins this model helps 

explain why these resumption lags occur (namely, because of forgetting).

Since the inception of the basic Memory for Goals theory, the theory has been 

refined in many ways. Examples include the prediction of errors due to interruptions 

[46], the prediction of task switching performance [3], and the prediction of concurrent 

multitasking performance [7]. The initial modeling effort was crucial in this regard: by 

specifying a theory (of forgetting) in detail, it allowed researchers to make predictions 

regarding how memory impacts other settings, which could then be tested. In the end, 

these new experiments led to further refinements of the theory and to an even broader 

understanding of the cognitive mechanisms involved in recovering from an interruption.

Although the value of cognitive models lies in the details, this is also its Achilles’ 

heel. If a model is to be used to make predictions for a new task, then a researcher or 

practitioner needs to be able to specify those details ahead of time. To then specify those 

details, they also need to have a detailed understanding of the modeling framework and 

how these details should be specified within it. This is not feasible for every researcher 

and practitioner.
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Fortunately, building on a long tradition in human-computer interaction research 

[10], more and more tools are being made to allow for predictions in applied settings, 

including dynamic settings such as driving [8, 43]. Moreover, in some cases not all 

details might be needed to make a prediction. For example, based on the mathematical 

equations behind Memory for Goals theory, recent work by Fong, Hettinger, and  

Ratwani [15] was able to predict the likelihood that emergency physicians resumed their 

original task after an interruption on their everyday emergency ward.

 What Can Cognitive Models Predict About the Impact 
of Interruptions on Productivity?
One of the main insights to come from modeling work using the Memory for Goals 

theory is that the longer an interruption, the more likely it is that errors are to occur, 

including forgetting to resume the task altogether (and for specific cases, the models can 

give even more specific and exact predictions). Therefore, the implication of this work is 

that there is value in avoiding being interrupted.

Models can also be used to inform our understanding of discretionary self- 

interruptions. Previous studies have found that people often choose to interrupt 

themselves, switching between different activities every few minutes [16, 18]. For 

example, an information worker who is focusing on a particular work activity will still 

likely choose to monitor and check their e-mail regularly, switching back and forth 

between application windows. How often should the person switch between these two 

different activities?

In our own research, we have used cognitive models to examine how the demands 

of a task affect the benefit of different switching strategies (i.e., how long to focus on one 

task before switching back to another task). We studied this in the context of a dual- task 

experiment in which participants had to control a dynamic task while performing a text-

entry task [13, 26, 27]. We used a cognitive model to identify the best possible strategy 

for dividing attention between these two tasks and then compared this to what people 

actually chose to do in the experiments. Across several studies, we found that people were 

very quick at locating the best possible strategy for dividing their time between tasks. We 

learn from this work that people are actually pretty good at multitasking, when the relative 

importance of each task is made clear to them. Cognitive modeling was a vital step in this 

work as it was used to identify the best possible switching strategy; without this, it would 

not have been possible to objectively benchmark how well people were multitasking.
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 Summary: Cognitive Models
Cognitive models develop our understanding of why and how interruptions are 

disruptive. They do this by instantiating theory using mathematical models and 

simulations. This puts into practice the ideas we have for what is causing an interruption 

to impact performance. Through this line of research, Memory for Goals has emerged 

as an important theory. The core idea is that when dealing with an interruption, people 

forget what it is they were working on. Resuming a task therefore involves remembering 

what one was doing before the interruption. By casting this as a memory retrieval 

process, the Memory for Goals theory is able to draw on general theories about the nature 

of human memory. In practical terms, cognitive models can be used to both explain 

existing data and make predictions about what will happen in novel situations or settings.

 Observational Studies
Whereas controlled experiments and cognitive models enable a focus on testing specific 

variables while controlling other factors, observational studies (also referred to as 

in-situ studies) offer ecological validity. For example, in the laboratory, the effects of 

interruptions may focus on a single interruption type from a single task. In a real-world 

environment, people generally work on multiple tasks, receiving interruptions from 

a range of sources. In-situ studies can serve to uncover reasons for people’s behavior 

(i.e., the “why” of people’s practices). It is a trade-off, however, of generalizability with 

ecological validity. Observational studies can be very labor-intensive, limiting the scope 

and scale of study. Yet, with the current revolution in sensor technologies and wearables, 

in-situ studies are beginning to leverage these technologies for researchers to conduct 

observational studies at a larger scale. Nevertheless, sensors still introduce limitations 

on what can be observed and how the data can be interpreted.

Observational Studies of the Workplace
Most in-situ studies of interruptions have been conducted in the workplace. Workplaces can 

be dynamic places, and interruptions can be triggered from a number of sources involving 

people (colleagues, phone calls, ambient conversations), and computer and smartphone 

notifications (e.g. e-mail, social media, text messaging). However, interruptions can also 

originate from within an individual (e.g., due to mind- wandering, [37]).
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Constant interruptions and the consequent fragmentation of work are a way of life 

for many information workers [12, 33, 38]. By closely monitoring workers in-situ, it was 

found that people switched activities (conversations, work on computer applications, 

phone calls) about every three minutes on average. At a less-granular level, when 

activities were clustered into tasks, or “working spheres,” these were found to be 

interrupted or switched about every 11 minutes [16]. There is a relationship of length of 

time on task and interruptions: the longer time spent in a working sphere, the longer is 

the interrupting event. It has been proposed that when interruptions are used as breaks, 

then such longer interruptions might be due to replenishing one’s mental resources [47].

In a work environment, observations found that people self-interrupt almost as often 

as experiencing interruptions by an external source such as a phone call or colleague 

entering the office [16, 33]. When these field studies were done, more than a decade 

ago now, most self-interruptions were found to be associated with people initiating 

in-person interactions. Most external interruptions were also due to verbal-based 

interruptions from other people rather than due to notification mechanisms from their 

e-mail or voicemail. In more recent years, social media has become popular in the 

workplace, and it is likely that the main triggers of self and external interruptions in the 

present-day workplace may be different.

 Benefits and Detriments of Interruptions
Interruptions may be beneficial or detrimental. In a workplace diary study, Czerwinski 

et al. [12] showed how the work context of information workers continuously changes 

because of interruptions. A study of corporate managers showed that while interruptions 

can disrupt tasks, managers appreciate the usefulness of interruptions as it provides the 

opportunity to get useful work-related information [20]. While social media and online 

micro-breaks may provide numerous benefits in the workplace, field studies have shown 

that they create challenges due to switching contexts.

Generally, interruptions that disrupt concentration in a task, especially when they 

occur at a point that is not a natural breaking point for a task, can be detrimental [24]. 

External interruptions cause information workers to enter into a “chain of distraction” 

where stages of preparation, diversion, resumption, and recovery take time away from 

an ongoing task [22]. When notifications from smart phones were turned off for a week, 

people reported higher levels of attention [31]. A large cost in switching tasks on the 
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computer is that it has been associated with higher stress [34]. Yet, people are able to 

adjust their work practices to manage constant face-to-face interruptions [42], as well as 

to manage interruptions from computer-mediated communication [48].

Interruptions in the workplace can also provide benefits. Longer interruptions (or 

work breaks), such as taking a walk in nature during work hours, have been shown to 

increase focus and creativity at work [1]. Observational studies have identified that 

people use a variety of social media and news sites to take breaks to refresh and to 

stimulate themselves [29]. However, a growing number of workplaces have policies that 

regulate the use of social media at work [41], which can impact the ability of people to 

take a mental break at work.

 Stress, Individual Differences, and Interruptions
A few field studies have examined the relationship of stress and interruptions. In a study 

that focused specifically on the role of e-mail interruptions, Kushlev and Dunn [30] 

found that limiting the amount of checking e-mail significantly reduced stress. Another 

field study in the workplace found that cutting off e-mail (and consequently reducing 

both internal and external interruptions) significantly reduced stress [36]. Cutting 

off smartphone notifications also significantly reduced inattention and symptoms of 

hyperactivity [31]. On the other hand, when e-mail notifications were turned off, another 

field study showed that some individuals increased their self-interruptions to check 

e-mail due to the lack of awareness of incoming e-mails [23]. It is theorized that people 

who multitask more and who are susceptible to interruptions may have lower ability to 

filter out irrelevant stimuli [11]. Other individual differences have been observed, such as 

the personality trait of higher neuroticism with higher task switching [35].

 Productivity
Field studies suggest that higher frequency of task switching is associated with lower 

perceived productivity [34, 38]. Several explanations have been proposed for this 

relationship, including the depletion of cognitive resources used in attending to 

interruptions, the redundancy of work when reorienting back to the task [34], and that a 

polychronic workstyle may be contrary to what most people prefer [5].
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 Strategies for Dealing with Interruptions
Observational studies reveal that people use strategies to manage interruptions. Whereas 

most people prefer monochronic work (finishing one task through to completion [5]), 

the demands of the workplace result in polychronic work (i.e., the consequent switching 

of attention to different tasks). Because of the expectation of working in an environment 

with interruptions, some people have been observed to develop strategies to adapt to the 

unpredictability of the working environment. Participants can externalize their memory 

of task information, for example in the form of artifacts such as sticky notes, the e-mail 

inbox (e-mails sent to oneself), or electronic planners, often updated throughout the 

day [16]. The challenge with conventional electronic planners is that they are generally 

not designed at a level of granularity to help people recover from interruptions from a 

partially completed task.

Technological solutions have also been implemented in the field to detect when 

people are interruptible, with the intent to minimize interruptions at inopportune 

times. Promising techniques tested in the field have shown that it is possible to predict 

when people are in cognitive states where they can be interrupted that can minimize 

interruptions, reduce stress, and thus minimize cognitive resources needed to reorient 

back to a task [14, 25, 51, 52].

 Summary: Observational Studies
Observational studies document the kinds of interruptions that people experience in 

their actual workplace. These studies are resource intensive to conduct and so often 

focus in on a small number of participants, giving a detailed and rich account of a 

particular work setting. We have learned from observational studies that workplace 

interruptions are extremely commonplace. Some of these interruptions reflect the 

fragmented nature of work: people work on different tasks and activities through the day, 

and this requires constant switching between them. People also seek out interactions 

with others—either by having conversations with colleagues or by communicating 

through social networking sites and e-mail. Consistent with the results from interruption 

experiments, observational studies also reveal that frequent interruptions result in 

feelings of reduced productivity. However, regular breaks from work are also necessary, 

and people return from breaks feeling energized and ready to resume their work.
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 Key Insights
We have given a brief overview of three prominent and complementary research 

methods that have been used to study interruptions: controlled experiments, cognitive 

models, and observational studies. Across these three research approaches a consistent 

pattern of insights emerges to help us understand how interruptions affect productivity.

The key insights are as follows:

• Interruptions can take time from which to recover from and can lead 

to errors.

• Shorter interruptions are less disruptive than longer interruptions.

• Interruptions delivered during a natural break in a task are less 

disruptive.

• Interruptions that are relevant to the current task are less disruptive.

• Resuming a task too quickly can lead to errors being made.

• All of these characteristics of the resumption lag can be explained by 

an underlying memory retrieval process.

• People self-interrupt almost as often as being interrupted by external 

sources.

• People often work on multiple tasks at the same time, and self- 

interruptions are important for keeping up with these different 

activities.

• Interruptions can cause stress, particularly e-mail interruptions.

• Interruptions can provide an opportunity for a break to refresh, and 

people take longer breaks after working on a task for longer.
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 Key Ideas
This chapter has offered a practical and reflective account of the complementary 

benefits and challenges of conducting research using each of the following three 

methods. The main points to reflect on are these:

• Controlled experiments are designed to test a specific hypothesis, 

but there are challenges with designing the experiment so that it has 

ecological validity.

• Cognitive models offer a theoretical framework for explaining why 

and how things happen (e.g., how interruptions affect productivity), 

but these models can be complex and difficult to develop.

• Observational studies offer a rich description of situated activity, 

but these studies are resource intensive and can produce an 

overwhelming amount of data of which to make sense.
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CHAPTER 10

Happiness and the  
Productivity of Software 
Engineers
Daniel Graziotin, University of Stuttgart, Germany

Fabian Fagerholm, Blekinge Institute of Technology,  
Sweden and University of Helsinki, Finland

Software companies nowadays often aim for flourishing happiness among developers. 

Perks, playground rooms, free breakfast, remote office options, sports facilities near the 

companies...there are several ways to make software developers happy. The rationale is 

that of a return on investment: happy developers are supposedly more productive and, 

hopefully, also retained.

But is it the case that happy software engineers = more productive software engineers1? 

Moreover, are perks the way to go to make developers happy? Are developers happy at all? 

These questions are important to ask both from the perspective of productivity and from 

the perspective of sustainable software development and well-being in the workplace.

This chapter provides an overview of our studies on the happiness of software 

developers. You will learn why it is important to make software developers happy, 

how happy they really are, what makes them unhappy, and what is expected for their 

productivity while developing software.

1 In our studies, we consider a software developer to be “a person concerned with any aspect of 
the software construction process (such as research, analysis, design, programming, testing, or 
management activities), for any purpose including work, study, hobby, or passion.” [4, page 326]. 
We also interchange the terms software developer and software engineer so that we do not repeat 
ourselves too many times.
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 Why the Industry Should Strive for Happy 
Developers
We could think that happiness is a personal issue that individual developers are 

responsible for on their own time. In this line of thinking, software companies should 

focus on maximizing the output they get from each developer. However, to get 

productive output from a human, we must first invest. As humans, software developers’ 

productivity depends on their skills and knowledge—but to access those, we need to 

create favorable conditions that allow the human potential to be realized. As noted 

in Chapter 5, developer satisfaction is important for productivity because reduced 

satisfaction can incur future costs; it follows that companies should be interested in the 

general well-being of their software developers. Furthermore, we believe we should 

simply strive to create better working environments, teams, processes, and, therefore, 

products.

 What Is Happiness, and How Do We Measure It?
This is a very deep question that ancient and modern philosophers have aimed to 

answer in more than one book. However, present-day research does give us concrete 

insight into happiness and ways to measure it. We define happiness (as many others do) 

as a sequence of experiential episodes. Being happy corresponds to frequent positive 

experiences, which lead to experiencing positive emotions. Being unhappy corresponds 

to the reverse: frequent negative experiences leading to negative emotions. Happiness 

is the difference or balance between positive and negative experiences. This balance is 

sometimes called affect balance.

The Scale of Positive and Negative Experience (SPANE, [8]) is a recent but valid 

and reliable way to assess the affect balance (happiness) of individuals. Respondents 

are asked to report on their affect, expressed with adjectives that individuals recognize 

as describing emotions or moods, from the past four weeks. This provides a balance 

between the sampling adequacy of affect and the accuracy of human memory to recall 

experiences and reduce ambiguity. The combination of the scoring of the various items 

yields an affect balance (SPANE-B) score, which ranges from -24 (extremely unhappy) to 

+24 (extremely happy), where 0 is to be considered a neutral score of happiness.
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 Scientific Grounds of Happy and Productive 
Developers
While it is intuitive that happiness is beneficial for productivity and well-being, these 

ideas are also supported by scientific research. We have previously shown that happy 

developers solve problems better [1], that there is a relationship between affect and how 

developers assess their own productivity [2], and that software developers themselves 

are calling for research in this area [5]. We have also presented a theory that provides an 

explanation of how affect impacts programming performance [3]: events trigger affects 

in programmers. These affects might earn importance and priority to a developer’s 

cognitive system, and we call them attractors. Together with affects, attractors drive or 

disturb programmers’ focus, which impacts their performance. On a larger scale, our 

studies show that affect is an important component of performance in software teams 

and organizations [11]. Affect is linked to group identity—the feeling of belonging to the 

group—affecting cohesion and social atmosphere, which in turn are key factors for team 

performance and retention of team members.

We will now consider four important and ambitious questions.

• How happy are software developers overall?

• What makes them (un)happy?

• What happens when they are (un)happy?

• Are happy developers more productive?

Answering these questions is challenging. We spent a year designing a comprehensive 

study [4, 6] to address them. We needed data from as many software developers 

as possible. We also needed as much diversity as possible in terms of age, gender, 

geographical location, working status, and other background factors. We designed and 

piloted a questionnaire in such a way that the results could be generalizable (with a certain 

error tolerance) to the entire population of software developers. Our questionnaire had 

demographic questions, SPANE, and open-ended questions asking about developers’ 

feelings of happiness and unhappiness when developing software. We asked them to 

describe a concrete recent software development experience, what could have caused 

them to experience their feelings in that situation, and if their software development was 

influenced by these feelings in any way, and, if so, how.

We obtained 1,318 complete and valid responses to all our questions.
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 How Happy Are Software Developers?
In Figure 10-1, you can see how happy our 1,318 participants were.

Our participants had a SPANE-B average score of 9.05, and we estimated the 

true mean happiness score of software developers to be between 8.69 and 9.43 with 

a 95 percent confidence interval. In other words, most software developers are 

moderately happy.

Figure 10-1. Distribution of happiness of software developers (SPANE-B score)
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We compared our results with similar studies (Italian workers, U.S. college students, 

Singapore university students, Chinese employees, South African students, and Japanese 

college students). All results from other studies reported a mean SPANE-B score higher 

than 0 but lower than in our study. Software developers are indeed a slightly happy 

group—and they are happier than what we would expect based on knowledge about 

various other groups of the human population. This is good news, indeed, but there is 

room for improvement nonetheless. Some developers have a negative SPANE-B score, 

and there were many examples in the open responses about episodes of unhappiness 

that could be avoided.

 What Makes Developers Unhappy?
Our analysis of the responses of our 1,318 participants uncovered 219 causes of 

unhappiness, which were mentioned 2,280 times in the responses [4]. We present here a 

brief summary of the results and the top three categories of things that make developers 

unhappy.

The causes of unhappiness that are controllable by managers and team leaders 

are mentioned four times as often as those being personal and therefore beyond direct 

managerial control. We also expected the majority of the causes to be related to human 

aspects and relationships. However, most of them came from technical factors related to 

the artifact (software product, tests, requirements and design document, architecture, 

etc.) and the process. This highlights the importance of strategic architecture and 

workforce coordination.

Being stuck in problem-solving and time pressure are the two most frequent causes 

of unhappiness, which corroborates the importance of recent research that attempts to 

understand these issues. We recognize that it is in software development’s nature to be 

basically problem-solving under deadlines: we cannot avoid problem-solving in software 

development. However, developers feel bad when they are stuck and under pressure, 

and several detrimental consequences do happen (see the rest of this chapter). This is 

where researchers and managers should intervene to reduce the detrimental effects of 

time pressure and getting stuck. Psychological grit could be an important characteristic 

to train among software developers. Another could be how to switch your mind-set to get 

unstuck.
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The third most frequent cause of unhappiness is to work with bad code and, more 

specifically, with bad code practices. Developers are unhappy when they produce 

bad code, but they suffer tremendously when they meet bad code that could have 

been avoided in the first place. As our participants stated, bad code can be a result 

of management decisions aiming to save time and effort in the short term. Similar 

negative effects were mentioned regarding third persons (such as colleagues, team 

leaders, or customers) who make developers feel inadequate with their work, forced 

repetitive mundane tasks, and imposed limitations on development. Many of the 

negative consequences can be avoided by rotating tasks, by making better decisions, 

and by actually listening to developers. Several top causes are related to perceptions 

of inadequacy of the self and others, validating recent research activities related to 

interventions that improve the affect of developers [3].

Finally, we see that factors related to information needs in terms of software quality 

and software construction are strong contributors to unhappiness among developers. 

Chapter 24 shows an example of how current software tools may overload developers 

with information and illustrates how problems related to information flow could be 

solved for individual developers, teams, and organizations. More research is needed on 

producing tools and methods that make communication and knowledge management 

in software teams easier and that help effortlessly store, retrieve, and comprehend 

information in all stages of the software development life cycle.

 What Happens When Developers Are Happy (or Unhappy)?
We classified the answers to our open-ended questions and found dozens of causes 

and consequences of happiness and unhappiness while developing software [4, 6]. 

Developers in our study reported a variety of consequences of being unhappy. We 

have summarized these consequences in Figure 10-2. There is a pictogram for each 

major consequence, and they are divided into internal and external consequences. The 

internal consequences, pictured inside the mind of the developer, are directed toward 

developers themselves and have a personal impact. The external consequences are ones 

that have an effect outside the individual developer. They might impact a project, the 

development process, or a software artifact.
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As you can see, developers reported several productivity-related consequences—and 

some even explicitly reported experiencing lower productivity. Other consequences 

include delays, process deviations, low code quality, throwing away code, and breaking 

the process flow in projects. These external effects are direct impacts on productivity 

and performance. Internal consequences, such as low motivation and reduced cognitive 

performance, indirectly affect productivity as well. Work withdrawal and mental unease, 

or, in the worst case, signs of disorders, are among the gravest consequences mentioned 

that impact developers personally.

For the purposes of this chapter, it is worth going into more detail on the 

consequences of happiness and unhappiness, because several of them are productivity- 

related and productivity was the most populated category of consequences. We are 

reporting them in an order that favors narrative, not by frequency of occurrence.

Figure 10-2. Consequences of unhappiness while developing software. Available 
as CC-BY from Graziotin et al. [16]
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 Cognitive Performance

We found that being happy or unhappy influences several factors related to cognitive 

performance, that is, how we efficiently process information in our brain. Happiness 

and unhappiness influence how we can focus while coding, as put by one participant: 

“[…] The negative feelings lead to not thinking things through as clearly as I would 

have if the feeling of frustration was not present.” The opposite also holds true: “My 

software development is influenced because I can be more focused on my tasks and 

trying to solve one problem over another.” As the focus can be higher when happy (or 

lower when unhappy), a natural consequence is that problem-solving abilities are 

influenced: “I mean, I can write codes and analyze problems quickly and with lesser 

or no unnecessary errors when I’m not thinking of any negative thoughts.” Being 

happy while developing software brings higher learning abilities: “It made me want to 

pursue a master’s in computer science and learn interesting and clever ideas to solve 

problems.” However, being unhappy causes mental fatigue, and participants reported 

“getting frustrated and sloppy.”

 Flow

Participants mentioned how being unhappy caused breaks in their flow. Flow is a state 

of intense attention and concentration resulting from task-related skills and challenges 

being in balance (see more about that in Chapter 23). Unhappiness causes interruptions 

in developers’ flow, resulting in adverse effects on the process. As put by a participant, 

“Things like that [of unhappiness] often cause long delays or cause one getting out of the 

flow, making it difficult to pick up the work again where one has left off.” When happy, 

developers can enter a state of sustained flow. They feel full of energy and with strong 

focus. In such a state, they are “unaware of time passing.” They can “continue to code 

without any more errors for the rest of the day” and “just knock out lines of code all day,” 

with “dancing fingers.” Flow is related to mindfulness, which is discussed in Chapter 25.

 Motivation and Withdrawal

Motivation was often mentioned by our participants. They were clear in stating that 

unhappiness leads to low motivation for developing software: “[The unhappiness] 

has left me feeling very stupid, and as a result I have no leadership skills, no desire to 

participate, and feel like I’m being forced to code to live as a kind of punishment.” The 

participants also stated that increased motivation occurred when they were happy.
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Unhappiness and happiness are causes of work withdrawal and work engagement, 

respectively. Work withdrawal is a destructive consequence of unhappiness, and 

it emerged often among the responses. Work withdrawal is a family of behaviors 

that is defined as employees’ attempts to remove themselves, either temporarily or 

permanently, from daily work tasks. We found varying degrees of work withdrawal, 

ranging from switching to another task (“[…] You spend like two hours investigating on 

Google for a similar issue and how it was resolved, you find nothing, and desperation 

kicks in.”) to considering quitting developing software (“I really start to doubt myself and 

question whether I’m fit to be a software developer in the first place.”) or even quitting 

the job. High work engagement and perseverance, on the other hand, were reported to 

occur when respondents were happy. This means, for example, pushing forward with 

a task: “I think I was more motivated to work harder the next few hours.” This is slightly 

different from motivation, which is more about the energy directed to acting toward a 

goal. Work engagement is committing to the act of moving toward a goal.

 Happiness and Unhappiness, and How They Relate 
to the Productivity of Developers

Finally, participants directly mentioned how unhappiness hinders their productivity. 

We grouped all responses related to performance and productivity losses. The 

responses within this category ranged from simple and clear (“productivity drops” 

and “[Negative experience] definitely makes me work slower”) to more articulated 

(“[Unhappiness] made it harder or impossible to come up with solutions or with good 

solutions.”). Unhappiness also causes delays in executing process activities: “In both 

cases [negative experiences] the emotional toll on me caused delays to the project.” Of 

course, participants reported that happiness leads to high productivity: “When I have 

this [happy] feeling, I can just code for hours and hours,” “I felt that my productivity 

grew while I was happy,” and “The better my mood, the more productive I am.” Here 

are more details on that by one participant: “I become productive, focused, and enjoy 

what I’m doing without wasting hours looking here and there in the code to know how 

things are hooked up together.” An interesting aspect is that, when happy, developers 

tend to take on undesired tasks: “I think that when I’m in this happy state, I am more 

productive. The happier I am, the more likely I’ll be able to accomplish tasks that I’ve 

been avoiding.” On the other hand, unhappy developers could be so unproductive that 

they become destructive. We found some instances of participants who destroyed the 

task-related codebase (“I deleted the code that I was writing because I was a bit angry”) 
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up to deleting entire projects (“I have deleted entire projects to start over with code 

that didn’t seem to be going in a wrong direction.”). Another intriguing aspect is about 

long-term considerations of being happy: “I find that when I feel [happy], I’m actually 

more productive going into the next task, and I make better choices in general for the 

maintenance of the code long-term. […] I’m more likely to comment code thoroughly.”

 Are Happy Developers More Productive?
But are happy developers really more productive? Whenever science attempts to show if 

a factor X causes an outcome Y, researchers design controlled experiments. Controlled 

experiments attempt to keep every possible factor constant (A, B, C, ...) except for the 

factors (X) that should cause a change to the outcome Y. You can find more about 

controlled experiments in Chapter 9. Whenever this control is not possible, we call these 

studies quasi-experiments.

Here is the issue with research on happiness: it is challenging to control the 

happiness (or the mood, the emotions) of people. One of the reasons is that a perfectly 

controlled experiment would need to be quite unethical to make the unhappy control 

group truly unhappy. The effects of asking participants to remember sad events, or 

showing depressing photographs, is negligible. Still, we set up two quasi-experiments to 

observe some correlations.

One of these studies [1] has received considerable media attention. We tested a 

hypothesis regarding a difference of intellectual (cognitive-driven) performance in 

terms of the analytical (logical, mathematical) problem-solving of software engineers 

according to how happy they were. We also wanted to perform a study where all the tools 

and measurements came from psychology research and were validated. So, we designed 

a quasi-experiment in a laboratory, where 42 BSc and MSc students of computer science 

had their happiness measured and then conducted a task resembling algorithmic 

design. For measuring happiness, we opted for SPANE (explained previously).

The analytic task was similar to algorithm design and execution. We decided to 

administer the Tower of London test (also known as Shallice test) to our participants. 

The Tower of London test resembles the Tower of Hanoi game. The test comprises 

two boards with stacks and several colored beads. There are usually three stacks per 

board, and each stack can accommodate only a limited number of beads. The first 

board presents predefined stacked beads. The participants received the second board, 

which has the same beads as the first board but stacked in a different configuration. The 
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participants have to re-create the configuration of the first board by unstacking one bead 

at a time and moving it to another stack. The Psychology Experiment Building Language 

(PEBL) is an open source language and a suite of neuropsychology tests [13, 14]. The 

Tower of London test is among them.

PEBL was able to collect the measures that let us calculate a score for the analytic 

performance. We compared the scores obtained in both tasks with the happiness of 

developers. The results showed that the happiest software developers outperformed 

the other developers in terms of analytic performance. We estimated the performance 

increase to be about 6 percent. The performance increase was not negligible, and we 

confirmed it by measuring Cohen’s d statistic. Cohen’s d is a number usually ranging 

from 0 to 2, which represents the magnitude of the effect size of a difference of means. 

Our Cohen’s d for the difference between the two groups mean was 0.91—a large effect 

given that we did not obtain extreme cases of happiness and unhappiness. The margins 

could even be higher than that.

In another study [2], we did something more esoteric. We aimed to continue using 

psychology theory and measurement instruments for understanding the linkage 

between the real-time affect (let’s say happiness) raised by a software development task 

and the productivity related to the task itself. Eight software developers (four students 

and four from software companies) worked on their real-world software project. The 

task length was 90 minutes (as it is about the typical length for a programming task). 

Each ten minutes, the developers filled a questionnaire formed by the Self-Assessment 

Manikin (SAM) and an item for self-assessing the productivity.

SAM is a scale for assessing an emotional state or reaction. SAM is peculiar because 

it is a validated way to measure the affect raised by a stimulus (like an object, or a 

situation) and it is picture-based (no words). SAM is simply three rows of puppets with 

different face expressions and body language. Therefore, it is quick for a participant 

to fill SAM, especially if implemented on a tablet (only three touches). We analyzed 

how developers felt during the task and how they self-assessed themselves in terms of 

productivity. Self-assessment is not a very objective way of measuring productivity, but 

it has been demonstrated that individuals are actually good at self-assessing themselves 

if they are observed alone [15]. The results have shown that high pleasure with the 

programming task and the sensation of having adequate skills are positively correlated 

with the productivity. This correlation holds over time. We also found that there are 

strong variations of affect in 90 minutes of time. Happy software developers are indeed 

more productive.
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 Potential Impacts of Happiness on Other Outcomes
Happiness influences so many things besides productivity, most of which are still related 

to development performance. Here we list three of them.

Unhappiness causes glitches in communication and a disorganized process: 

“Miscommunication and disorganization made it very difficult to meet deadlines.” But 

happy developers can also mean more collaborative team members, leading to increased 

collaboration. Often, we saw a repeating pattern of willingness to share knowledge (“I’m very 

curious, and I like to teach people what I learned”) and to join an effort to solve a problem 

(“We never hold back on putting our brains together to tackle a difficult problem or plan a 

new feature”), even when not related to the task at hand or the current responsibilities (“I 

was more willing to help them with a problem they were having at work.”).

Being happy or unhappy influences not only the productivity of the code writing 

process but also the quality of the resulting code. Participants reported that “Eventually 

[due to negative experiences], code quality cannot be assured. So this will make my 

code messy, and more bug can be found in it,” but also mentioned making the code 

less performant, or “As a result, my code becomes sloppier.” Sometimes, being unhappy 

results in discharging quality practices (“[...] so I cannot follow the standard design 

pattern”) as a way to cope with the negative experiences. Yet, being happy improves 

the quality of code. A participant told a small story about their work: “I was building 

an interface to make two applications talk. It was an exciting challenge, and my happy 

and positive feelings made me go above and beyond to not only make it functional 

but I made the UX nice too. I wanted the whole package to look polished and not just 

functional.” When happy, developers tend to make less mistakes, see solutions to 

problems more easily, and make new connections to improve the quality of the code. 

A participant told us this: “When I’m in a good mood and I feel somehow positive, 

the code I write seems to be very neat and clean. I mean, I can write code and analyze 

problems quickly and with lesser or no unnecessary errors.” As a result, the code is 

cleaner, more readable, better commented and tested, and with less errors and bugs.

The last factor we would like to report is mostly related to unhappiness, and it is 

quite an important one. It is about mental unease and mental disorder. We created 

this category to collect those consequences that threaten mental health. Participants 

reported that unhappiness while developing software is a cause of anxiety (“These kinds 

of situations make me feel panicky.”), stress (“[The] only reason [for] my failure [is] due 

[to] burnout.”), self-doubt (“If I feel particularly lost on a certain task, I may sometimes 

begin to question my overall ability to be a good programmer.”), and sadness and feeling 
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depressed (“[…] feels like a black fog of depression surrounds you and the project.”). 

In addition, we found mentions of feelings of being judged, frustration, and lack of 

confidence in one’s ability.

 What Does the Future Hold?
In 1971, Gerald Weinberg’s book The psychology of programming [12] drew attention to 

the fact that software development is a human endeavor, and the humans doing it—the 

developers—are individuals with feelings. To this day, we still have more to understand 

about the human factor in software development. Software development productivity 

is still often managed as if it were about delivering code on an assembly line (see, e.g., 

Chapter 11). On the other hand, many companies do understand the importance of 

happy developers, invest in their well-being, and consider it to be worthwhile.

As we have shown, the link between happiness and productivity in software 

development is real. It is possible to quantify the happiness of software developers, and 

there are distinct patterns in the causes and consequences of their happiness.

What if we could include happiness as a factor in software development productivity 

management? In the future, an increasing number of people will work with digital 

products and services and perform tasks that are, in effect, software development. It 

would be worth investing in their happiness. It is important that we learn more about 

the relationship between well-being and software development performance. Rigorous 

research and educating practitioners on the research results are keys to improve the 

field. Besides sharp technical skills, we would like to give future software developers an 

understanding of the social and psychological factors that influence their own work.

 Further Reading
In this chapter, we reported on several studies on the happiness of software engineers. 

Some of these studies [1, 2, 3, 5, 11] were self-contained and independent. Other studies 

[4, 6] are part of an ongoing project that we described in the section “Scientific Grounds 

of Happy and Productive Developers.”

At the time of writing of this chapter, we still have to uncover all the categories, 

including those about what makes developers happy. We invite readers to inspect our 

open science repository [10], where we add new papers and results as we uncover them. 

The repository contains the entire taxonomy of what makes developers unhappy.
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 Key Ideas
Here are the key ideas from this chapter:

• Science says the industry should strive for happy developers.

• The overall happiness of software developers is slightly positive. Yet, 

many are still unhappy.

• The causes of unhappiness among software engineers are numerous 

and complex.

• Happiness and unhappiness bring a plethora of benefits and 

detriments to software development processes, people, and products.
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CHAPTER 11

Dark Agile: Perceiving 
People As Assets, Not 
Humans
Pernille Bjørn, University of Copenhagen, Denmark

 Revisiting the Agile Manifesto
The agile principles for software engineering were developed as a reaction against 

structuring software engineering processes in strict stepwise and sequential ways. 

The idea that it was possible to create a clearly predefined scope prior to the actual 

software engineering activities was questioned—and the agile methodology was an 

attempt to rephrase the basic nature of software engineering. The agile understanding of 

software engineering is that the fundamental nature of software means that we cannot 

predetermine scope, goals, and objectives up front. Instead, goals, scope, and objectives 

are transformed throughout the software development process. This setup requires 

participants (developers and clients) to balance and negotiate resources and priorities, 

and this is what drives agile development. Agile development is not one thing but can 

instead be seen as a set of principles that guide the organization of work and can be 

implemented in different ways. The main principles provided by the agile manifesto 

(http://agilemanifesto.org) are as follows:

• Individuals and interaction over processes and tools

• Working software over comprehensive documentation
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• Customer collaboration over contract negotiation

• Responding to change over following a plan

These agile principles are based upon the main idea of providing the power over 

software engineering to the people—the software team. Instead of letting software 

developers be controlled from the outside, the software teams are to be empowered to 

find and prioritize their own work. The software team is to be a self-organized team, 

and the client or customer is to be part of the team supporting the prioritizing of tasks 

based upon available resources. When we, in computer science departments at Danish 

universities, teach computer science students about software engineering, we talk about 

the benefits of agile development and the problems with the waterfall model. We explain 

how the waterfall model does not take into account the iterative and creative process of 

developing software. Furthermore, if you visit any kind of Danish IT company and talk to 

the developers and ask them about methods, they will tell you how the waterfall model 

does not work and how agile methodologies provide better quality within an appropriate 

time frame. Agile is seen as a positive perspective on software engineering in Denmark.

However, the story about agile is quite different when we change perspective from 

Scandinavia and turn to India.

 Agile in Global Outsourcing Setups
Based upon a long-term research project called Next-Generation Tools and Processes 

for Global Software Development (NexGSD; nexsgsd.org), we have studied how global 

software development takes place in different places around the world. Concretely, 

we went to observe and interview software developers in the Philippines about their 

experiences working with software developers in Denmark [4, 5, 7], and we also went 

to India, more concretely Bangalore, Mumbai, and Chennai, to observe and interview 

software developers about their experiences collaborating with software teams and 

vendors located in Northern Europe and the United States [6, 8, 11, 12]. Throughout all 

these empirical studies, we began to notice the consequences of implementing agile 

principles such as scrum methodologies in global outsourcing setups. We witnessed a 

transformation in the way global software development was organized between 2011, 

when we started the project, until 2014, where all the organizations we studied went 

from waterfall models toward agile models [1, 2].
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So, what does this mean? Let’s take a closer look at the experience of agile 

development seen from a software developer working out of India in one of our 

empirical case studies between Bangalore, India, and Phoenix, United States [3].

Global software development can at a high level be organized as outsourcing or 

off-shoring. Outsourcing is when you move work from one internal location toward an 

external partner, who then does the work for you. Differently, global off-shoring is when 

work is moved to a different location, but still within the same company—like IBM USA 

working with IBM India. In our empirical cases, we are looking at global out-sourcing, 

which means that work is moved from either the United States or Denmark to a different 

geographical location and a different organizational setting.

In outsourcing setups, it is important to note that the power remains with the client. 

This mean the client chooses which company is doing the work, and deciding to move 

work to other outsourcing vendors (still in the same region of the world) is always an 

option. In one of our cases, the U.S. client put together a global agile team comprised of 

experts from different IT vendor companies in India and then one representative from 

the client was the project owner. This meant that the team members, even being in the 

same team, were simultaneously in competition. The client was able to exchange specific 

members with new people if particular individuals were not performing well accordantly 

to the client. This multivendor setup created a high-performance team, which despite 

being geographically distributed was highly productive. The global agile setup raised the 

competition among the team members, and from a productivity perspective, this was 

a huge success. But how did the agile principles—concretely manifested in the scrum 

methodology—impact the global outsourcing team?

 Tracking Work to Increase Productivity
One of the main processes in scrum is that members of the team specify what they are 

currently working on, directly linked to specific numbers of hours. How many hours 

specific tasks might take is up to the team members, who negotiate the resources 

required during planning. In this way, each team member is tasked with assignments 

to be accomplished and finished within detailed time frames. In India, the workday 

of software developers is ten hours. In all software projects, some hours will be spent 

on other activities than directly on the project. Therefore, the hours that are tracked 

are eight hours a day. This means that each day, each team member is committing to 

produce software tasks resembling the work of eight hours. Thus, regardless of what 
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might happen, each team member must produce the task assignment. Even if their child 

gets sick and they need to leave the office, they cannot. They have to stay on task and 

complete the task as planned or else their client might move the task to a competing 

IT-vendor company (still in India). Interestingly, the software developers working in 

Bangalore explained to us how they prefer waterfall over agile. Waterfall had less time 

pressure since they had a specific target—and longer deadlines, which made it possible 

to pick up a sick child if needed, rather than being constantly pushed by short deadlines.

 Daily Stand-Up Meeting to Monitor Productivity
Besides agile allowing clients to constantly track the productivity of each individual 

team member, global agile also forced team members to participate in daily stand-up 

meetings. While the stand-up meeting alone was not problematic, the time of day for 

the meeting was. Because of the time difference between the East Coast in the United 

States and India, the time for stand-up meetings were set to late evening (10 p.m.) Indian 

time. This was regardless of the day of the week—so all days including Friday, there 

were stand-up meetings in the evening. This meant that team members involved in 

global agile outsourcing were forced to work out of sync locally to accommodate global 

work. Working out of sync locally is problematic in terms of family life or social events, 

especially in situations where the software developers had their families in villages far 

away. Several developers we spoke with moved to the electronic city of Bangalore during 

the week and then traveled back on the weekends. The stand-up meetings made it 

difficult to travel home Friday evening. Furthermore, the tenure of the projects changed 

from being four- or five-month-long projects to being more than a year. This provided 

constant pressure on the software developers; there was no time for breaks or vacations. 

The high level of productivity for the extended time led to a stressful environment.

 Stressful Work Environment
Over the three years we conducted interviews, it became apparent that, while the global 

agile team had high productivity and was the preferred IT vendor for the customer, the 

software developers working in the global agile setting felt “more pressure, more time 

pressure, stress” and the experience of agile methodology was that it “is very stressful, at 

the tester level.” It is important to note that while it can be expected that people in higher 
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positions working in global projects be available at odd times and work many hours, the 

people working under pressure in this situation were the developers and testers working 

in low-level positions. The way global agile was implemented meant that the customer 

pressured the team on speed constantly—so even though agile principles stipulate that 

the ideal sprint size is two to three weeks, the customer pushed it down to one week. 

Analyzing, designing, implementing, and testing workable deliveries within five days of 

work is hard, especially for the testers. As a delivery manager explained to us: “Yes, for 

the techies, or for the technical department, it is a very stressful, stressful methodology I 

would say because the expectation is too high from the customer’s side.”

 Cost of Productivity
There is no doubt that the IT vendor we studied was highly productive in terms of speed 

and quality, delivered good quality work on time, and was the customers’ preferred IT 

vendor, even in the competitive multivendor setup. As the preferred IT vendor, they 

gained more tasks, especially in situations where other vendors were not able to deliver. 

Now the question is, what was the cost of this high productivity?

Financially, global agile is more expensive than waterfall methods for the customer: 

when talking with the IT vendor, it was clear that they were able to produce the same 

kind of products much cheaper under the waterfall methodology. The argument for 

global agile as a way to save costs, which are often a fundamental problem in global 

software development [10], was not on the agenda. When we asked the IT vendor why 

they were using agile principles in the first place, they explained that it was a request 

from the customers: the customers wanted the vendor to use scrum. Let’s take a step 

back and reflect on this request from the customers. When you, as a company, are 

hired to deliver a service or a product, negotiations about the price, timeline, and 

collaboration are to be expected. Clients direct requests for how the vendor is to use 

specific methods are less obvious. So, why did the client request this? Despite it being a 

more expensive methodology for the client, they gained direct access to highly qualified 

people, who all had proportionally high salaries (though the IT vendor then had 

difficulty including and training new people to work on the projects).

What about the human costs of this high productivity? What happens to people 

when agile goes global? If we return to the principles in the agile manifesto, we find that 

the principles of “working software over comprehensive documentation,” “customer 

collaboration over contract negotiation,” and “responding to change over following a plan” 
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are all very pertinent in the global agile outsourcing setting as well. In our case, there was 

close collaboration with the customer, the scope and objectives were a moveable target, 

and there was a constant focus on working software deliveries. However, if we look at the 

first principle of “individuals and interaction over processes and tools,” we see a shift. The 

processes and tools created to structure the agile delivery were used to micromanage the 

software developers’ work in all the small details. We can view the global agile principles 

in our case as an algorithmic machine, with specific input and output features. The input 

measures are the numbers, the hours, and the deliverables deadlines, which are then used 

to push people to maximize their efforts. Given the tools and processes of agile, the remote 

client is able to monitor and control every little aspect of the work done by the software 

developers. Sure, global agile is very productive. If the only criteria for success is high-

quality work done fast, global agile is attractive.

Nevertheless, there is a dark side to global agile, since in the case of scrum comes 

tools and processes that can be used to micromanage software developers. Focusing 

only on productivity, we risk losing sight of individuals and the “mushy stuff” that is at 

the core of the agile ideals. According to Jim Highsmith for the Agile Alliance, “At the 

core, I believe agile methodologists are really about the ‘mushy’ stuff about delivering 

good products to customers by operating in an environment that does more than talk 

about ‘people as our most important asset’ but actually ‘acts’ as if people were the most 

important and lose the word ‘asset’“ (http://agilemanifesto.org/history.html).

I that we must consider the conditions for work created by the constant focus on 

productivity introduced and controlled by agile tools and processes. This risk of the 

“global agile algorithmic machine” is that it turns people into assets, resources, and 

numbers—and we lose sight of individual developers. While waterfall methodologies 

have been criticized for heavily regulating work and introducing micromanagement, our 

empirical observations point to how the global agile methodology can also be used for 

micromanagement and strong regulation of software developers.

Global agile provides good conditions for high productivity in software engineering 

but also these risks:

• Perceiving people as assets, not human beings

• Creating stressful work environments in continuous work cycles

• Supporting clients in micromanagement from afar

• Making developers and testers work out of sync with their local time 

zones
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What we risk losing is the focus on the software developers and the self-organization 

and empowerment that are supposed to be introduced with agile methodologies. 

Software engineering organized by global agile methodologies in highly competitive 

multivendor settings risks resembling the assembly line in factory work. Is this really 

what we want the future of software engineering to look like?

 Open Questions for Productivity in Software 
Engineering
I am not arguing that global agile is problematic per se. Clearly, in all the NexGSD 

empirical studies, closely coupled collaboration was essential to get that collaboration 

to function across sites, and the agile principles enable and stipulate closely coupled 

collaboration. However, I am arguing that “being a software developer involved in global 

outsourcing” means different things depending on where you physically are located in 

the world. Software developers at low-level positions working in Bangalore, India, have 

different conditions for work than software developers working in Ballerup, Denmark 

[9]. This means that they will experience the implementation of global agile in different 

ways. Software engineers located in Denmark have a privileged position in the global 

setup. For software engineers located in India, the way global agile techniques, tools, 

and processes shapes work do not provide the same conditions for self-organization 

and empowerment. Moreover, it means that when we are designing software tools 

and processes to support global work, we should take into consideration the different 

conditions and not just focus on productivity. Fast delivery and high-quality code should 

not be our main measurements; instead, we should start to develop measurements that 

are more nuanced and take into consideration work conditions. We must think about 

how artifacts such as “burndown charts” reflect only partial aspects of productivity [10], 

and we should ask, what is not represented in such artifacts? What are artifacts and 

tools neglecting to make visible? Finally, we need to consider how to ensure that we do 

not lose our human values when we think about how we design tools and processes 

and create good work conditions for all, no matter where in the world they are placed. 

People work more and more in the global setting; and as life and work starts to blend due 

to us bringing home our laptops and continuing checking e-mail in the evenings and 

on weekends, we need to prepare long-term strategies for dealing with the pressure of 

productivity—even for low-level software developers and testers working in India.
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When software developers complain that they have to attend a meeting at 10 p.m. 

and are not able to leave work to pick up sick children, they are not complaining about 

agile development per se. Instead, they are complaining about the lack of power and 

decision-making within the organizational setup. Agile development works well for 

software developers in Scandinavia, Northern Europe, and United States because the 

software teams are powerful and privileged. When clients demand agile development 

from software developers elsewhere, those developers are not empowered. Instead, the 

power to choose and organize their work is taken away from them. The following are 

important questions we must ask:

• What kind of productivity and values do we want software 

engineering to reflect?

• How do we ensure that these values are manifested in our 

productivity measurements shaping software engineering processes 

and tools?

• How can we design software engineering practices and technologies 

to support productivity without losing human values?

 Key Ideas
The following are the key ideas from this chapter:

• Global agile software development has several risks: perceiving 

people as assets, not humans; creating a stressful work environment; 

micromanagement; and making engineers work out of sync with 

local time zones.

• Productivity measurement should be about more than speed and 

quality.
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National Council for Strategic Research, Ministry of Science, Innovation, and Higher 

Education in Denmark.
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CHAPTER 12
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 Quantifying Productivity: Measuring vs. Perceptions
To overcome the ever-growing demand for software, software development 

organizations strive to enhance the productivity of their developers. But what does 

productivity mean in the context of software development? A substantial amount of work 

on developer productivity has been undertaken over the past four decades. The majority 

of this work considered productivity from a top-down perspective (the manager view) 

in terms of the artifacts and code created per unit of time. Common examples of such 

productivity measures are the lines of source code modified per hour, the resolution 

time for modification requests, or function points created per month. These productivity 

measures focus on a single, output-oriented factor for quantifying productivity and do 

not take into account developers’ individual work roles, practices, and other factors 

that might affect their productivity, such as work fragmentation, the tools used, or the 

work/office environment. For example, a lead developer who spends a big part of work 

supporting co-workers with their inquiries might develop less code in the process 
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and would thus be considered less productive when using traditional, top-down 

measurements compared to developers who focus solely on coding.

Another approach to quantify productivity is bottom-up, starting at the 

productivity of individual software developers to then also learn more about 

quantifying productivity more broadly. By investigating developers’ individual 

productivity, it is possible to better understand individual work habits and patterns, 

how they relate to productivity perceptions, and also which factors are most relevant 

for a developer’s productivity.

 Studying Software Developers’ Productivity 
Perceptions
There are various ways to investigate productivity from the bottom up. In this 

chapter, we describe three studies that we conducted using a variety of methods, 

from very detailed observations to two-week field studies using a monitoring 

application.

• First, to gather insights into what developers’ considered productive 

and unproductive work, we conducted an online survey with 389 

professional software developers, followed by observations and 

follow-up interviews with 11 developers to corroborate some of the 

findings of the survey [1].

• To better understand activities developers pursue at work, the 

fragmentation of their work, and how these activities relate to self- 

reported productivity, we conducted a two-week field study with 

20 professional software developers. For this study, we deployed a 

monitoring application that logged developers’ computer interaction 

and collected self-reports on their productivity every 90 minutes [2].

• To analyze and compare the situations when developers feel 

productive, we conducted a further online survey with 413 

professional software developers [3].

The remainder of this chapter highlights the most prominent findings. Detailed 

descriptions of the studies and findings can be found in the corresponding papers.
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 The Cost of Context Switching
Developers reported that they usually feel most productive when they make progress 

on tasks and when they have only a few context switches and interruptions. However, 

observing developers’ workdays revealed that they constantly switch contexts, often 

multiple times an hour. For example, developers switched tasks on average 13 times 

an hour and spent just about 6 minutes on a task before switching to another one. An 

example of a task switch is a developer who is switching from implementing a feature to 

answering e-mails that are unrelated to the previous task. Similarly, when we looked at 

how much time developers spend on activities–actions they usually pursue at work (e.g., 

writing code, running tests, or writing an e-mail)–we found out that they usually remain 

in an activity only between 20 seconds and 2 minutes before switching to another one. 

This high number of task and activity switches and the high variety of activities and tasks 

developers pursue each day illustrate the high fragmentation of a developer’s work.

Surprisingly, many developers still felt productive despite the high number of 

context switches. The follow-up interviews with the developers revealed that the cost 

of context switches varies. The cost or “harm” of a context switch depends on several 

factors: the duration of the switch, the reason for the switch, and the focus on the current 

task that is interrupted. A short switch from the IDE to respond to a Slack message is 

usually less costly than being interrupted from a task by a co-worker and discussing 

a topic unrelated to the main task for half an hour. Also, short context switches, such 

as writing a quick e-mail while waiting for a build to complete, do not usually harm 

productivity, as self-reported by our participants.

Interruptions from co-workers are one of the most often mentioned reasons for 

costly context switches, especially when they happen at an inopportune moment, 

such as when a developer is focused on a challenging problem. Chapter 23 presents 

one possible solution of how developers and other knowledge workers can reduce the 

number of costly interruptions by visualizing their current focus to the team.

 A Productive Workday in a Developer’s Life
Investigating how developers organize their time at work and what activities they pursue 

revealed notable differences. During an average workday of 8.4 hours, developers spend 

about half of their time, on average 4.3 hours, actively working on their computer. 

Surprisingly, they spend only about one-fourth of their total work time with coding- 

related activities and another fourth of their time with collaborative activities such 
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as meetings, e-mails, and instant messaging. There are also big differences across 

companies, for example how much time their developers spend reading or writing 

e-mails. At one of the observed companies, developers spent less than one minute with 

e-mail each workday, compared to developers at another company where they spent 

more than an hour.

Relating the activities developers pursue at work with how productive they feel 

during these activities revealed that productivity is highly individual and differs greatly 

across developers. The majority of developers reported coding as the most productive 

activity, as coding allows them to make progress on the tasks that are most important to 

them. With most other activities, there was no clear consensus about whether an activity 

is generally productive or not. Meetings were the most controversial activity: more than 

half of the developers considered meetings as unproductive, especially when they lack 

goals, have no outcome, or there are too many attendees; the other half of developers 

considered meetings to be productive. E-mails are considered to be a less productive 

activity by many developers. However, no single activity is considered exclusively 

productive or unproductive by all developers. Coding, for instance, was not always 

considered to be a productive activity, for example when the developer was blocked on a 

task. This suggests that measures or models that attempt to quantify productivity should 

take individual differences, such as the context of a developer’s workday, into account, 

and attempt to capture a developer’s work more holistically rather than reducing them to 

a single activity and one outcome measure.

 Developers Expect Different Measures 
for Quantifying Productivity
When we asked developers about how they would like to quantify their productivity, the 

majority wanted to assess their productivity based on the number of completed tasks but 

also combine it with other measures. These additional measures include output-related 

measures, such as the lines of code, number of commits, number of bugs found or fixed, 

and e-mails sent, but they also include higher-level measures, such as how focused they 

were during their work, if they were working “in the flow” (or “the zone”), and if they felt 

they had made any significant progress. Across all measures that developers were asked 

about, there was no single measure or combination of multiple measures that were 

consistently rated higher by most developers. This result indicates that there are a variety 

of aspects that impact the productivity of developers and their feeling of productivity 
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differently. For example, on days when a developer spends a lot of time working on 

development task, a measure of the number of work items completed or check-ins 

made may be appropriate. However, the same measure on days a developer spends 

most of the time in meetings or helping co-workers would result in a low productivity 

and high frustration for the developer. Furthermore, the findings suggest that it is 

difficult to broadly measure productivity without defining specific objectives. We will 

have to find ways to do measure productivity more holistically, by not only leveraging 

output measures, but also considering developers’ individual abilities, work habits, 

contributions to the team, and more. Chapters 2 and 3 discuss this further and argue that 

productivity should be considered not only from the perspective of individuals but also 

for teams and organizations.

 Characterizing Software Developers by Perceptions 
of Productivity
The differences in how developers feel about productivity makes it also more challenging 

to determine meaningful actions that could help increase productivity on a team or 

organizational level. One way to better understand differences and commonalities in 

developers’ perceptions of productivity is to investigate if we can find patterns or group 

developers with similar perceptions. Analyzing productivity ratings from hourly self-

reports during three workweeks, we found that developers can roughly be categorized 

into three groups that are similar to the circadian rhythm: morning person, afternoon 

person, and low-at-lunch person, as visualized in Figure 12-1. The curved regression 

line in the three figures shows the overall pattern of what part of the day an individual 

developer typically felt more or less productive with the shaded area showing the 

confidence range. Morning people were rare in our sample, with only 20 percent of all 

participants. The biggest group were afternoon people (40 percent), who may be those 

who are industrious later in the day or who feel more productive as a result of having 

the majority of their workday behind them. These results suggest that while developers 

have diverse perceived productivity patterns, individuals do appear to follow their own 

habitual patterns each day.
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In another effort to group developers with similar perceptions of productivity 

together, we asked participants to describe productive and unproductive workdays, 

rate their agreement with a list of factors that might affect productivity, and rate the 

interestingness of a list of productivity measures at work. We found that developers can 

be clustered into six groups: social, lone, focused, balanced, leading, and goal-oriented.

• The social developers feel productive when helping co-workers, 

collaborating, and doing code reviews. To get things done, they come 

early to work or work late and try to focus on a single task.

• The lone developers avoid disruptions such as noise, e-mail, meetings, 

and code reviews. They feel most productive when they have little to 

no social interactions and when they can work on solving problems, 

fixing bugs, or coding features in quiet and without interruptions. 

To reflect about work, they are mostly interested in knowing the 

frequency and duration of interruptions they encountered. Note that 

this group of developers is almost the opposite of the first group (the 

social developer) in how productive they feel when encountering 

social interactions.

• The focused developers feel most productive when they are working 

efficiently and concentrated on a single task at a time. They feel 

unproductive when they are wasting time and spend too much time 

on a task because they are stuck or working slowly. They are interested 

in knowing the number of interruptions and length of focused time.

Figure 12-1. Three types of developers and their perceptions of productivity over 
the course of a workday
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• The balanced developers are less affected by disruptions. They feel 

unproductive when tasks are unclear or irrelevant, when they are 

unfamiliar with a task, or when tasks are causing overhead.

• The leading developers are more comfortable with meetings and 

e-mails and feel less productive with coding activities than other 

developers. They feel more productive when they can write and 

design things, such as specifications. They do not like broken builds 

and blocking tasks, preventing them (or the team) from doing 

productive work.

• The goal-oriented developers feel productive when they complete 

or make progress on tasks. They feel less productive when they 

multitask, are goal-less, or are stuck. They are more open to meetings 

and e-mails compared to the other groups if they help them 

achieve their goals. In contrast to focused developers, goal-oriented 

developers care more about actually getting stuff done (i.e., crossing 

items off the task-list), while focused developers care more about 

working efficiently.

Each developer can belong to one or more of these groups. The six groups and their 

characteristics highlight differences in developers’ productivity perceptions and show 

that their ideal workdays, tasks, and work environments often look differently. We can 

further use these findings to tailor process improvements and tools to the different types 

of developers, as discussed in the next section.

 Opportunities for Improving Developer Productivity
Developers and development teams might benefit from these findings in various ways. 

On the individual level, we could build self-monitoring tools that allow developers 

to increase their awareness about productive and unproductive behaviors and use 

the insights they gain to set well-founded goals for self-improvements at work (see 

Chapter 22).
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These approaches should provide a variety of measures and support developers 

in getting insights into individual aspects of their work, such as identifying productive 

or unproductive work habits or identifying external or internal factors that have the 

biggest impact on their productivity. In addition to self-monitoring that has been 

shown to motivate positive behavior changes in other fields (e.g., physical activity and 

health), supporting developers with setting goals to improve themselves at work through 

actionable insights might be a next step toward fostering productivity. Maybe one day, 

we can further build virtual assistants, such as Alexa for Developers, that recommend 

(or automatically take) actions, depending on the goals of developers or based on the 

productivity patterns/roles/clusters of developers. For example, such a virtual assistant 

could block out notifications from e-mail, Slack, and Skype during coding sessions to 

avoid disruptions for the “lone developer” but allow them for the “social developer.” Or 

they could recommend the “focused developer” to come to work early to have a few 

hours of uninterrupted work time or suggest the “balanced developer” to take a break to 

avoid boredom and tiredness.

By knowing the trends of developers’ perceived productivity and the activities they 

consider as particularly productive/unproductive, it might be possible to schedule the 

tasks and activities developers must perform in a way that best fits their work patterns. 

For example, if a developer is a morning person and considers coding particularly 

productive and meetings as impeding productivity, blocking calendar time in the 

morning for coding tasks and automatically assigning afternoon hours for meeting 

requests may allow the developer to best employ their capabilities over the whole day. 

Or, it could remind developers to reserve slots for unplanned work or interruptions at 

times where they usually happen.

Our studies also revealed that interruptions, one specific type of a context switch, 

are one of the biggest impediments to productive work. Productivity could potentially be 

improved on the team level by enhancing the coordination and communication between 

co-workers, depending on their preferences, availabilities, and current focus. For example, 

on the team level, quiet, less interruption-prone offices could be provided to the “lone 

developers” and “focused developers,” and “social developers” who feel more comfortable 

with discussions every now and then could be seated in open space offices. Alternatively, 

interruptions at inopportune moments could be reduced by visualizing the developer’s 

current focus and concentration to other developers using an external cue. Hence, 

at times when the developer is “in the flow” or is usually most productive, expensive 

interruptions could be postponed to a more opportune moment (see Chapter 23).
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 Key Ideas
The following are the key ideas from this chapter:

• Different software developers experience productivity differently, 

which is why they do not agree on how to measure productivity.

• Most developers follow their own habitual patterns each day and are 

most productive either in the morning, during the day (and not at 

lunch), or in the afternoon.

• Measuring developer productivity should not only include output 

measures but also include measures inherent to developers’ abilities, 

workdays, work environments, and more.
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Since programming is a human activity, we can look to fields that have already 

developed methods to better understand the details of human interactions with 

technologies. In particular, the field of human-computer interaction (HCI) has dozens, 

if not hundreds, of methods that have been validated for answering a wide range of 

questions about human behaviors [4]. (And many of these methods, in turn, have been 

adapted from methods used in psychology, ethnography, sociology, etc.) For example, 

in our research, we have documented our use of at least ten different human- centered 

methods across all the phases of software development [11], almost all of which have 

impacts on programmer productivity.

Why would one want to use these methods? Even though productivity may be hard 

to quantify, as discussed in many previous chapters of this book, it is indisputable 

that problems exist with the languages, APIs, and tools that programmers use, and 

we should strive to fix these problems. Further, there are more ways to understand 

productivity than just metrics. HCI methods can help better understand programmers’ 

real requirements and problems, help design better ways to address those challenges, and 

then help evaluate whether the design actually works for programmers. Involving real 

programmers in these investigations reveals real data that makes it possible to identify 

and fix productivity bottlenecks.
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For example, a method called contextual inquiry (CI) [1] is commonly used 

to understand barriers in context. In a CI, the experimenter observes developers 

performing their real work where it actually happens and makes special note of 

breakdowns that occur. For example, in one of our projects, we wondered what key 

barriers developers face when fixing defects, so we asked developers at Microsoft to 

work on their own tasks while we watched and took notes about the issues that arose 

[7]. A key problem for 90 percent of the longest tasks was understanding the control flow 

through code in widely separated methods, which the existing tools did not adequately 

reveal. CIs are a good way to gather qualitative data and insights into developers’ real 

issues. However, they do not provide quantitative statistics, owing to the small sample 

size. Also, a CI can be time-consuming, especially if it is difficult to recruit representative 

developers to observe. However, it is one of the best ways to identify what is really 

happening in the field that affects the programmers’ productivity.

Another useful method to understand productivity barriers is doing exploratory 

lab user studies [14]. Here, the experimenter assigns specific tasks to developers and 

observes what happens. The key difference from a CI is that here the participants 

perform tasks provided by the experimenter instead of their own tasks, so there is less 

realism. However, the experimenter can see whether the participants use different 

approaches to the same task. For example, we collected a detailed data set at the 

keystroke level of multiple experienced developers performing the same maintenance 

tasks in Java [5]. We discovered that the developers spent about one-third of their 

time navigating around the code base, often using manual scrolling. This highlights 

an important advantage of these observational techniques—when we asked the 

participants about barriers when performing these tasks, no one mentioned scrolling 

because it did not rise to the level of salience. However, it became obvious to us that 

this was a barrier to the programmers’ productivity when we analyzed the logs of what 

the developers actually did. Knowing about such problems is the first step to inventing 

solutions. And these kinds of studies can also provide numeric data, which can later be 

used to measure the difference that a new tool or other intervention makes.

Neither of these methods can be used to evaluate how often an observed barrier 

occurs, which might be important for calculating the overall impact on productivity. 

For this, we have used surveys [16] and corpus data mining [9]. For example, after we 

observed in our CIs that understanding control flow was important, we performed a 

survey to count how often developers have questions about control flow and how hard 

those questions are to answer [7]. The developers reported asking such questions on 

average about nine times a day, and most felt that at least one such question was hard 
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to answer. In a different study, we felt that programmers were wasting significant time 

trying to backtrack (return code to a previous state) while editing code. We had observed 

that this seemed to be error-prone as changes often had to be undone in multiple places. 

Therefore, we analyzed 1,460 hours of  fine- grained code-editing logs from 21 developers, 

collected during their regular work [18]. We detected 15,095 backtracking instances, for 

an average rate of 10.3 per hour.

Once such productivity barriers have been identified, an intervention might be 

designed, such as a new programming process, language, API, or tool. We have used a 

variety of methods during the design process to help ensure that the intervention will 

actually help. Natural-programming elicitation is a way to understand how programmers 

think about a task and what vocabulary and concepts they use so the intervention 

can be closer to the users’ thoughts [10]. One method for doing natural-programming 

elicitation is to give target programmers a “blank paper” participatory design task, 

where we describe the desired functionality and have the programmers design how that 

functionality should be provided. The trick is to ask the question in a way that does not 

bias the answers, so we often use pictures or samples of the results, without providing 

any vocabulary, architecture, or concepts.

Rapid prototyping [15] allows quick and simple prototypes of the intervention to 

be tried, often just drawn on paper, which helps to refine good ideas and eliminate bad 

ones. Sometimes it might be too expensive to create the real intervention before being 

able to test it. In these cases, we have used another recommended human- centered 

method called iterative design using prototypes [14]. Typically, the first step employs 

low-fidelity prototypes, which means that the actual interventions are simulated. For 

many of our tools, we have used paper prototypes, which are quickly created using 

drawing tools or even just pen and paper. For example, when trying to help developers 

understand the interprocedural control flow of code, we used a Macintosh drawing 

program called OmniGraffle to draw mock-ups of a possible new visualization and 

printed them on paper. We then asked developers to pretend to perform tasks with them. 

We discovered that the initial visualization concepts were too complex to understand yet 

lacked information important to the developers [7]. For example, a key requirement was 

to preserve the order in which methods are invoked, which was not shown (and is not 

shown by other static visualizations of call graphs, either). In the final visualization, the 

lines coming out of a method show the order of invocation, as shown in Figure 13-1.
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No matter what kind of intervention it is, the creator might want to evaluate how well 

programmers can use it and whether it actually improves productivity in practice. For 

example, our observations about backtracking difficulties motivated us to create Azurite, 

a plug-in for the Eclipse code editor that provides more flexible selective undo, in which 

developers can undo past edits without necessarily undoing more recent ones [19]. But 

how can we know if the new intervention can actually be used? There are three main 

methods we have used to evaluate interventions: expert analyses, think- aloud usability 

evaluations, and formal A/B testing.

Figure 13-1. (a) A paper prototype of the visualization drawn with the 
Omnigraffle drawing tool revealed that the order of method calls was crucial to 
visualize, as is shown in the final version of the tool (b), which is called Reacher 
[7]. The method EditPane.setBuffer(..) makes five method calls (the five lines 
exiting setBuffer shown in order from top to bottom, with the first and third being 
calls to EditBus.send(..)). Lines with “?” icons show calls that are conditional 
(and thus may or may not happen at runtime). Other icons on lines include 
a circular arrow to show calls inside of loops, diamonds to show overloaded 
methods, and numbers to show that multiple calls have been collapsed.
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In expert analyses, people who are experienced with usability methods perform the 

analysis by inspection. For example, heuristic evaluation [13] employs ten guidelines to 

evaluate an interface. We used this method to evaluate some APIs and found that the 

really long function names violated the guideline of error prevention because the names 

could be easily confused with each other, wasting the programmer’s time [12]. Another 

expert-analysis method is called cognitive walkthrough [8]. It involves carefully going 

through tasks using the interface and noting where users will need new knowledge to be 

able to take the next step. Using both of these methods, we helped a company iteratively 

improve a developer tool [3].

Another set of methods is empirical and involves testing the interventions with the 

target users. The first result of these evaluations is an understanding of what participants 

actually do, to see how the intervention works. In addition, we recommend using a think-

aloud study [2], in which the participants continuously articulate their goals, confusion, 

and other thoughts. This provides the experimenter with rich data about why users 

perform the way they do so problems can be found and fixed. As with other usability 

evaluations, the principle is that if one participant has a problem, others will likely have 

it too, so it should be fixed if possible. Research shows that a few representative users can 

find a great percentage of the problems [14]. In our research, when we have evidence of 

usefulness from early needs analysis through CI and surveys, it is often sufficient to show 

usability of tools through think-alouds with five or six people. However, the evaluations 

should not involve participants who are associated with the tool because they will know 

too much about how the tool should work.

Unlike expert analyses and think-aloud usability evaluations, which are informal, 

A/B testing uses formal, statistically valid experiments [6]. This is the key way to 

demonstrate that one intervention is better than another, or better than the status quo, 

with respect to some measure. For example, we tested our Azurite plugin for selective 

undo in Eclipse against using regular Eclipse, and developers using Azurite were twice 

as fast [19]. Such formal measures can be useful proxies for the productivity gains that an 
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intervention might bring. The resulting numbers might also help convince developers 

and managers to try new interventions and change developers’ behaviors because they 

might find having numbers more persuasive than just the creator’s claims about the 

intervention. However, these experiments can be difficult to design correctly and require 

careful attention to many possibly confounding factors [6]. In particular, it is challenging 

to design tasks that are sufficiently realistic yet doable in an appropriate time frame for 

an experiment (an hour or two).

To get a more realistic evaluation of an intervention, it may need to be measured 

in actual practice. We have found this to be easiest to do by instrumenting the tools 

to gather the desired metrics during real use, and then we can use data mining and 

log analysis. For example, we used our Fluorite logger, which is another plugin for 

Eclipse, to investigate how developers used the Azurite tool [17]. We found that 

developers often selectively undid a selected block of code, such as a whole method, 

restoring it to how it used to work and leaving the other code as is, which we call 

regional undo, confirming our hypothesis that this would be the most useful kind of 

selective undo [19].

Many other HCI methods are available that can answer additional questions 

that creators of interventions might have (see Table 13-1 for a summary). Large 

companies such as Microsoft and Google already embed user interface specialists 

into their teams that create developer tools (such as in Microsoft’s Visual Studio 

group). However, even small teams can learn to use at least some of these methods. 

Based on our extensive use of these methods over many years, we argue that they 

will be useful for better understanding the many different kinds of barriers that 

programmers face, for creating useful and usable interventions to address those 

barriers, and for better evaluating the impact of the interventions. In this way, these 

methods will help increase the positive impact of future interventions on developers’ 

productivity.
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 Key Ideas
The following are the key ideas from the chapter:

• There are many methods used in human-computer interaction 

research that can also be used to study what hinders and improves 

software developer productivity, to help design interventions that 

increase productivity, and to then evaluate and improve their impact.

• The ten methods listed in this chapter have proven useful at various 

phases of the process.
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CHAPTER 14

Using Biometric Sensors 
to Measure Productivity
Marieke van Vugt, University of Groningen, The Netherlands

 Operationalizing Productivity for Measurement
If we want to be productive, it would be great if we could track productivity in some way, 

such that it is possible to determine what factors help and hinder productivity. Biometric 

sensors may be helpful for such productivity tracking. But what does being productive 

mean? A simplistic notion of productivity is being able to pay attention without getting 

distracted. Indeed, to be productive in simple tasks such as filling out routine forms, 

one needs to carefully monitor one’s goals and ensure not to get distracted. On the 

other hand, for more complex tasks such as developing a new software architecture 

or implementing a complex function, one also needs creativity and outside-the- 

box thinking, which is incompatible with a singular focus. In other words, aspects of 

productivity such as creativity depend not on concentration but on its opposite: mind- 

wandering [1], which is a process of task-unrelated thinking. How would that work? 

Mind-wandering, when it involves thinking about other things while you are engaged 

in a task such as writing a computer program can help you to access new information 

that brings an alternative perspective on what you are doing. This means that when the 

contents of mind-wandering are monitored and are not too engrossing, it can in fact 

be very useful. Moreover, this also means that a singular focus does not always indicate 

productivity because, for example, being very concentrated on a single stupid task such 

as writing the same line of code over and over again is not very productive.
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In summary, productivity requires sometimes singular focus and sometimes 

distraction. What is crucial is monitoring to ensure that attention is being paid to the 

most relevant goals and that the degree of attentional focus is in line with those goals. 

The attentional focus should be neither too narrow nor too wide and should be directed 

to the task that is most important at that moment.

Interestingly, most current attempts at developing biometric sensors focus on 

measuring attentional focus. Here I argue that another (albeit more technically 

challenging) target could be the goal-directedness of attention. A goal-directed attention 

is one that does not get pulled into patterns of thoughts that are difficult to disengage 

from, such as, for example, rumination and worry.

In this chapter, I will first discuss biometric sensors on the basis of eye tracking 

and electroencephalography (EEG) that simply track attention and then preview some 

new potential sensors that track the broader definition of productivity that depends on 

focusing on the most relevant goals and not being sidetracked by thoughts that pull one 

away.

 What the Eye Says About Focus
Arguably the simplest method to measure attention is by following the eye gaze and the 

width of the pupil. In laboratory studies this is measured with fancy cameras that are 

following the eyes, but potentially similar functions could be provided by webcams that 

are present on almost every computer. In our lab we have demonstrated that webcam- 

based eye tracking is sensitive enough to predict upcoming choices from a set of stimuli 

presented on the screen.

So, what can you measure with eye tracking? In one experiment investigating 

distraction by external stimuli, we found that when we had a participant do a memory 

task on the screen but showed cat videos on a flanking screen, their eyes were drawn to 

the video [9]. The frequency with which the eyes were drawn to the cat video depended 

on the difficulty of the task, such that the more visual resources a task consumed 

(e.g., requiring poring over a visual image very precisely), the less likely a person was 

distracted by the cat videos. On the other hand, the more memory resources a task 

required (e.g., keeping in mind a series of numbers), the more likely the person’s eyes 

were drawn to the cat videos. In other words, video screens with moving images are 

a terrible idea on the work floor. In another study, we used eye tracking to examine 

whether a person was keeping a location on the computer screen in mind that they were 
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trying to memorize [3]. We found that when they were distracted, as you would expect, 

people’s eyes were less fixated on the visual locations than when they were attentive. In 

short, when you are doing a task where your eyes have to be located at a specific spot 

(such as a coding window that occupies only part of the screen), then using eye gaze can 

be an effective measure of your attention.

However, most of the time, your work does not require your attention to be focused 

on a single spot. In that case, potentially we could still use eye-based biosensors but 

focus instead on the size of the pupil. Already for many decades, pupil size has been 

associated with a state of mental effort [4] and arousal [2]. For example, when we make 

the task more difficult, we tend to see an increase in pupil size. In addition, when we 

reward people for successfully performing a difficult task, their pupil size increases even 

more.

Many studies have associated mind-wandering with a decreased pupil size [3, 11], 

so another potential marker for being on the ball and being productive would be the size 

of your pupil. A larger pupil would be indicative of higher productivity. In fact, we have 

previously used pupil size as a marker for when it would be best to interrupt the user [5]. 

Interruptions are generally best when a person is experiencing low workload, i.e., when 

he or she is somewhere between subtasks, not when he or she is trying to remember 

something or manipulate complex information in his mind. The study showed that we 

were successful in finding low-workload moments and performance was better when we 

interrupted on low-workload moments. This suggests that pupil size can successfully be 

used even on a single-trial basis and is a good candidate for measuring mental effort as 

an index of productivity.

 Observing Attention with EEG
Another potential biomarker of productivity is EEG. EEG reflects the electrical activity 

emitted by the brain, as measured by electrodes on the scalp. EEG has frequently been 

used to track both mind-wandering and mental effort. A common finding is that when 

a person is mind-wandering, the brain activity evoked by a stimulus is reduced. This 

is thought to indicate a state in which the person is relatively disconnected from their 

environment with their attention more internally directed. While there has been long- 

standing research in the role of alpha waves—which are typically referred to as the 

brain’s “idling waves”—in mind-wandering, that research has not demonstrated clear 

mappings between these brain waves and mind-wandering.
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The most advanced studies in this field have started to use machine learning 

classifiers to predict an individual’s attentional state. For example, a study by Mittner 

and colleagues [6] demonstrated that it was possible to predict with almost 80 

percent accuracy whether a person was on-task or mind-wandering on the basis of 

a combination of behavioral and neural measures. These neural measures involved 

functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). The problem with fMRI is that it is not a 

very suitable measure in an applied context because it requires an expensive and heavy 

MRI scanner in which the person has to lie down to be scanned. Moreover, MRI scanners 

produce a large amount of noise, making it not conducive for work. Nevertheless, 

recent work in our lab suggests that it is possible to achieve up to 70 percent accuracy 

in predicting mind-wandering using the more portable EEG. Moreover, in our study, 

this accuracy was achieved across two different behavioral tasks, suggesting that it can 

tap into a general mind-wandering measure, which is crucial for application in a work 

environment.

EEG has been used to measure not only mind-wandering but also mental effort. 

The most frequently used index of mental effort in EEG is the P3, an EEG potential that 

occurs roughly 300 to 800 ms after a stimulus has been shown to an individual [10]. This 

component is larger when a person exerts mental effort. This component is also smaller 

when a person is mind-wandering, suggesting that the P3 is potentially not a very 

unique index of mental effect. However, because this EEG component is time-locked 

to a discrete stimulus, it may be challenging to monitor such potentials in the office 

environment, unless you display periodic discrete stimuli to the individual with the 

purpose of measuring this P3 potential.

Taking these concerns into account, if EEG is potentially usable for monitoring 

distraction and productivity, then a problem to take into consideration is that despite 

that it is less unwieldy than MRI, an EEG system is typically still quite inconvenient 

and takes a lot of time to set up (usually somewhere between 15 and 45 minutes). A 

research-grade EEG system consists of a fabric cap in which anywhere between 32 and 

256 electrodes are embedded, and for each of these electrodes, the connection with the 

scalp needs to be ascertained by means of an electrode gel and manual adjustments. On 

top of that, the cap needs to be connected to an amplifier that enhances the weak signals 

recorded on the scalp such that they are elevated above the noise. Only with these 

procedures a sufficiently clean signal can be collected. Clearly this would not be feasible 

for the workplace.
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Luckily, recently there has been a boom in the development of low-cost EEG 

devices that have only between 1 and 8 sensors and that do not need extensive 

preparation (e.g., Emotiv and MUSE). If these electrodes were placed in the correct 

locations, they could potentially serve as productivity-monitoring devices. In fact, 

they are frequently marketed as devices that can record concentration. Despite these 

claims, however, I have found that when comparing a research-grade EEG system to 

these portable devices, that the portable EEG devices do not provide a reliable signal. 

Many place electrodes on the forehead, which are primarily expected to capture 

muscle activity instead of brain activity. Of course, muscle activity can be an index of 

how stressed a person is, since stress is associated with muscle tension, but it does not 

say much about a person’s mind- wandering and distraction. For example, it is possible 

to be quite tense while working on a software development project while being really 

relaxed and browsing social media. So, at this time EEG is really only a useful measure 

of productivity in a laboratory setting.

 Measuring Rumination
As mentioned, only measuring focus is not sufficient for productivity. In addition, 

a certain amount of mental flexibility and allocation of attention to relevant goals is 

crucial. This mental flexibility is difficult to monitor with biometric devices, but one 

related candidate signal is the one associated with “sticky mind-wandering”—a mind- 

wandering process that is very difficult to disengage from [12]. Sticky mind-wandering 

is a precursor of rumination (narrowly focused uncontrolled repetitive thinking that 

is mostly negatively balenced and self-referential [7]). For example, rumination may 

involve repeated thinking that “I am worthless, I am a failure,” supplemented by recall 

of experiences, such as a poor evaluation of a piece of work you delivered. This thinking 

repeatedly intrudes into a person’s consciousness, thereby making it difficult for them 

to concentrate, one of the major complaints that depressed people are suffering from. 

Sticky mind-wandering can take the form of recurrent worries, for example, about not 

being good enough, about their children, their future, and so on. These are the kinds of 

thoughts that are particularly harmful for productivity because they disrupt particular 

difficult thinking processes, which are crucial for software developers.
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Recent work has started to map and experimentally manipulate these “sticky” 

forms of mind-wandering. We found that when people have a thought that they think 

is difficult to disengage from, then their task performance just prior to that moment 

tends to be worse and more variable in duration [12]. Other research where people 

were equipped with smart phones to measure their thoughts over the course of many 

days showed that sticky mind-wandering interfered more with ongoing activities and 

required more effort to inhibit. It was further suggested that a sticky form of mind-

wandering is associated with reduced heart-rate variability compared to nonsticky 

mind-wandering [8]. In general, larger heart-rate variability is associated with increased 

well-being, and therefore reduced heart-rate variability is not desirable. This means that 

heart-rate variability is a potentially attractive target for biometric monitoring, especially 

because more and more low-cost heart-rate trackers are becoming available, such as 

those integrated in smart watches.

 Moving Forward
The studies discussed here together suggest that there are several ways in which it 

may be possible to measure productivity biometrically. Possibilities include pupil size, 

heart-rate variability, and EEG, which each has its own possibilities and limitations. 

Nevertheless, the majority of these measures were tested in a relatively simple and 

artificial laboratory context, in which only a limited set of events can happen. In 

contrast, in the real world, many more scenarios play out, and it is not clear how these 

biometric measures fare in those contexts. What is needed is a better understanding 

of the boundary conditions under which different biometric measures can work, and 

potentially a combination of different measures can give a suitably accurate index of 

distraction, thereby potentially differentiating between helpful mind-wandering and 

harmful mind-wandering.

Such an index could potentially be integrated into an interception system that makes 

the user aware of their distraction and then reminds them of their longer-term goals. 

Distraction usually arises when goals with short-term rewards or instant rewards such as 

social media are less active in our minds than longer-term goals. Even in the case of the 

stickier ruminative mind-wandering, a small reminder may be enough to allow a person 

to step out of this thought process and redirect attention to more productive long-term 

goals such as writing a paper or finishing a computer program.
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In short, I have discussed what it means to be productive and how we can 

potentially measure this. Since most jobs require more than mechanical concentration 

on a single thing, measurement of productivity is nontrivial. Nevertheless, scientific 

studies on tracking attention provide a good starting point, and they demonstrate that 

eye movements, pupil size, heart rate variability, and EEG all provide some useful 

information about a person’s attentional state. On the other hand, none of these 

measures by themselves provides a fool-proof metric of productivity. Moreover, in many 

of them there are challenges to measuring it in a real-world context. For this reason, I 

think that the most productive use of biometric monitoring is not tracking productivity 

per se but rather helping the user to monitor himself or herself. The biometric sensors 

could be combined and in this way could help a user to become aware of potential 

lapses of productivity and remind them of their most important long-term goals.

 Key Ideas
The following are the key ideas from this chapter:

• While some forms of productivity require targeted attentional focus, 

other forms of productivity require mental flexibility.

• With eye tracking, we can follow whether a person is paying attention 

and exert mental effort.

• The EEG can also track attention but is difficult to measure with 

mobile sensors.

• Rumination is an important factor to consider in productivity.
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 Introduction
In their day-to-day work, software developers perform many different activities: 

they use numerous tools to develop software artifacts ranging from source code 

and models to documentation and test cases, they use other tools to manage and 

coordinate their development work, and they spend a substantial amount of time 

communicating and exchanging knowledge with other members on their teams and 

the larger software development community. Making sense of this flood of activity and 

information is becoming harder with every new artifact created. Yet, being aware of all 

relevant information in a software project is crucial to enable productivity in software 

development.

In formal terms, awareness is defined as “an understanding of the activities of others, 

which provide context for your own activity.” In any collaborative work environment, 

being aware of the work of other team members and how it can affect one’s own work 

is crucial. Maintaining awareness ensures that individual contributions are relevant 

to the group’s work in general. Awareness can be used to evaluate individual actions 

against the group’s goals and progress, and it allows groups to manage the process of 

collaborative working [1].
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Contributing to a software project requires a multitude of different kinds of 

awareness, ranging from high-level status information (e.g., What is the overall status 

of the project? What are the current bottlenecks?) to more fine-grained information 

(e.g., Who else is working on the same file right now and has uncommitted changes? 

Who is affected by the source code I am writing at the moment?). Awareness includes 

both short-term, momentary awareness (awareness of events at this particular point in 

time, such as the current build status) and long-term, historical awareness (awareness 

of past events, such as code evolution and team velocity). As the complexity of software 

systems grows, maintaining awareness of all relevant context is becoming increasingly 

challenging. To address this situation, many tools have been developed over the last 

decades to help developers maintain awareness of everything that goes on in a project.

Given the plethora of information available, tools that support awareness for 

software developers inevitably need to abstract some details and have to aggregate 

information. This leads to risks. The aggregation of developer activity information has 

the potentially unintended side effect of quantifying the developer’s work, enabling 

productivity comparisons across developers and time. As an example, imagine a tool 

that aims to provide high-level information about what a developer is working on at 

the moment. Such a tool will likely be able to say that a developer is working on three 

features (by counting the open issues assigned to this developer, for example), but it 

might not be able to say that a developer is currently working on refactoring a database 

connector, fixing a bug in the persistence layer of the application, and improving the 

performance of a query (which would require an automated understanding of the 

semantics of the open issues). Of course, a tool could simply list all open issues, but this 

would lead to information overload.

In this chapter, we discuss this tension between awareness information and 

productivity measures, and we advocate for the design of tools that enable awareness 

without quantifying information. We also report on the findings from an empirical study 

in which we asked developers about how to design such tools. The study revealed that 

awareness can influence developers’ perceptions of the productivity of their colleagues 

and that developers do not feel that productivity can be collapsed into a single metric. 

We conclude that while automated tools for making sense of everything that goes on in 

a software project are necessary to enable developer awareness, such tools need to focus 

on summarizing instead of measuring information.
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 Awareness and Productivity
We first illustrate the relationship between team awareness and developer productivity, 

using an existing categorization of awareness types as a guideline [2].

• Collaboration awareness: Collaboration awareness refers to the 

perception of group availability, i.e., whether people are in the same 

physical place, who is online/offline, and their virtual availability. 

In software development—and in many other domains—these 

concepts are directly related to productivity. If a member of a 

software development team is perceived to be unavailable, it is easy 

to conclude that they are not productive, whereas a team member 

who is always online and/or in the same physical place would be 

perceived as being productive.

• Location awareness: Location awareness refers to the geographical and 

physical nature of spaces, e.g., where someone is physically located. 

Similar to collaboration awareness, the physical location of team 

members can be related to perceptions of their productivity. This might 

be the case if co-workers who share the same office space are perceived 

as having more or less productivity compared to others, but it might also 

have cultural implications, e.g., if developers in an outsourcing location 

are perceived differently simply based on their location.

• Context awareness: Context awareness allows a group of co- 

workers to maintain a sense of what is going on in the virtual space. 

In software development projects, context awareness can, for 

example, refer to the context of a shared task, e.g., the progress of a 

development team toward the next release. If the development team 

is perceived as not being on track, this type of awareness can easily be 

used to reach conclusions about a team's lack of productivity.

• Social awareness: According to Antunes et al., social awareness is 

related to the understanding of “social practice, i.e., the others’ roles 

and activities, or what and how the group members are contributing 

to a task.” It is easy to see then how social awareness in a software 

development team is linked to developer productivity. If a team 

member’s contributions to a task are perceived as not good enough, 

they will be considered as unproductive, and vice versa.
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• Workspace awareness: Workspace awareness is defined as the 

up-to- the-moment understanding of another person’s interaction 

with the shared workspace, i.e., awareness of people and how 

they interact with the workspace rather than just awareness of the 

workspace itself [3]. This type of awareness is also directly linked to 

productivity: if a developer’s interactions with the shared workspace, 

e.g., the issue tracking system of a software project, are not as 

frequent or fruitful as expected, this developer will be seen as being 

unproductive.

• Situation awareness: Situation awareness refers to being aware of 

what is happening in the vicinity to understand how information, 

events, and one’s own actions will impact goals and objectives. 

Applied to software development, this definition could refer to 

peripheral awareness of the work of other teams that are working 

on the same product, awareness of updates to libraries that a 

particular product relies on, or awareness of technology trends [4]. 

As with the other awareness types, this kind of awareness also links 

to productivity: if another team is not delivering the feature they are 

supposed to deliver or a critical bug in a library is not being fixed, 

developers can be seen as unproductive.

 Enabling Awareness in Collaborative Software 
Development
There are many different kinds of information that developers need to be aware of in any 

software development project, as discussed in the previous section. However, with the 

flood of activity and information in a software repository, it is impossible and also often 

not necessary for a developer to maintain awareness of every aspect of a project. As a 

result, a mechanism for filtering and aggregating relevant information is needed.

Many tools such as feeds and dashboards (see Chapter 16) have been developed 

to help developers maintain awareness and aggregate relevant information. However, 

these tools often focus on quantitative instead of qualitative aspects since it is arguably 

easier to count the number of open issues than interpret what these issues are about, 

for example. In the next sections, we discuss developers’ opinions on the aggregation of 

awareness information using both quantitative and qualitative means.
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 Aggregating Awareness Information into Numbers
Automated tools for extracting, aggregating, and summarizing development activity are 

essential to provide software teams with crucial awareness information. To investigate 

how to design such tools, in earlier work [5] we asked developers how they would design 

quantitative and qualitative aspects of such tools. We first summarize our findings with 

regard to the quantitative aspects, which revealed the risk of misinterpreting awareness 

information as productivity measures.

Our study participants stressed that no single metric, e.g., lines of code, number of 

tasks, etc., would truly reflect the wide range of activities a developer may take action on 

throughout the development life cycle of a software product. For instance, conceptual 

work is hardly measurable and may go unnoticed just by monitoring a metric, as shown 

in this example from one of our study participants: “It’s difficult to measure output. 

Changing the architecture or doing a conceptual refactoring may have significant impact 

but very little evidence on the code base.” Similarly, the difficulty of a task cannot be 

measured in lines of code.

Software projects may go through different stages in their development cycle. 

According to our study participants, these variabilities from project to project make 

it difficult to devise any uniform, one-size-fits-all measurement system that would 

work across different project contexts and distinct development workflows (challenges 

detailed in Chapter 2). Also, developers may assume different roles in a single day. For 

instance, interacting with customers and users was regarded by our study participants 

as an activity that is difficult to measure, although it is an integral part of development 

work: “We do systems for people in the first place.”

Another problem perceived by our study participants is that measures can be gamed 

so that any automatic system aimed at measuring productivity would be potentially 

exploitable. This applies in particular to simple measures such as the number of issues 

or number of commits: “A poor-quality developer may be able to close more tickets than 

anyone else, but a high-quality developer often closes fewer tickets but of those few, 

almost none get reopened or result in regressions. For these reasons, metrics should seek 

to track quality as much as they track quantity.”

Given the limited value of numbers as a means to provide developers with 

meaningful information, we next investigate the potential of qualitative mechanisms, in 

particular summarization, to improve the quality of awareness information.
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 Aggregating Awareness Information into Text
As we have discussed in the previous section, aggregating the work of software 

developers into numbers has many disadvantages. However, information in a software 

repository has to be aggregated to enable awareness without having to look at every 

artifact created, modified, or deleted. With this in mind, in our earlier work [5], we 

presented our study participants with the following scenario: “Assume it’s Monday 

morning and you have just returned from a week-long vacation. One of your colleagues 

is giving you an update on their development activities last week.” We then asked them 

what information they would expect to be included in such a summary. In the following 

paragraphs, we summarize the answers we received from developers.

Many of the events in the day-to-day work of software developers can be categorized 

according to whether they are expected or unexpected. Expected events comprise 

status updates that are generally not surprising to a software developer—such as 

a development task moving from open to closed—while unexpected events are 

unforeseen, for example the presence of a critical bug. Our participants requested that 

both kinds of events should be included in summaries of development activity.

Summaries of expected events in software development projects are mostly 

concerned with how different artifacts, such as development tasks or user stories, move 

through the development cycle. For example, one participant requested what they called 

“task state transition history—which tasks were taken, which were done, which were 

tested.” An important dimension of expectations is planning—our participants were 

also interested to hear about short-term and long-term plans as well as the goals driving 

these plans.

Basic awareness tools for software developers typically support this kind of 

awareness of development artifacts and plans. For example, a burndown chart 

visualizes the actual work being done compared to a plan, and a kanban board shows 

tasks along with their current status. However, these tools are still limited in their 

expressiveness: A burndown chart cannot explain why a project is not on track, and 

it can also easily be misinterpreted as measuring productivity. In addition, it can be 

gamed, for example by overestimating user stories. Kanban boards can aggregate only 

to a certain extent—if the number of tasks or work items included in the kanban board 

becomes too large, it becomes hard to obtain a high-level overview of the project 

status from looking at the board.
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If everything in a software project is progressing as expected, no particular action 

outside of a developer’s routine might be required. However, things tend not to always go 

according to plan in software projects. Requirements might change, a major refactoring 

might be needed, or a critical bug might be discovered. In those situations, developers 

need to act, which explains why anything unexpected should play a major role in a 

summary of software development activity: “We cut our developer status meetings way 

down and started stand up meetings focusing on problems and new findings rather than 

dead-boring status. [The] only important point is when something is not on track, going 

faster than expected and why.”

When we asked our participants about how to automatically detect such unexpected 

events, several examples were mentioned, in particular related to the commit history: 

“Commits that take particularly long might be interesting. If a developer hasn’t 

committed anything in a while, his first commit after a long silence could be particularly 

interesting, for example because it took him a long time to fix a bug. Also, important 

commits might have unusual commit messages, for example including smileys, lots 

of exclamation marks, or something like that…basically something indicating that the 

developer was emotional about that particular commit.” While developer tools that 

summarize expected events already exist—albeit often still focusing on numbers rather 

than textual content—research on what constitutes important unexpected events in a 

software project is still in its infancy.

 Rethinking Productivity and Team Awareness
Throughout a software project’s life cycle, developers generate a vast corpus of software 

artifacts and perform a multitude of actions; however, only a fraction of those events are 

relevant to one’s own activity. Automated methods for aggregating and summarizing 

awareness information are important, as they potentially save developers from the 

cumbersome task of manually inspecting a large number of events—or asking others—to 

answer the various questions that may arise in one’s development work.

Automated methods for aggregating awareness information are likely to produce 

quantitative over qualitative information since aggregating numbers (e.g., the number 

of issues per developer) is much easier than aggregating textual information (e.g., 

what kinds of issues a developer is working on). Unsurprisingly, measures such as 

lines of code and number of issues open/closed are available in most development 
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tools, but many developers in our study found them too limited to be used as 

awareness information and worried that such simple numbers may act as a proxy of 

their productivity. In short, awareness can influence developers’ perceptions of the 

productivity of their colleagues—and these perceptions are often not accurate if based 

on the awareness information that tools commonly provide.

From the perspective of who receives awareness information, numeric measures 

should not be provided in isolation: they should be augmented with useful information 

about recent changes in the project that happened according to plan, i.e., expected 

events, and most importantly, they should provide information about the unexpected. 

As we noticed, awareness tool design has given greater emphasis to the former type of 

information, leaving information about unexpected events to be gathered by developers 

themselves. Similarly, awareness tools have fed developers more information about what 

happened and less information about why things happened.

As empirical evidence shows, the design of automated awareness mechanisms 

should consider the tension between team awareness and productivity measures in 

collaborative software development. Developers’ information needs are indirectly 

related to productivity aspects, yet the way information is typically presented by 

awareness tools (e.g., kanban boards, burndown charts) can have negative effects as 

they facilitate judgment on the productivity of developers. We found that the ultimate 

goal of developers is not associated with productivity measurement: they seek to answer 

questions that are impacting their own work and the expected flow of events. They want 

to become aware of the unexpected so that they can adapt more easily and quickly.

While tools that help developers make sense of everything that goes on in a software 

project are necessary to enable developer awareness, these tools currently favor 

quantitative information over qualitative information. To accurately represent what 

goes on in a software project, awareness tools need to focus on summarizing instead 

of measuring information and be careful when presenting numbers that could be used 

as an unintended proxy for productivity measures. We argue for the use of natural 

language and text processing techniques to automatically summarize information from 

a software project in textual form. Based on the findings of our study, we suggest that 

such tools should categorize the events in a software project according to whether they 

are expected or unexpected and use natural language processing to provide meaningful 

summaries rather than numbers and graphs that are likely to be misinterpreted as 

productivity measures.
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 Key ideas
The following are the key ideas from the chapter:

• Tools that help developers make sense of everything that goes on in a 

software project are necessary to enable developer awareness.

• These tools currently favor quantitative information over qualitative 

information but need to focus on summarizing instead of measuring 

information.

• Team awareness can influence developers’ perceptions of their 

colleagues’ productivity, and developers do not feel that productivity 

can be collapsed into a single metric.
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CHAPTER 16

Software Engineering 
Dashboards: Types, 
Risks, and Future
Margaret-Anne Storey, University of Victoria, Canada

Christoph Treude, University of Adelaide, Australia

 Introduction
The large number of artifacts created or modified in a software project and the flood of 

information exchanged in the process of creating a software product call for tools that 

aggregate this data to communicate higher-level insights to all stakeholders involved. In 

many projects—in software engineering as well as in other domains—dashboards are 

used to communicate information that may bring insights on the productivity of project 

activities and other aspects. Stephen Few defines a dashboard as “a visual display of the 

most important information needed to achieve one or more objectives which fits entirely 

on a single computer screen so it can be monitored at a glance” [4].

Dashboards are cognitive awareness and communication tools designed to help 

people visually identify trends, patterns and anomalies, reason about what they see, 

and help guide them toward effective decisions [3]. Their real value and one of the 

main reasons for their popularity is their ability to “replace hunt-and- peck data-

gathering techniques with a tireless, adaptable, information flow mechanism” [9]. 

The goal of dashboards is to transform the raw data contained in an organization’s 

repositories into consumable information. In software engineering, dashboards are 

used to provide information related to questions such as “Is this project on schedule?” 
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and “What are the current bottlenecks?” and “What is the progress of other teams?” [7]. 

In this chapter, we review the different types of dashboards that are commonly used in 

software engineering and the risks that are associated with their use. We conclude with 

an overview of current trends in software engineering dashboards.

The link between productivity and dashboards becomes apparent when investigating 

one of the dimensions that Few proposes for the categorization of dashboards: type of 

measures. While not always intended this way, much of the quantitative data presented 

in developer dashboards can also be interpreted as a measure of developer productivity 

(discussed in more detail in Chapter 15). For example, a bar chart that shows open issues 

grouped by team can easily be interpreted as a chart highlighting the most productive 

team (i.e., the team with the least open issues). The relationship between productivity of 

a development team and the number of open issues is obviously much more complex, 

as one of our interviewees in a study on developer dashboards confirmed: “Just because 

one team has a lot more defects than another that doesn’t necessarily mean that the 

quality of that component is any worse” [7]. Instead, a component might have more 

defects because it is more complex, because it has a user- facing role, or because it is a 

technically more central component that other components depend on, exposing it to 

more unexpected conditions.

Few also proposes a categorization of dashboards based on their role, in particular 

discussing dashboards in terms of their strategic, analytical, and operational purposes. 

In software projects, the use of dashboards for operational purposes is the most 

common. Such dashboards are dynamic and based on real-time data, supporting 

drilling down to specific artifacts such as critical bugs in a software project. Dashboards 

for strategic purposes (so called “executive dashboards”) tend to avoid interactive 

elements and focus on snapshots rather than real-time data.

Software developers produce many textual artifacts, ranging from source code 

and documentation to bug reports and code reviews. Therefore, it is unsurprising 

that dashboards used in software projects often combine different types of data, i.e., 

qualitative and quantitative data. A bar graph showing the number of open issues 

grouped by team would be a simple example of quantitative data, whereas a tag cloud of 

the most common words used in bug reports is a simple representation of some of the 

qualitative data present in a software repository.

Another important dimension highlighted by Few is the span of data. When creating 

a dashboard for a software project, many considerations have to be taken into account; 

e.g., should the dashboard feature enterprise-wide data or just data from a single project 

(bearing in mind that projects tend not to be independent)? Should each developer have 
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their own personalized dashboard, or do all dashboards from a project look the same? In 

addition, dashboards can cover different timespans, such as the entire lifetime of a project, 

the current release, or the last week. In software projects, one week is not necessarily like 

any other. For example, development activity during feature or code freeze is expected to 

be different from the activity when starting to work on features for a new release.

 Dashboards in Software Engineering
Within software engineering, dashboards are used to provide information and metrics 

on the product under development, as well as to display information or to support 

the analysis of the development process. Typically, they are designed with a specific 

stakeholder and goal in mind, and many of these goals relate directly or implicitly to 

some aspect of productivity, including the product quality, work velocity, or stakeholder 

satisfaction (see Chapter 5).

In the following text, we present some high-level categories of dashboards (those 

that support individual developers, teams, projects, and communities), alluding to the 

stakeholders who use the dashboard and to the kinds of tasks they support within each 

category, as well as where those dashboards tend to be hosted.

We do not aim to be exhaustive but rather to illustrate the myriad of dashboards 

that are used to support software engineering productivity. Most software engineering 

dashboards support operational or analytical tasks, while fewer support strategic 

tasks. Many of these dashboards are static, but more and more, software dashboards 

are becoming interactive as they play an increasingly important role in how software 

productivity is understood, measured, and managed.

 Developer Activity
Dashboards may be used to display individual developer activity and performance, 

such as how coding time is spent (authoring, debugging, testing, searching, etc.), how 

much focus time the developers have in a given time frame, the number and nature of 

interruptions they may face, time spent using other ancillary tools, coding behaviors 

(e.g., speed of correcting syntactical errors), and metrics indicating how many lines 

of code or features they contributed to a repository. This information, when used by 

the developers themselves, can assist in personal performance monitoring, as well 

as personal productivity improvements especially when the dashboards allow the 
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comparison of such information over time. Such dashboards also help developers reveal 

bottlenecks from the project code itself (which areas they spend much of their coding 

time on) or from their own development process (see Chapter 22 for another example of 

a dashboard to increase developers’ awareness about their work and productivity).

Codealike is one example of a dashboard service that integrates with a developer’s 

IDE and supports developers in visualizing their own activities showing time spent 

navigating the Web (if they opt to use an additional web browser plugin), focus and 

interruption time, coding behavior over time, and coding effort on specific areas of the 

project code. WakaTime similarly produces dashboards to show metrics and insights 

on programming activity (such as programming language usage) and supports private 

leaderboards to allow developers to compete with other developers if they wish (in 

an effort to be more productive). RescueTime offers interactive features that allow 

developers to set personal goals and to alert them when they may go off track (e.g., if they 

spend more than two hours on Facebook, they receive an alert).

In addition to presenting personal productivity information in dashboards, many 

of these services go beyond that and will also send information on a regular basis to 

the developers (or other stakeholders) in an e-mail; they may even produce a metric 

to represent a productivity score (see RescueTime for an example that allows the 

developers to customize the productivity score), or they may further block web sites in 

an attempt to improve personal productivity. The primary feature of these services are 

the dashboards they provide, but we also see that they start to offer more features that go 

beyond the restrictive definition of dashboards given by Few.

 Team Performance
Although many dashboards are primarily designed for developers to gain insights on 

their own activities and behaviors, many display or aggregate information across a team 

for other stakeholders, such as team leads, managers, business analysts, or researchers.

This team-level information may be used to improve the working environment, 

development process, or tools they use. Many services (such as Codealike) provide 

specific-team level dashboards showing team metrics and even ranking information 

across developers. Some services also provide support for teams to actively improve 

their performance together. However, there is concern that information captured 

about individual developer behaviors may be inaccurate at capturing all the activities 

individual developers may do and that the information may be used inappropriately.
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Keeping track of and monitoring work at a team level is especially important for 

distributed teams. The Atlassian tool suite offers dashboards that help not only the 

individual developers but also the team (see https://www.atlassian.com/blog/

agile/jira-software-agile-dashboard) to maintain awareness across the team and 

to regulate their work at both the individual and team levels [2]. GitHub also supports 

many dashboards to present project information to teams (as we will discuss). Also, for 

monitoring, development teams may use task boards for task tracking (such as Trello). 

Although such task boards are not typically referred to as dashboards, they can be used 

to give an overview of team performance and support team regulation.

Agile teams use many different tools for tracking project activities as they have to 

deal with a lot of data to help them manage and reflect on their process, in particular 

tracking their performance across sprints (e.g., see https://www.klipfolio.com/blog/

dashboards-agile-software-development). In agile teams, dashboards especially may 

play an important role for managers. Managers, who are responsible for keeping track of 

all things in flight during a sprint, may rely on dashboards that visualize all open issues 

for a particular project to see who open issues are assigned to and what is the priority of 

open issues. Burndown charts, shown in dashboards, may show how the team is tracking 

against a predicted burndown line. Axosoft is another service to support agile teams in 

visually tracking their progress so that they can plan more accurately.

Teams commonly use TV monitors for displaying dashboards so that the team and 

managers can maintain awareness at a glance on how sprints are progressing in agile 

projects, while dashboard services such as the one provided by Geckoboard can be used 

to show project-level monitoring information on TV screens to help teams focus on key 

performance metrics.

 Project Monitoring and Performance
For showing activity at a specific project level, GitHub, like other repository services, 

extensively uses dashboards to provide insights to managers, project owners, and other 

developers who may want to decide on the value of using, depending on or contributing 

to particular projects (see https://help.github.com/categories/visualizng- 

repository- data-with-graphs/). Grafana, used by the GitHub Stats monitoring 

project, visualizes project forks, stars, number of issues, and other project metrics over 

time. Bitergia also provides many dashboards for visualizing project and organization 

information pulling data from many diverse tools and integrations.
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As many projects nowadays rely on continuous integration and deployment services, 

many dashboards visualize how code is moving through the pipeline, especially as 

new features are flighted in A/B testing experiments. Additional DevOps support may 

be provided by visualizing the performance of running services, tracking outages, etc. 

(see https://blog.takipi.com/the-top-5-devops-dashboards-every-engineer- 

should- consider/, https://blog.newrelic.com/2017/01/18/dashboards-devops- 

measurement/ and https://www.klipfolio.com/resources/dashboard-examples/

devops for some discussion on DevOps dashboards).

There are also project-level dashboards that focus particularly on customer 

management. Zendesk dashboards visualize how customers use specific web 

applications, as well as how they use their support channels for communicating with 

the development team, and they visualize satisfaction levels of the end users. Similarly, 

AppNeta creates dashboards that provide insights on end-user satisfaction with web 

applications over time. UserVoice also provides dashboards but goes one step further 

by helping to prioritize customer feedback in the form of a road map to guide future 

development priorities.

 Community Health
Closely related to project-level dashboards, other dashboard services aim specifically at 

visualizing data at a community or ecosystem level. For example, the CHAOSS web site 

gathers and visualizes data to support the analytics of community health for open source 

communities such as Linux. For Linux, the foundation defines interesting health metrics 

such as number of licenses used among others (see https://github.com/chaoss/

metrics/blob/master/activity-metrics-list.md).

 Summary
As we can see, the landscape of dashboards that already exist (and could exist) for 

visualizing software development information is extremely broad and varied. They 

support a wide array of stakeholders and tasks and are hosted on different media. 

We also see some dashboards stretching the definition of a dashboard by providing 

additional features and services. However, we can also anticipate that the power they 

provide in terms of analytics introduces some risks, which we discuss next.
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 Risks of Using Dashboards
Despite their usefulness to turn repository data into consumable information, 

dashboards come with a number of risks. Indeed, just as others in our community are 

rethinking productivity in software engineering, we suggest that how dashboards are 

used should be reconsidered at the same time. In the following, we discuss these risks in 

the context of software engineering projects and software developer productivity.

• Dashboards favor numbers over text: While many of the artifacts 

that software developers work with are textual, such as requirement 

specifications, commit messages, or bug reports, presenting the 

content of these textual artifacts on a dashboard is not trivial. 

Techniques that aggregate textual information—for example, topic 

modeling or summarization algorithms—do not always produce 

perfect results, and it is therefore often easier to present numbers 

instead of text on a dashboard. As a result, a developer dashboard is 

more likely to contain information on how many issues were closed 

than information on which feature is the most mentioned in bug 

reports. To address this challenge, further advances in text processing 

research, especially applied to the heterogeneous artifact landscape 

of a software project, are needed.

• Dashboards might not display relevant context: The aggregation of 

information implies missing some of the details, which often means 

that not all contextual information is available. A dashboard that 

displays information about a critical bug fix might not contain all the 

caveats of this bug fix, and a dashboard that compares time spent 

in a browser to time spent in an IDE might not contain information 

about which of the activities were related to software development. In 

addition, no two software projects are alike. While the presentation of 

aggregated information on dashboards might invite users to compare 

between projects and companies, these comparisons are often 

flawed since they miss important context. To some extent, this can be 

addressed by making a dashboard interactive and allowing its users 

to drill down to more complete information.
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• Dashboards often don’t explain: A dashboard might be able to show 

that one team has fewer open issues than another team, that one 

component has fewer bugs than another component, or that a 

developer has spent more time in the IDE compared to the previous 

month. However, many dashboards do not provide explanations for 

such observations, and without explanations, this information might 

not be actionable. For example, a team would not know what they 

need to do to decrease the number of open issues they have, it might 

not be obvious why one component has more issues than another, 

and a developer might not know what they can do to improve their 

productivity.

• You get what you measure: Goodhart’s law—usually cited as “When 

a measure becomes a target, it ceases to be a good measure”—

describes another risk of the use of dashboards in software 

development projects. For example, if a dashboard emphasizes the 

number of open issues, developers will become more careful about 

opening new issues, e.g., by combining several smaller issues into 

one. Similarly, if a dashboard conceptualizes productivity as time 

spent in the IDE, developers might become hesitant to look up 

information outside of the IDE. In both examples, this was likely not 

the intent of the dashboard, yet decades of research on gamification 

have shown that humans tend to game such systems. As one of our 

interviewees in a previous study [8] told us: “Developers are the most 

capable people on Earth to game any system you create.”

• Dashboards can only be as good as the underlying data: Many 

studies have found that data captured in software repositories does 

not always accurately reflect the development reality. For example, 

Aranda and Venolia [1] found that the coordination that happens 

around software bugs cannot solely be extracted from software 

repositories as it would lead to incomplete and often erroneous 

accounts of coordination. In a study on GitHub, Kalliamvakou et al. 

[5] found that almost 40 percent of all pull requests do not appear 

as merged, even though they actually have been merged. These are 

just two examples of cases where looking at repository data alone 

provides an inaccurate account of different aspects of software 
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development. If a dashboard is based on such data, it is impossible 

for this dashboard to display accurate information.

• Dashboards can only display data that has been tracked somewhere: 

While today’s software repositories are able to capture many of the 

actions taken by software developers, there are still many activities 

that are not captured. For example, a repository would not be able to 

capture the watercooler conversation between developers that might 

have provided a crucial piece of coordination for fixing a particular 

bug. Negotiations with clients taking place outside of the confines of 

a developer office would be another example of critical information 

that is often not appropriately captured in a software repository. 

Information that does not exist in a repository cannot be displayed 

in a dashboard, and users of dashboards have to be aware that a 

dashboard might not always provide the complete picture.

• Performance-related data on dashboards can easily be misinterpreted as 

productivity data: Many of the metrics that can be easily visualized on a 

dashboard, such as number of open issues or number of lines of code, can 

be interpreted as productivity measures, enabling comparisons between 

developers, teams, or components that ignore the many complexities of 

software development. As discussed in the previous chapter, developers 

have many reservations about such productivity measures. As a result, 

they will only accept dashboards that do not attempt to reduce the 

complexity of a developer’s contribution to a single number. Stephen Few 

notes that analytical dashboards need subtle performance measures—

until such performance measures have been established, they should not 

be replaced with their nonsubtle counterparts.

• Dashboards often do not encode the actual goals well: There can be a 

tension between the goals of a software development organization 

and the items that are surfaced in a dashboard. While the goal of an 

organization might be long-term value creation, dashboards often 

use relatively short time spans. Values such as customer satisfaction 

are not readily extractable from a software repository, even though 

they might actually align with the organization’s goal much better 

than the number of open issues in a project or time spent in the IDE.
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 Rethinking Dashboards in Software Engineering
As software engineering becomes more and more data driven and the tools for creating 

dashboards become easier to use, we expect to see a growth in the role that dashboards 

play in software engineering and an increase in the number of features they provide. 

For individual developers, dashboards provide insights on personal productivity, 

while teams and projects use them for monitoring performance, and managers and 

community leaders use them for decision making.

We expect that artificial intelligence, natural language processing, and  

software bots [6] will also impact dashboard design and the features they provide 

in the next few years. There is certainly opportunity to automate the display of 

more and more insights on data but also to improve how developers and other 

stakeholders collaborate with one another through dashboards. Furthermore, 

artificial intelligence and natural language processing could be used to gather 

insights on how and when dashboards are used, on the impact they may have on 

software projects, and on how their design could be improved over time.

We may also wonder if dashboards may even partially replace other modes 

of information exchange (e.g., PowerPoint slides), and indeed we have observed 

(informally) that this is the case at some large software companies. Once these 

dashboards render relevant data, will some stakeholders interpret the view they show 

as “truth” even though the underlying data or how it is analyzed and presented may be 

inaccurate, biased or misleading? Do we have sufficient understanding on the significant 

role they may play in software engineering projects and furthermore on the ethical 

concerns they may introduce when they accentuate or reveal data that may be sensitive 

to some stakeholders?

Dashboards and the technologies to create them are likely to become ubiquitous and 

easier to use over time. Whether they will enhance or possibly harm and detract from 

productivity or whether they may just give insights on productivity remains to be seen, 

but care should be taken in how they are created and used. We hope this chapter brings 

some insights on the diverse way they may be used as well as some awareness of some of 

the risks as well as opportunities they may bring to our community.
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 Key Ideas
These are the key ideas from this chapter:

• The landscape of dashboards that exist for visualizing software 

development information is extremely broad and varied.

• For individual developers, dashboards provide insights on personal 

productivity, while teams and projects use them for monitoring 

performance and managers and community leaders use them for 

decision-making.

• The power that dashboards provide in terms of analytics introduces 

risks such as the misinterpretation of productivity data and the 

misalignment of goals.
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CHAPTER 17

The COSMIC Method for  
Measuring the Work- Output  
Component of Productivity
Charles Symons, Common Software Measurement International 
Consortium (COSMIC), UK

The productivity of a software activity may be defined generally as work-output/work- 

input, where work-input is the effort needed to produce the work-output. In this chapter, 

we describe the ISO standard COSMIC method, which was designed to measure a size 

of the work-output from a software process. Measured sizes must be useful for both 

productivity measurement and for effort estimation, for most types of software.

For this chapter, we leave aside all the issues of how to interpret and exploit 

measurements of the productivity of software activities (e.g., the factors that affect 

productivity, the effect of measurements on the persons measured, etc.). Our challenge 

is how to measure a size of the work-output of software developers in a way that:

• Is independent of the technology used (e.g., language, platform,  

tools etc.), enabling productivity comparisons across different 

technology- sets

• Is credible and acceptable to the team or project whose performance 

is measured so that there is a clear connection with their total 

work-input, so not just, for example, the code size produced by the 

programmers in the team
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• Is demonstrably useful for estimating the effort for future activities

• Does not take up too much time and effort in relation to how the 

results will be used (automatic measurement being the ideal)

As well as being able to measure a delivered size and/or a developed size in the 

case of new software, the method must be able to measure a changed size in the  

case of a maintenance or enhancement task or a supported size in the case of 

support activities.

 Measurement of Functional Size
In the late 1970s, Allan Albrecht proposed a method for measuring a size of the 

functional requirements for a piece of software, an “amount of functionality delivered to 

the user.” This was a nice piece of lateral thinking that led to the development of function 

point analysis. His method is now maintained by the International Function Point Users 

Group (IFPUG) and is still widely used.

Function point analysis was a big advance over counting source lines of 

code as a size measure since the latter are technology-dependent and cannot be 

estimated accurately until a software project is well advanced—too late for most 

project budgeting purposes. In contrast, sizes of requirements measured in units of 

function points are technology-independent. Hence, their use enables comparisons 

of productivity across different technologies, development methods, etc., and a 

software size can be estimated quite early in a project, as requirements-elicitation 

proceeds.

However, Albrecht’s function point analysis has a number of disadvantages in  

the context of modern software development. In 1998, therefore, an international 

group of software measurement experts established the Common Software 

Measurement International Consortium (COSMIC) aiming to develop a new method 

for measuring functional requirements that overcomes the weaknesses of function 

points. Table 17- 1 summarizes the key differences between Albrecht’s function  

point analysis and the COSMIC method. (FP = function points; CFP = COSMIC 

function points.)
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 The COSMIC Method
The method’s design rests on two fundamental software engineering principles that are 

illustrated in Figures 17-1 and 17-2. In the following, all words in italics are precisely 

defined COSMIC terms [2].

• Software functionality consists of functional processes that must 

respond to events outside the software, detected by or generated by 

its functional users (defined as the “senders or intended recipients of 

data”). Functional users may be humans, hardware devices, or other 

pieces of software.

• Software does only two things. It moves data (entering from its 

functional users and exiting to them across the software boundary 

and from/to persistent storage), and it manipulates data.

Table 17-1. Comparison of Albrecht’s FPA Method with the COSMIC Method

Factor Albrecht’s FPA Method COSMIC Functional Size Measurement 
Method

design origin a 1970s-era IBM effort- estimation 

method.

fundamental software engineering 

principles.

design 

applicability

Whole business applications. Business, real-time, and infrastructure 

software, at any level of decomposition.

Size scale Limited size ranges for any one 

process or file. for example, a single 

process must have a size in the range 

3–7 fp.

Continuous size scale. the smallest 

possible size of a single process is 2 Cfp, 

but there is no upper limit to its size.

Measurement of 

changes

Can only measure the size of a whole 

process or of a whole file that must be 

changed.

Can measure the size of a change to any 

part of a process, so the smallest size of a 

change is 1 Cfp.

availability Membership subscription. Open, free [1].
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As there is no simple way to account for data manipulation, especially early in the life 

of a piece of software when requirements are still evolving, the COSMIC size of a functional 

process is measured by counting its data movements. In other words, this approach 

assumes that each data movement accounts for any associated data manipulation.

By definition, a data movement is a subprocess that moves a group of data attributes 

that all describe a single object of interest (think of an object-class, a relation in 3NF, or an 

entity-type). The unit of measurement is one data movement, designated as 1x COSMIC 

function point, or 1 CFP.

A functional process has a minimum size of 2 CFPs. It must have an Entry plus either 

an Exit or a Write, as the minimum outcome of its processing, but there is no maximum 

size. Single processes of size 60 CFP have been measured in business applications and 

more than 100 CFP in avionics software.

The functional size of a piece of software in CFPs is the sum of the sizes of all its 

functional processes. The size of any required change to a piece of software in CFPs is the 

count of its data movements that must be changed, regardless of whether changes must 

be to the data group moved and/or to the associated data manipulation.

A
Triggering

Event

causes

Boundary
A

Functional 
User

to generate a data group 
that is moved into a

A Functional 
Process

Figure 17-1. The event/functional user/data group/functional process 
relationship

Functional Processes
of the software

being measured

Boundary

Functional Users 
• Hardware devices,
• Other software or
• Humans

Entries

Exits

Reads Writes

Persistent 
Storage

Figure 17-2. The types of data movements of functional processes
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Two examples illustrate the application of the method.

A simple functional process for a human functional user to enter data online about 

a new employee would have an Entry to move the new employee data, a Read of the 

database to check whether the employee already exists, a Write to create the new record, 

and an Exit to convey any validation error messages. The total size would be 4 CFP.

A functional process of a military aircraft may receive a triggering Entry from a 

sensor warning “missile approaching.” The process will output several messages as 

Exits. Each Exit becomes the triggering Entry to a process in another part of the aircraft’s 

distributed avionics system, for example, to issue warnings to the pilot to instruct the 

aircraft to take evasive action and other countermeasures. All communicating software 

components are functional users of each other; all input and output hardware devices 

are functional users of the software components with which they communicate.

 Discussion of the COSMIC Model
In this section, we discuss various aspects of the model that might be argued to limit its 

practical value as a measure of work-output.

For effort estimation, we need size estimates long before we know the 
requirements in sufficient detail for a precise COSMIC size measurement.

When there is a new software requirement, the thought process for an estimator is 

usually first “how big is it?” and then “what productivity figure should I use to convert 

size to effort?” For example, an agile team would estimate the size of a user story in 

story points and use a velocity figure measured on past sprints as the productivity 

value. This same thought process is involved when estimating the effort to develop or 

change a piece of software at any level of aggregation from a single user story all the 

way up to a major new system. Estimators need a software size scale and a size/effort 

relationship, i.e., productivity data, at each relevant level. The productivity data will 

have been established from measurements on past, completed tasks, or projects with 

characteristics similar to the new challenge.

However, a sponsor of a new software development typically needs a cost estimate 

for budget purposes long before the requirements have been spelled out in sufficient 

detail for a precise COSMIC size measurement. In practice, therefore, measurements 

of approximate sizes of early requirements for effort estimation may be as commonly 

needed as are precise sizes of delivered requirements for productivity measurement.
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If the COSMIC models illustrated in Figures 17-1 and 17-2 and the definitions of 

the various terms are to succeed, it must mean that for any given artifacts of some 

software to be measured, everyone will identify and agree on the same set of functional 

processes. (The artifacts may be early or detailed statements of requirements, designs, 

implemented artifacts such as screen layouts and database definitions, or working code.) 

Correctly identifying the functional processes is the basis for ensuring measurement 

repeatability.

COSMIC method publications include a guideline [1] that describes several 

approaches, of varying sophistication, for measuring an approximate size of early 

requirements. All such approaches rely on being able to identify or estimate, directly or 

indirectly, the number “n” of functional processes in the early requirements for the new 

software. As an example, the simplest way of estimating an approximate COSMIC size 

of such requirements is to multiply the estimated “n” by an estimated average size of 

one process. More sophisticated approaches to approximate sizing include identifying 

patterns of functional processes that are known to occur for the type of software being 

estimated.

An organization wanting to use any of these approaches to approximate COSMIC 

size measurement will need to measure some software sizes accurately and use the 

results to calibrate the chosen approximate sizing approach.

What about nonfunctional requirements?

A method that aims to measure a size of functional requirements might appear to 

intentionally ignore nonfunctional requirements (NFRs). This would be nonsense since 

NFRs may need a lot of effort to implement. Loosely speaking, functional requirements 

define what the software must do, whereas NFRs define constraints on the software and 

the way it is developed or, in other words, how the software must do it.

A joint COSMIC/IFPUG study developed a clear definition of NFRs and a 

comprehensive glossary of NFR terms [3] and divided them broadly into two main 

groups.

• Technical NFRs such as the programming language or hardware 

platform to be used, or constraints from the environment such as 

the number of users to be supported. These NFRs do not affect 

software functional size. Rather, they may be factors that you need to 

understand when interpreting productivity measurements and that 

must usually be taken into account when estimating costs for a new 

development.
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• Quality NFRs such as requirements for usability, portability, 

reliability, maintainability, etc. These evolve as a project progresses, 

wholly or largely1, into requirements for software functionality. The 

size of this functionality can be measured in the normal way, using 

the standard rules of the COSMIC method, or can be estimated if 

required for a new development.

So, sizes measured using the COSMIC method should reflect all the functionality 

output as a result of the work-input on the software, regardless of whether this 

functionality was initially stated in terms of functional or nonfunctional requirements.

What about complexity?

Productivity measurements based on functional sizes are sometimes criticized 

for not reflecting software complexity. In a discussion of simplicity versus complexity, 

Murray Gell-Mann (in “The Quark and the Jaguar”) shows that crude complexity can 

be defined as “the length of the shortest message that will describe a system at a given 

level of coarse graining.” According to this definition, therefore, a COSMIC size closely 

measures the crude complexity of the functional requirements of a software system at 

the level of granularity of the data movements of its functional processes.

However, as already noted, COSMIC sizes do not take into account the size or 

complexity of the data manipulation associated with each data movement, i.e., 

algorithmic complexity. Experience suggests, however, that for a large part of business, 

real-time and infrastructure software, the amount of data manipulation associated 

with each type of data movement does not vary much. I know of only one actual 

measurement of the number of lines of algorithm (LOA) per data movement, which was 

for a very large chunk of a real-time avionics system. This showed, for example, that the 

median number of LOA associated with one data movement was 2.5, with 99 percent of 

data movements having no more than 15 LOA. This one piece of evidence supports the 

validity of the COSMIC method design assumption for this domain that the count of data 

movements reasonably accounts for any associated data manipulation, except for any 

areas of software that are dominated by mathematical algorithms. In business, real-time, 

and infrastructure software, these areas are typically few and concentrated.

1 An NFR for a system response time may give rise partly to the need for specific hardware or use 
of a particular programming language (i.e., technical NFRs) and partly for requirements for 
specific software functionality. The latter can be taken into account in the measure of functional 
size.
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If the development of some software requires significant amounts of new algorithms, 

the effort associated with this work should probably be separated out in any productivity 

measurement or should be estimated separately. Developing a new algorithm is 

essentially a creative process for which there may be no meaningful size/effort 

relationship. Alternatively, the functional size associated with the algorithms may be 

measured, e.g., by a locally defined extension to the standard COSMIC method.

Are sizes of functional requirements still relevant in a world of component-
driven software development?

This question can be expressed more generally as “Can COSMIC sizing be used, and 

is it still relevant in the world of modern software development, where much software 

is assembled from reusable components, e.g., in the IoT or for mobile apps; when agile 

developers don’t believe in detailed documentation and their processes may involve 

much rework; in outsourced software contracts; etc.?”

The first obvious point to make is that if we are ever to understand software 

productivity and use the measurements for estimating purposes, then we need a 

plausible, repeatable, technology-independent measure of work-output. The COSMIC 

method meets this need; sizes may be measured at any point in the life of a piece of 

software.

It is up to each organization to determine the problem it is trying to solve and 

then decide for itself how and when to apply the COSMIC method and how to use the 

resulting measurements.

Because any one software activity could result in many types of COSMIC size 

measurements, the parameters of each measurement must be recorded to ensure that 

its meaning will be clear for future users. These parameters include the domain of the 

software and its layer in the architecture and distinguish, for example the following:

• Sizes of new developments from sizes of changes or enhancements

• Sizes of developed from delivered software, where the latter includes 

bought-in or reused software

• The level of decomposition (or of aggregation) of the software

Experience suggests that an organization should start work-output measurement on 

its most commonly used software processes to build confidence in using the COSMIC 

method and in the resulting productivity measurements, before moving on to measuring 

more complex situations.
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In summary, the design of the COSMIC method is a compromise between taking into 

account all the factors we might think of as causing work-output and the practical need 

that measurement should be simple and not need too much effort.

 Correlation of COSMIC Sizes with Development 
Effort
The acid test of whether the COSMIC method is of real practical use is “Do CFP sizes, as 

measurements of work-output, correlate well with measurements of development effort, 

i.e., work-input?” If the correlations are good, then productivity comparisons should 

be credible, and the results can be used for new effort estimation purposes with known 

confidence.

Happily, studies over several years show that under repeatable conditions (same 

type of software, same technologies, common rules for effort recording, etc.), CFP 

sizes correlate well with effort for a variety of business and real-time software [4]. 

The correlations are significantly better, according to some studies, than when using 

Albrecht’s FP sizes.

Recent studies on agile software developments [5] also show that CFP sizes correlate 

with effort far better than do story point sizes at the level of sprints or iterations. (Story 

points may be meaningful within individual teams, but they cannot be relied upon for 

productivity comparisons across teams, nor for higher-level effort estimation purposes.)

Figure 17-3 shows the measurements from one such study with a Canadian supplier 

of security and surveillance software. In their agile process, tasks are allocated to 

iterations lasting from three to six weeks. The effort for each task is estimated in Planning 

Poker sessions in units of story points on a Fibonacci scale, which are then converted 

directly to work-hours. Figure 17-3 shows the actual effort versus the estimated effort for 

22 tasks in nine iterations that required a total of 949 work-hours.
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The sizes of the 22 tasks were subsequently measured in units of COSMIC function 

points. Figure 17-4 shows the actual effort for these same 22 tasks plotted against the 

CFP sizes.
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Figure 17-4. Actual effort versus CFP sizes
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These two graphs show clearly the greatly improved correlation of task size versus 

effort when size is measured using COSMIC function points, rather than story points. 

Agile developers can substitute CFP sizes for story points to estimate or measure their 

work-output without any need to change their agile processes.

In addition to its uses in effort estimation, studies in the domains of embedded real- 

time and mobile telecoms software show that CFP sizes correlate well with the memory 

size needed for the corresponding code.

Organizations using the COSMIC method are now routinely exploiting these 

correlations to help estimate development effort from early software requirements or 

designs, or in agile environments.

 Automated COSMIC Size Measurement
COSMIC size measurement automation is underway in three areas, in varying stages 

from early exploration to commercial exploitation.

 a) Automated COSMIC sizing from textual requirements using 

natural language processing or artificial intelligence is still in the 

development stage. This step has great potential as it would allow 

early life-cycle estimating, e.g., of approximate sizes from user stories.

 b) Automated COSMIC sizing from formal specifications or 

designs has reached the commercial exploitation stage in a few 

organizations. Here are two examples:

• Automatic CFP size measurement from UML models. Several 

Polish public-sector organizations rely on the results to help 

control price/performance of their software outsourcing contracts.

• Renault, the French automotive manufacturer, has implemented 

automatic COSMIC sizing of specifications held in the Matlab 

Simulink tool for the software embedded in its vehicle electronic 

control units [4]. CFP sizes are used to predict the development 

effort and the hardware memory size needed for the ECUs and 

to estimate the ECU execution times. The data is then used to 

control price/performance for the supply of ECUs and their 

embedded software. Other automotive manufacturers are known 

to be implementing these processes.
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 c) Automated COSMIC sizing from static and from executing Java 

code has been achieved with some manual input “seeding” of the 

code, with high accuracy.

 Conclusions
The ISO-standard COSMIC method has met all its design goals and is being used around 

the world for measuring a functional size, i.e., work-output, for most types of software.

Measured sizes have been shown to correlate well with development effort for 

several types of software. The derived size/effort relationships are being used for effort 

estimation with, in some known cases of real-time software, great commercial benefits. 

The method has been recommended by the U.S. Government Accountability Office for 

use in software cost estimation.

The method’s fundamental design principles are valid for all time. The method 

definition [2] is mature and has been frozen for the foreseeable future. Automatic 

COSMIC size measurement is already happening. As a further consequence of the 

universality of the method’s underlying concepts, measured sizes should be easily 

understood and therefore acceptable to the software community whose performance is 

measured.

Measuring and understanding the productivity of software activities is a multifaceted 

topic. The COSMIC method provides a solid basis for the many needs of work-output 

measurement, a key component of productivity measurement.

 Key Ideas
Here are the key ideas from this chapter:

• It's important for productivity measurement and estimating to have 

a measure for work output that can be compared across different 

contexts.

• COSMIC function points are such a measure.
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CHAPTER 18

Benchmarking: Comparing 
Apples to Apples
Frank Vogelezang, METRI, The Netherlands

Harold van Heeringen, METRI, The Netherlands

 Introduction
For almost every organization, software development is becoming more and more 

important. The ability to develop and to release new functionality to the users and 

customers as fast as possible is often one of the main drivers to gain a competitive edge. 

However, in the software industry, there is a huge difference in productivity between the 

best and worst performers. Productivity can be a crucial element for many organizations 

(as well as cost efficiency, speed, and quality) to bring their competitiveness in line with 

their most relevant competitors.

Benchmarking is the process of comparing your organization’s processes against 

industry leaders or industry best practices (outward focus) or comparing your own 

teams (inward focus). By understanding the way the best performers do things, it 

becomes possible to

• Understand the competitive position of the organization

• Understand the possibilities for process or product improvement

• Create a point of reference, a target to aim for

Benchmarking gives insight into best practices, with the aim to understand if 

and how one should improve to stay or become successful. Software development 

benchmarking can be done on any scale that is comparable: a sprint, a release, a project, 

or a portfolio.
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 The Use of Standards
Benchmarking is all about comparing. A well-known phrase is “Comparing apples to 

apples and oranges to oranges.” One of the key challenges in the software industry is to 

measure productivity of completed sprints, releases, projects, or portfolios in such a way 

that this information can be used for processes such as estimation, project control, and 

benchmarking. But how can we compare apples to apples in an industry that is immature 

when it comes to productivity measurement?

The economic concept of productivity is universally defined as output/input. In 

the context of productivity measurement in software development, input is usually 

measured in effort hours spent. Although it’s important to define the right scope of 

activities when benchmarking, it’s just as important to measure the output of a sprint, 

release, or project in a meaningful way. To be able to benchmark productivity in 

an “apples to apples” way, it’s crucial that the output is measured in a standardized 

way. An important aspect of standardization is that the measurement is repeatable, 

so different measurers attribute the same number to the same object. In practice, 

many measurement methods are being used that are not standardized. Because the 

output is not standardized, the same number may relate to different aspects, or the 

same object gets different ratings. This means that the productivity information is not 

comparable and therefore not useful in benchmarking. Examples of these popular, but 

unstandardized measurement methods are lines of code (LOC) and all variants, use case 

points, complexity points, IBRA points, and so on. Also, the story point, which is popular 

in most agile development teams, is not standardized and therefore can’t be used in 

benchmarking across teams or organizations.

At this moment, only the standards for functional size measurement (the main 

ones being Nesma, COSMIC, and IFPUG) comply with demands for standardized 

measurement procedures and intermeasurer repeatability to produce measurement 

results that can be compared across domains to benchmark productivity.

 Functional Size Measurement
Functional size is a measure of the amount of functionality provided by the software, 

derived by assigning numerical values to the user practices and procedures that the 

software must perform to fulfill the users’ needs, independent of any technical or quality 

considerations. The functional size is therefore a measure of what the software must do, 

not how it should work. This general process is described in the ISO/IEC 14143 standard. 
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The COSMIC method measures the occurrences of Entries, Exits, Reads, and Writes 

(Figure 18-1).

COSMIC is a second-generation functional size measurement method. Most 

first-generation methods also assign values to data structures. This limits their use in 

software that processes events. See also Chapter 17 for more extensive information about 

functional size measurement.

To benchmark productivity across projects in a comparable way, these base 

parameters are now available:

• Output: Functional size measured in a standardized way

• Input: Effort hours spent for agreed activities in scope

In practice, the productivity formula (output/input) usually results in numbers of 

function points per effort hour smaller than 1. Because humans are not computers and 

people can more easily understand and interpret numbers greater than 1, the use of the 

inverse is more commonly used in software benchmarking. This inverse is called the 

product delivery rate (PDR), defined as Input/Output, or effort hours per function point 

delivered. This is an outcome-oriented way of assessing productivity. See Chapter 8 for 

more details on assessing productivity.

Figure 18-1. The base functional components for the COSMIC method: Entry, 
Exit, Read, and Write
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When the productivity is measured in a standardized way, for benchmarking purposes 

it needs to be compared to relevant peer groups in the industry. The most relevant source 

for peer group data is the International Software Benchmarking Standards Group (ISBSG). 

This not-for-profit organization collects data from the industry, based on standardized 

measures, and provides this data in an anonymized data set in easy-to-use Excel sheets. 

For productivity benchmarking, this is the main resource available for practitioners in 

the industry. The Development & Enhancements repository currently (February 2019) 

contains more than 9,000 projects, releases, and sprints, most of them having a PDR in one 

of the functional size measurement methods mentioned earlier.

 Reasons for Benchmarking
Benchmarking is often used to understand the organization’s capabilities in relation 

to industry leaders or competitors. This most common type of benchmarking has an 

outward focus. The objective is usually to find ways or approaches to reach the level 

of productivity of the industry leaders or to improve productivity in such a way that 

competitors can be outperformed.

Benchmarking can also be done with an inward focus. The most common example 

of this type of benchmarking is the comparison of velocity in the last sprint to the 

velocity in previous sprints. The objective is usually to learn from earlier sprints what 

can be improved to reach a higher velocity. In Chapter 3, Andrew Ko performs a thought 

experiment to argue that we should focus on good management rather than productivity 

measurement. The effects that good management will have on productivity are true 

for most successful organizations we have encountered. But the only way to prove that 

good management brings a higher productivity is…benchmarking. And benchmarking 

requires measuring productivity.

Another use of benchmarking is the determination of a so-called landing zone 

by tendering organizations. A landing zone is a range of the minimum, average, and 

maximum prices that can be expected for the scope offered for tender. These ranges are 

based on market experience. With this use of benchmarking data, bidding companies 

are benchmarked in advance.

Examples of a scope that is offered for tender are

• A portfolio of applications to be maintained

• A new bespoke software solution to be developed

• A number of applications to be ported to a cloud platform
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We have seen tenders that exclude bids that are outside the landing zone. How the 

source data for such a landing zone can be obtained is described in the section “Sources 

of Benchmark Data.” The objective is to determine where they expect the price offers of 

the bidding companies will fall.

 A Standard Way of Benchmarking
In 2013, the ISO published an international standard describing the industry best 

practice to carry out IT project performance benchmarking: ISO/IEC 29155 Information 

technology project performance benchmarking framework. The standard consists of five 

parts (Figure 18-2).

Figure 18-2. ISO/IEC 29155 structure

This standard can guide organizations that want to start benchmarking their IT 

project performance to implement an industry best practice benchmarking process in 

the following ways:

• By offering a standardized vocabulary of what is important in setting 

up a benchmark process

• By defining the requirements for a good benchmarking process
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• By giving guidance on reporting, before the input part is put in place

• By giving guidance on how to collect the input data and how to 

maintain the benchmark process

• By defining benchmarking domains

The order of the parts of the standard is, as you can expect from an ISO-standard, 

deliberate. The most important aspect is that people need to know what they are 

talking about and need to be able to speak in the same language. The next thing is that 

you define up front what to expect from a good process. Then you need to define what 

you want to know. In the thought experiment by Andrew Ko in Chapter 3, some nice 

examples show what can go wrong if you do not define this in the right manner. When 

you have done this preparation, your organization is ready to collect data and is able to 

make a sensible split into different domains, where apples are compared with apples and 

oranges with oranges.

 Normalizing
Benchmarking is comparing, but more than just comparing any numbers. To really 

compare apples with apples, the data to be compared really needs to be comparable. 

In sizing, the size numbers of different software objects can be compared, either on 

a functional level (using standardized functional size measures, for example) or on a 

technical level. Different hard data about the processes to build or maintain a piece of 

software can be compared for measure and tracking purposes. Even soft data about 

the software or the process can be used for assessing the differences or resemblances 

between different pieces of software. This can be sufficient for estimating and planning 

purposes, but is insufficient for true benchmarking. Benchmarking is useful only when 

every aspect is the same, except for the aspect you want to benchmark. In practice, 

this is hardly ever the case. To have a meaningful benchmark, all aspects not under 

scrutiny must be made the same. This is called normalizing. Based on mathematical 

transformations or experience data, peer data can be normalized to reflect the 

conditions of the project that is benchmarked. Things like team size, defect density, 

and project duration can be made comparable. When a large data set of peer data is 

available, the easiest way is to select only the peer data that is intrinsically comparable 

and can be used without mathematical transformations. When not enough peer data is 

available, aspects can be normalized of which the effect is known.
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For instance, the effect of team size is extensively studied. When teams of different 

sizes are compared, the aspects that are impacted by the team size (such as productivity, 

defect density, and project duration) can be normalized to reflect the size of the team 

that you want to benchmark.

 Sources of Benchmark Data
There are multiple ways to benchmark productivity against the industry. There are 

several international commercial organizations worldwide that provide benchmarking 

services and that have collected a large amount of data through the years, examples of 

which are METRI, Premios, and QPMG. There are also commercial estimation models 

available that allow the users to benchmark their project estimates against industry 

knowledge bases (Galorath SEER or PRICE TruePlanning) or trendlines (QSM SLIM). 

Because of the confidentiality of the data, these commercial parties usually won’t 

disclose the actual data that they use for their benchmarking services. Only the process 

and the results of the benchmark are usually communicated, not the actual data points 

used. External sources of benchmark data are particularly useful when not enough 

internal data is available to benchmark internal projects on an apples to apples basis. 

These external sources can be tailored to reflect the situation in the organization as well 

as possible.

 ISBSG Repository
The only open source of productivity data is the ISBSG repository, which covers more 

than 100 metrics on software projects. The ISBSG is an international independent and 

not-for-profit organization based in Melbourne, Australia. Not-for-profit members of 

ISBSG are software metrics organizations from all over the world. The ISBSG grows and 

exploits two repositories of software data: new development projects and enhancements 

(currently more than 9,000 projects) and maintenance and support (more than 1,100 

applications). Data is submitted by consultants and practitioners in the industry. The 

reward for submitting data to ISBSG is a free benchmark report comparing the realized 

productivity, quality, and speed against a few high-level industry peer groups.
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All ISBSG data is

• Validated and rated in accordance with its quality guidelines

• Current and representative of the industry

• Independent and trusted

• Captured from a range of organization sizes and industries

As the ISBSG data can be obtained in an Excel file, it is possible to analyze and 

to benchmark project productivity yourself. Simply select a relevant peer group and 

analyze the data set using the most appropriate descriptive statistics, such as shown in 

the example in the section “Benchmarking in Practice.”

 Internal Benchmark Data Repository
If the main reason for benchmarking is for internal comparison, with the objective to 

improve, then the best source is always to have an internal benchmark repository. In 

such a repository, the cultural differences that have an impact on productivity (see 

Chapter 3) are not present and normalizing can be done in a reliable way. When the 

process to build an internal repository for benchmark data is in place, ideally this 

process should be used to submit this data to ISBSG as well. In this way, the organization 

receives a free benchmark on how they stand with regard to industry peers, and the 

ISBSG database is strengthened with another data point.

 Benchmarking in Practice
To put all the theory in practical perspective, we end this chapter with a simplified 

example on how a benchmark is performed in practice. This example shows how 

improvements can be found by comparing with others.

An insurance company has measured the productivity of ten completed Java 

projects. The average PDR of these ten projects was ten hours per function point. To 

select a relevant peer group in the ISBSG D&E repository, the following criteria could be 

used:

• Data quality A or B (the best two categories in data integrity and data 

completeness)

• Size measurement method: Nesma or IFPUG 4+ (comparable)
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• Industry sector = insurance

• Primary programming language = Java

After filtering the Excel file based on these criteria, the results can be shown in a 

descriptive statistics table such as Table 18-1.

Table 18-1 Example Descriptive Statistics Table

Statistic PDR

number 174

min 3,1

10% percentile 5,3

25% percentile 8,2

median 11,5

75% percentile 15,2

90% percentile 19,7

max 24,8

As productivity data is not normally distributed but skewed to the right (PDR 

cannot be lower than 0 but has no upper limit), it is customary to use the median 

value for the industry average instead of the average. In this case, the average 

productivity of the insurance company lies between the 25th percentile and the 

market average (median). This may seem good, but the target may be in the best 

10 percent performance in the industry. In that case, there is still a lot of room for 

improvement. A similar analysis can be made for other relevant metrics, such as 

quality (defects per FP), speed of delivery (FP per month) and cost (cost per FP). 

From these analyses it becomes clear on which aspect improvement is required. 

Comparison of the underlying data with best-in-class peers or projects reveals 

the differences between the benchmarked project and the best in class. These 

differences are input for improvement efforts.
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 False Incentives
Benchmarking, like any type of measurement, has a certain risk. People have a natural 

tendency to behave toward a better outcome of the measurement. Ill-defined measures 

will lead to unwanted behavior, or as Andrew Ko puts it:

In pursuit of productivity, however, there can be a wide range of unintended 
consequences from trying to measure it. Moving faster can result in 
defects. Measuring productivity can warp incentives. Keeping the pace of 
competitors can just lead to an arms race to the bottom of software quality.

Benchmarking needs to be done on objects that can be normalized to be truly 

comparable. In software development this means a sprint, a release, a project, or a 

portfolio. You should not be benchmarking individuals. Why? The simple answer is that 

there is no way to normalize people. More arguments against measuring productivity of 

individual software developers can be found in Chapter 2. Although there is sufficient 

evidence that there is a 10:1 difference in productivity between programmers, they are 

also exceedingly rare. An interesting example of what happens when you try to compare 

individuals is in the blog “You are not a 10x software engineer.” There are unmistakably 

software developers who are much better than others, but this difference cannot be 

benchmarked in a sensible way. When you compare individuals using their output per 

unit of time, then the junior team members who are building a lot of simple functions 

might appear to be better than the brightest team member who solve the three most 

difficult assignments while helping the juniors and reviewing the code of the other team 

members. This is illustrated with facts in Chapter 1.

 Summary
Benchmarking is the process of comparing your organization’s processes against 

industry leaders or industry best practices (outward focus) or comparing your own 

teams (inward focus). By understanding the way the best performers do things, it 

becomes possible to improve. One of the key challenges in the software industry is to 

measure productivity of completed sprints, releases, projects, or portfolios in an apples 

to apples way so that this information can be used for processes such as estimation, 

project control, and benchmarking. At this moment, only the standards for functional 

size measurement comply with demands for standardized measurement procedures 
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and intermeasurer repeatability to produce measurement results that can be compared 

across domains to benchmark productivity. Benchmarking is useful only when 

every aspect is the same, except for the aspect you want to benchmark. In practice, 

this is hardly ever the case. To have a meaningful benchmark, all aspects not under 

scrutiny must be made the same. This is called normalizing. Based on mathematical 

transformations or experience data, peer data can be normalized to reflect the 

conditions of the project that is benchmarked. There are multiple ways to benchmark 

productivity. The best source is always to have an internal benchmark repository. In such 

a repository, normalizing can be done in a reliable way. External sources of benchmark 

data are particularly useful when not enough internal data is available to benchmark 

internal projects on an apples-to-apples basis. These external sources can be tailored to 

reflect the situation in the organization as well as possible. Benchmarking, like any type 

of measurement, has a certain risk. People have a natural tendency to behave toward a 

better outcome of the measurement. Benchmarking needs to be done on objects that 

can be normalized to be truly comparable. In software development, this means a sprint, 

a release, a project, or a portfolio. You should not be benchmarking individuals.

 Key Ideas
The following are the key ideas from this chapter:

• Benchmarking is necessary to compare productivity across teams 

and organizations.

• Productivity can be compared across products, but you have to 

compare the right thing.

• Comparison across organization makes sense only if you do it in a 

standardized way.
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CHAPTER 19

Removing Software 
Development Waste 
to Improve Productivity
Todd Sedano, Pivotal, USA

Paul Ralph, Dalhousie University, Canada

Cécile Péraire, Carnegie Mellon University Silicon Valley, USA

 Introduction
As we have seen in previous chapters, measuring the productivity of software 

professionals is challenging and hazardous. However, we do not need sophisticated 

productivity measures to recognize when time and effort are wasted. When we see 

software engineers rewriting code because the previous version was hastily done, their 

productivity is obviously suffering.

In project management, waste refers to any object, property, condition, activity, or 

process that consumes resources without benefiting any project stakeholder. Waste in 

a development process is analogous to friction in a physical process—reducing waste 

improves efficiency and productivity by definition.

However, reducing waste can be challenging. Waste is often hidden by bureaucracy, 

multitasking, poor prioritization, and invisible cognitive processes. People quickly 

acclimate to wasteful practices—that’s just how we do things here. The actions necessary 

in tackling wastes are waste prevention, identification, and removal. Those actions 

require us to understand the kinds of waste present in software projects.
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To better understand software development waste, we conducted an extended 

participant-observation grounded theory study at Pivotal Software. Pivotal is a large 

American software development organization, known for using and evolving extreme 

programming [1]. Pivotal builds software products and provides agile transformation 

services for its clients.

Grounded theory is a research method for systematically generating scientific 

explanations from empirical data. Participant-observation is a type of data collection 

in which the researcher takes part in the project to gain an insider’s perspective. We 

observed Pivotal teams working on agile transformation projects with engineers from 

Pivotal’s clients in various domains. The study involved two years and five months of 

participant-observation, 33 intensive open-ended interviews, and one year’s worth of 

retrospection data. It is the first empirical study of waste in software development. For 

more information about the research method, see Sedano et al. [7].

 Taxonomy of Software Development Waste
During the study, we observed nine types of waste (Figure 19-1). This section explains 

each waste type and associated tensions that complicate reducing the waste.

Figure 19-1. Types of Software Development Waste (© Todd Sedano)
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 Building the Wrong Feature or Product
The cost of building a feature or product that does not address user or business 

needs.

One of the most serious types of waste is building features that no one wants or 

needs. A more extreme version is building an entire product that no one wants or needs.

For example, on one Pivotal team, three engineers spent three years building a 

system without ever talking to potential users. The delivered system did not fulfill the 

users’ needs. After spending nine months trying to alter the system to meet user’s needs, 

management scrapped the project. Another example involved building a healthcare 

relationship management system. During user-centered design, the team ignored user 

feedback. After a year of trying to find people who would use the delivered system, they 

ran out of money.

We observed two main causes of “building the wrong feature or product”:

• Ignoring user desiderata: This includes not doing user research, 

validation, or testing; ignoring user feedback; and working on 

features with low user value.

• Ignoring business desiderata: This includes not involving a business 

stakeholder, slow stakeholder feedback, and unclear product priorities.

Techniques for avoiding or reducing this waste include:

• Usability testing

• Feature validation

• Frequent releases

• Participatory design

Building the wrong features or products appears related to a specific tension: user 

versus business needs. In other words, sometimes users’ needs conflict with business 

needs. For example, for one mobile application, the marketing organization insisted on 

including the company news feed. Users did not want the news feed and perceived it as 

spam, lowering their opinion of the mobile application.
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 Mismanaging the Backlog
The cost of duplicating work, expediting lower value user features, or delaying 

necessary bug fixes.

One kind of prioritization problem specific to agile software development is backlog 

inversion. In principle, all of the stories are kept in a prioritized backlog such that whatever 

is on top of the backlog is what the product manager (or equivalent) wants done next. In 

practice, however, some product managers only prioritize the top n stories, after which is 

a jumble of medium-priority, low-priority, and outdated stories. Backlog inversion occurs 

when the team gets ahead of the product manager and starts working on story n+1.

For instance, on Monday, the product manager examines the backlog and  

re- prioritizes the next seven stories. The team finishes those seven stories and begins 

working on stories eight, nine, and ten. Since these stories have not been prioritized 

recently, the team might unknowingly be working on low-priority stories.

Mismanaging the backlog includes all the waste associated with poor prioritization. 

We observed numerous causes of “mismanaging the backlog” waste:

• Backlog inversion

• Working on too many features simultaneously

• Duplicated work

• Not enough ready stories

• Imbalance between feature work and bug fixing

• Delaying testing or critical bug fixing

• Capricious thrashing (see below)

Solutions for avoiding or reducing this waste include:

• Prioritizing the backlog several times a week

• Minimizing work in progress by finishing features before starting  

new ones

• Updating the backlog with current work in progress

• Writing enough stories to stay ahead of development

• Routinely working on bug fixes while doing feature development

• Receiving feedback from users before making changes
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This waste is also related to a tension: intransigence versus capricious trashing. 

Responding to change quickly is a core tenet of agile development and often thought 

of as the opposite of refusing to change. However, responding to change is more like a 

middle ground between intransigence (unreasonably refusing to change) and thrashing 

(changing features too often, especially arbitrarily alternating between equally good 

alternatives). As an example of trashing, on one project, the launch was delayed while the 

business fiddled with the sequence and number of steps in the user registration process.

 Rework
The cost of altering delivered work that should have been done correctly but was not.

Not all rework is waste. Wasteful rework refers to the cost of altering delivered work 

that should have been done correctly but was not. Reworking a product because of 

unforeseeable or unpredictable circumstances is not waste.

For example, one enterprise team had been shipping Python code while 

accumulating technical debt over time. The code became so unmanageable that they 

decided to re-write it in Go from scratch. We see the entire rewrite as rework because 

ignoring technical debt impairs the understandability and modifiability of software over 

time, and the team could have avoided the rework by refactoring the original Python 

code before it became unmanageable.

We observed the following causes of “rework” waste:

• Technical debt, that is, technical work delayed by taking shortcuts to 

save time and meet deadlines.

• Ambiguous story definition, including ambiguous acceptance criteria 

and mock-ups.

• Rejected stories, that is, when a product manager rejects a story 

implementation because it does not satisfy the acceptance criteria.

• Defects, including poor testing strategy and not performing root- 

cause analysis on defects.

Solutions for avoiding or reducing this waste include:

• Continuous refactoring

• Reviewing acceptance criteria before beginning a story
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• Verifying acceptance criteria before finishing a story

• Improving testing strategy and root-cause analysis on bugs

Refactoring code to handle new features is not waste. A team cannot anticipate and 

predict future work to be done. Instead, we recommend teams focus on aligning their 

code with their current understanding of the system features and code design. A team 

that routinely refactors its code reduces onboarding developer costs and increases its 

ability to deliver new functionality. Clean code has additional benefits: it is easier to 

understand, easier to modify, and has fewer defects. Refactoring code to support new 

functionality is part of the inherent cost of the new functionality. In contrast, rushing a 

feature introduces technical debt, which leads to rework and extraneous cognitive load.

Rework waste is related to a ubiquitous tension between doing things well and doing 

things quickly. A recent study of decision-making during programming found that this 

tension affects many developer actions, including whether to refactor problematic code and 

whether to implement the first approach that comes to mind or research better ones [5].

 Unnecessarily Complicated or Complex Solutions
The cost of creating a more complicated solution than necessary; a missed 

opportunity to simplify features, user interface, or code.

Unnecessary complexity is intrinsically wasteful and harmful [3]. The more 

complicated a system is, the more difficult it is to learn, use, maintain, extend, and 

debug.

Unnecessary feature complexity wastes users’ time as they struggle to understand 

how to use the system and achieve their objectives. For instance, one product required 

the user to fill in form fields not related to the task at hand. Implementing and 

maintaining those unnecessary fields is a waste of developer time and an opportunity to 

introduce defects.

We observed the following causes of “unnecessarily complicated or complex 

solutions” waste:

• Unnecessary feature complexity from the user’s perspective. This 

includes overly complex user interactions and business processes.
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• Unnecessary technical complexity from the team’s perspective. This 

includes duplicating code, lack of interaction design reuse, and 

overly complex technical design.

Solutions for avoiding or reducing this waste include:

• Prefer simpler designs for user interaction

• Prefer simpler designs for software code

• Consider whether each proposed feature is worth the additional 

complexity it will introduce

We observed the following tension in relation to this waste: big design up-front 

versus incremental design. Up-front designs can be based on incorrect or out-of-date 

assumptions, leading to expensive rework especially in rapidly changing circumstances. 

However, rushing into implementation can produce ineffective emergent designs, 

also leading to rework. Despite the emphasis on responsiveness in agile development, 

designers struggle to backtrack on important decisions and features [2].

The logic of avoiding rework underlies disagreement over big design up-front versus 

incremental design—proponents of both approaches feel that they are reducing rework. 

However, on the observed projects, no amount of up-front consideration appears 

sufficient to predict user feedback and product direction. Therefore, the observed teams 

preferred to incrementally deliver functionality and delay integrating with technologies 

until a feature required it.

 Extraneous Cognitive Load
The costs of unnecessary mental effort.

Human beings have limited working memory and mental resources. Technically, 

cognitive load refers to how much working memory a task requires. Here, however, 

we are using extraneous cognitive load more generally to mean the costs of making 

something unnecessarily mentally taxing.

For example, one project used five separate test suites that each worked differently. 

Running the tests, detecting failures, and rerunning just a failed test required learning 

five different systems. This was unnecessarily cognitively taxing in two senses: developers 

had to learn the five systems initially, and developers had to remember how all five 

systems worked and avoid confusing them.
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We observed the following causes of “extraneous cognitive load” waste:

• Technical debt

• Complex or large stories

• Inefficient tools and problematic APIs, libraries, and frameworks

• Unnecessary context switching

• Inefficient development flow

• Poorly organized code

Solutions for avoiding or reducing this waste include:

• Refactor code that is difficult to understand

• Decompose large, complex stories into smaller, simpler stories

• Replace hard-to-use libraries

• Work on one task at a time until it is completed; avoid “blocking” 

tasks (i.e., putting a task on hold to work on something else)

• Improve the development flow including better scripts and tools

 Psychological Distress
The costs of burdening the team with unhelpful stress.

Stress can be beneficial (“eustress”) or harmful (“distress”). For instance, a little 

pressure from knowing that the client has high expectations can motivate a team to 

deliver a better product. Contrastingly, worrying about a sick family member, being 

yelled at by an angry client, or thinking you might lose your job can reduce performance.

Psychological distress can be either harmful stress or just too much stress. How 

much stress is too much depends on the person, but everyone has a limit after which 

more stress lowers performance. Both distress or extreme stress are distracting and 

draining. Stress can make people feel anxious, overwhelmed, and unmotivated. 

Therefore, we see psychological distress as intrinsically wasteful.

For example, we observed stress resulting from snarky remarks about other teams 

or other developers on mailing lists, including “Wow! 22 commits with zero pull 

requests there.” Another example was a countdown to a release date written on an office 
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whiteboard. The team felt that over-emphasizing the deadline was increasing stress and 

leading to poor technical decisions. Eventually, the countdown was erased from the 

whiteboard.

Different people find different experiences distressing. However, some common 

distress-inducing experiences we have observed include:

• Low team morale

• Rush mode

• Interpersonal or team conflict

• Inter-team conflict

A wealth of research investigates the nature, causes, and effects of stress. A full 

treatment of stress in software engineering would fill a large book. The present study, in 

contrast, supports only a few basic recommendations for detecting and reducing stress.

• In our experience, detecting distress is not difficult—simply asking 

team members, “How are things going?” is usually sufficient.

• Stress related to deadlines can sometimes be mitigated by reducing 

scope or extending the deadline.

• Stress related to interpersonal conflict can be mitigated by facilitated 

mediation.

 Knowledge Loss
The cost of re-acquiring information that the team once knew.

A team can lose knowledge when a person with unique knowledge leaves, when 

an artifact containing unique knowledge is lost, or when the knowledge is sequestered 

within one person, group or system. Regardless of how the knowledge was lost, the cost 

of re-acquiring it is a type of waste.

We observed the following causes of “knowledge loss” waste:

• Team churn (that is, staff rotating on and off a team)

• Knowledge silos (that is, where important information is sequestered 

within one person, group or system)
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In Sedano et al. [6], we propose several practices for encouraging knowledge sharing 

and continuity including continuous pair programming, overlapping pair rotation, and 

knowledge pollination (e.g., stand-up meetings). Although we have not observed it 

directly, code review may also help knowledge sharing and prevent knowledge loss.

This waste is related to the tension between sharing knowledge through interaction 

vs. documentation. One of the key insights of the agile literature is that sharing 

knowledge face-to-face is usually more effective than sharing knowledge through written 

documents. Indeed, often documentation quickly becomes outdated and unreliable.

 Waiting/Multitasking
The cost of idle time, often hidden by multitasking.

When something goes wrong in a manufacturing plant, we can sometimes see 

people waiting around. If the boxing team runs out of boxes, they might just stand idle 

until more boxes arrive. This is obviously waste.

Waiting waste is less obvious among software professionals because waiting is 

often hidden by multitasking. For example, if the integration process takes an hour, 

programmers tend to switch to some other, lower-priority work while waiting for 

integration.

We observed the following causes of “waiting/multitasking” waste:

• Slow or unreliable tests

• Missing information, people, or equipment

• Product managers taking too long to provide needed information

• Context switching between tasks

Solutions for avoiding or reducing this waste include:

• Expose waiting time by limiting work in progress

• For short waits, take breaks (e.g., play table tennis) instead of task 

switching

• For longer waits, use waiting time to work on the cause of the wait 

(e.g., shorten a long build)
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Multitasking introduces waste in two ways. First, multitasking involves a mental 

transition to the new task, which can be quite time-consuming, especially if the new 

task is cognitively demanding. Second, multitasking creates dilemmas when the original 

high-priority task becomes available again. Do developers finish the second lower- 

priority task (delaying higher priority work) or immediately switch back to the original 

task (leaving work-in-progress)?

Engineers remaining idle for more than a few minutes is typically viewed negatively. 

Thus, engineers tend to prefer context-switching over waiting despite the drawbacks 

described above.

 Ineffective Communication
The cost of incomplete, incorrect, misleading, inefficient, or absent communication 

among project stakeholders.

Ineffective communication is intrinsically wasteful. For example, a product manager 

notices a bug and adds it to the backlog but does not explain how to reproduce it. The 

team ends up sleuthing—either experimenting with different possible combinations 

or asking the product manager for additional details. As another example, a developer 

changes key configuration information that affects all other developers on the team. 

Instead of telling everyone that they need to pull the latest code, the developer posts 

about the change via asynchronous communication (e.g., Slack). Some developers do 

not see this communication and wonder why their code stops working. They waste time 

trying to figure out the solution when the answer was already known within the team.

We observed the following causes of “ineffective communication” waste:

• Teams that are too large.

• Asynchronous communication, which is especially problematic 

for distributed teams, distributed stakeholders, and when the team 

depends on other teams or opaque processes outside the team.

• One person or a few people dominating the conversation or not 

listening.

• Inefficient meetings including lack of focus during meetings, 

skipping retros, not discussing blockers each day, and meetings 

running over (e.g. long stand-ups).
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Like stress, copious research has investigated communication effectiveness, and 

a complete account is beyond the scope of this chapter. However, we can make some 

simple recommendations.

• Synchronous (especially face-to-face) communication seems more 

effective for most people, most of the time.

• Conversational turn-taking, where participants take turns speaking 

one at a time, leads to better shared understanding.

• More powerful participants (e.g., white male project manager) 

interrupting less powerful participants (e.g., nonwhite female junior 

developer) has a chilling effect on diversity of thought and quality of 

group decision-making. Other participants can mitigate interruptions 

by returning to the interrupted speaker by, for example, saying “Can 

we come back to what Alexis was saying about....”

Ineffective communication might lead to the other types of waste. For instance, 

ineffective communication resulting in delays might lead to the waiting waste. Ineffective 

communication resulting in misunderstanding user or business needs might lead to 

building the wrong feature or product, or misunderstanding the existing solution might 

lead to building an overly complex solution and extraneous cognitive load. Ineffective 

communication resulting in poor decision-making might lead to mismanaging the 

backlog. Ineffective communication resulting in technical mistakes might lead to 

defects and rework. Ineffective communication resulting in misunderstandings among 

team members might lead to conflicts and psychological distress. These are just a 

few examples highlighting the importance of effective communication and how poor 

communication can generate waste.

 Additional Wastes in Pre-agile Projects
Since Pivotal is lean and agile, it has already eliminated some common types of waste. 

Professionals using waterfall, plan-driven, or other pre-agile approaches may experience 

waste from unnecessary bureaucracy. Some bureaucracy is necessary to govern 
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(especially large) organizations. However, much bureaucracy is simply pointless, and 

some is actively harmful. Examples include:

• Overplanning: This involves estimating budgets, schedules, phases, 

milestones, or tasks at a level of detail that is not supported by the 

information at hand or the stability of the project environment. When 

a plan requires copious guesses and assumptions, it is a fantasy, not 

a plan. Overplanning not only wastes the planner’s time but also 

engenders psychological distress when reality departs from the plan.

• Overspecifying: This involves specifying requirements or design at 

a level of detail that is not supported by the information at hand. 

Overspecifying is a common problem in projects with large, up-front 

requirements and design phases. Warning signs include copious 

optional, low-priority, or low-confidence requirements; developing 

an elaborate architecture while stakeholders are still arguing about 

the goals of the project; fleshing out features that will not be built for 

months, if ever. Overspecification is not only a waste of time, it can 

constrain developers, obscure better solutions, and reduce creativity.

• Performance metrics: Perhaps the main theme to emerge from the 

study of performance measurement is that measuring performance 

reduces performance. All metrics can be gamed, and gaming 

metrics is distracting and time-consuming. Measuring people just 

motivates them to engage in metric-optimizing theatrics, which are 

usually less efficient than what they were doing before the metrics. 

Attempts to quantify performance are therefore not just wasteful but 

often counterproductive, especially where bonuses are tied to the 

measurements [4].

• Pointless documentation: Some documentation is necessary—even 

critical—when it helps achieve a specific goal. However, some 

projects have binders full of documentation that will not be read 

before growing out-of-date, if ever. Pointless documentation is a form 

of ineffective communication waste.
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• Process waste: Processes can be wasteful when they generate 

pointless documentation (reports, forms, formal requests), pointless 

meetings (like large company or department-wide meetings, not 

team meetings), pointless approvals (due to not trusting the people 

who do the work), and handoffs.

• Handoffs: Organizations that divide projects into phases and have 

different teams involved in different phases of the same project 

experience handoff waste. Handoff waste is the cost (in knowledge, 

time, resources, and momentum) of passing a project from one team 

to another. Handoffs contribute to other wastes including knowledge 

loss, ineffective communication, and waiting.

When following pre-agile practices, two general strategies may help reduce waste. 

First, hunt for slow-feedback loops, as shortening feedback loops often helps to reduce 

waste. Second, actively remove the policies responsible for the waste. One problem with 

bureaucracy is that, once a policy is made, following the policy becomes the bureaucrat’s 

goal, regardless of the organizational goals the policy was written to support. Waste is 

the inevitable byproduct of optimal actions for achieving organizational goals diverging 

from the actions prescribed by flawed or outdated policies.

 Discussion
The above discussion may appear to suggest that all problems are types of waste, but 

that is not the case. This section discusses what is special about waste, and gives more 

suggestions for removing waste.

 Not All Problems Are Wastes
It is tempting but incorrect to label anything that goes wrong on a project as waste. 

Human beings make mistakes. A developer may accidentally push code before running 

the test suite. Our knowledge is limited. A product manager may write an impractical 

user story because he or she does not know of some particular limitation. We forget. A 

developer might forget that adding a new type to the system necessitates modifying a 

configuration file. Whether we conceptualize these sorts of errors as waste is a matter 

of opinion, but focusing on them is unhelpful because they are often unpredictable. 
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It is better to focus on systemic waste: waste that affects a wide variety of projects in 

consistent, predictable, and preventable ways.

Similarly, it is important to distinguish foreseeable errors from actions that only 

seem like errors in hindsight. Suppose that users clearly indicate that a particular feature 

is not desirable, but we build it anyway, and sure enough, no one uses the feature. 

Obviously, this is waste. In contrast, suppose users are clamoring for a feature, so we 

build it, but it’s quickly abandoned as users realize it does not really work for them. 

This is not an error; it’s learning. Sometimes, building a feature, prioritizing the wrong 

thing, refactoring, and communicating badly are the only ways of learning what is 

actually needed. The concept of waste should not be misused to demonize incremental 

development and learning.

 Reducing Waste
Reducing waste is often straightforward. The countdown on the whiteboard is stressing 

out the team? Erase it. Five separate test suites take forever to run? Integrate them. 

Building a feature no one has asked for? Stop. User interface is too complex? Simplify 

it. Not enough knowledge sharing among programmers? Pair-program. The official 

approval process is inefficient? Change it. Sometimes this is easier said than done, but 

it’s not rocket science either.

The problem is that waste is often hidden. Rework is hidden in “new features” and 

“bug fixes.” Building the wrong features is hidden by lack of good feedback. Knowledge 

loss is hidden by not realizing the organization used to know this information. We hide 

distress to avoid looking weak. Bureaucracy hides waste behind an official policy. That 

is why this chapter describes all different sorts of waste—waste is easier to identify if you 

know what to look for.

Once we have identified some waste, there are three broad approaches for reducing 

it: prevention, incremental improvement, and “garbage day”:

• Prevention: This involves creating systems that impede waste. User 

research impedes “building the wrong feature” waste. Continuous 

refactoring impedes “rework” waste. Pair programming, peer code 

review, and overlapping pair rotation impede “knowledge loss” [6]. 

Daily stand-ups impede “inefficient communication” waste.
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• Incremental improvement: Waste reduction can be approached as 

a continuous improvement practice, running parallel to feature 

development. Waste reduction can be discussed in retrospective 

meetings, and one or two waste reduction tasks can be included in 

the backlog each week. This is a good approach for most teams, since 

suspending development for weeks to remove waste is not tenable 

in most organizations and could reduce team morale and customer 

satisfaction.

• Focused waste reduction: garbage day/trash pickup day: Some 

companies set aside special periods where employees are free to 

work autonomously. For example, Pivotal has a “hack day” during 

which employees can work on a theme or whatever they want. 

Organizations can implement a similar set period (“garbage day”) in 

which employees tackle some source of waste, for instance, speeding 

up the integration process, removing redundant tests, simplifying an 

overcomplicated process, or just meeting with co-workers to share 

siloed knowledge.

A related question is, “If we have identified several different kinds of waste, what 

should we tackle first?” We observed teams prioritizing waste removal using the 

following procedure:

 1. Individually list several wastes.

 2. Plot each waste on a graph like Figure 19-2.

 3. Prioritize wastes beginning with the best ratio of easy to remove 

and high impact (e.g., W1) and working your way down to wastes 

that are harder to remove and have less impact (e.g., W8).

 4. Add waste reduction to the backlog (as chores) and prioritize 

these chores as time permits.
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Of course, eliminating some (low impact, hard-to-remove) wastes may not be worth 

the cost. For example, having a distributed team most often contributes to ineffective 

communication waste, but it might be the most practical solution when experts with 

rare skills are distributed across the globe. Eliminating waste should be and typically is a 

secondary goal. Waste elimination should not displace the primary goal of delivering a 

quality product.

Here, we recommend prioritizing wastes based on our best guesses as to their 

impact. Precisely quantifying the impact of each waste is impractical. How would you 

quantify the inefficiencies of overburdening developers with unhelpful stress and the 

impact on their health, or the impact of knowledge loss, when the team does not even 

know what knowledge is being lost? Quantifying waste might be a good PhD project but 

is likely not worth the trouble for most professional teams.

Figure 19-2. Prioritizing waste removal
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 Conclusion
In summary, software waste refers to project elements (objects, properties, conditions, 

activities, or processes) that consume resources without producing benefits. Wastes are 

like friction in the development process. An important step in tackling this friction is 

waste awareness and identification. During our study, we identified nine main types of 

waste in agile software projects: building the wrong feature or product, mismanaging 

the backlog, rework, unnecessarily complex solutions, extraneous cognitive load, 

psychological distress, waiting/multitasking, knowledge loss, and ineffective 

communication. For each waste type, we proposed some suggestions to reduce the 

waste. Reducing wastes removes friction and hence improves productivity.

Software professionals have become increasingly focused on productivity (or 

velocity), often leading to increasingly risky behavior. Moving as fast as possible is great 

until someone quits, gets sick, or goes on vacation and the team suddenly realizes that 

no one else knows how a large chunk of the system works or why it was built that way. 

For many companies, stability and predictability are more important than raw speed. 

Most firms need software teams that steadily deliver value, week after week and month 

after month, despite unexpected problems, disruptions, and challenges.

Eliminating waste is just one way to forge more resilient, disruption-proof teams. 

This work on waste is part of a larger study of sustainability and collaboration in 

software projects. In Sedano et al. [6], we propose a theory of sustainable software 

development that extends and refines our understanding of extreme programming with 

new, sustainability-focused principles, policies, and practices. The principles include 

engendering a positive attitude toward team disruption, encouraging knowledge 

sharing and continuity, and caring about code quality. The policies include team 

code ownership, shared schedule, and avoiding technical debt. The practices include 

continuous pair programming, overlapping pair rotation, knowledge pollination, test- 

driven development, and continuous refactoring.

Based on our experiences, none of the results presented in this chapter appears 

unique to Pivotal Software or extreme programming. However, our research method 

does not support statistical generalization to contexts beyond the observed teams at 

Pivotal Software. Therefore, researchers and professionals should adapt our findings and 

recommendations to their own contexts, case by case.
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 Key Ideas
The following are the key ideas from this chapter:

• There are several different types of preventable “wastes” that occur 

during software development and represent lost productivity.

• While it may be hard to define and measure productivity, identifying/

reducing waste is an effective way to become more productive.
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CHAPTER 20

Organizational  
Maturity: The Elephant 
Affecting Productivity
Bill Curtis, CAST Software, USA

The maturity of an organization’s software development environment impacts the 

productivity of its developers and their teams [5]. Consequently, organizational 

attributes should be measured and factored into estimates of cost, schedule, and 

quality. This chapter presents an evolutionary model of organizational maturity, how 

the model can guide productivity and quality improvements, and how its practices can 

be adapted to evolving development methods.

 Background
While working on improving software development at IBM in the 1980s, Watts 

Humphrey took Phil Crosby’s course on quality management that included a 

maturity model for improving quality practices [1]. Crosby’s model listed five stages of 

improvement through which a collection of quality practices should progress. While 

traveling home, Humphrey realized that Crosby’s model would not work because it 

resembled approaches used for decades with little sustainable success. He realized past 

improvement efforts died when managers and developers sacrificed improved practices 

under the duress of unachievable development schedules. Until he fixed the primary 

problems facing projects, productivity improvements and quality practices had little 

chance to succeed.
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During the late 1980s, Humphrey developed an initial formulation of his Process 

Maturity Framework [6] in the Software Engineering Institute at Carnegie Mellon 

University. In the early 1990s Mark Paulk, Charles Weber, and I transformed this 

framework into the Capability Maturity Model for Software (CMM) [10]. Since then the 

CMM has guided successful productivity and quality improvement programs in many 

software organizations globally. An organization’s maturity level is appraised in process 

assessments led by authorized lead assessors.

Analyzing data from CMM-based improvement programs in 14 companies, James 

Herbsleb and his colleagues [5] found a median annual productivity improvement of 

35 percent, ranging from 9 percent to 67 percent across companies. Accompanying this 

improvement was a median 22 percent increase in defects found prior to testing, a median 

reduction of 39 percent in field incidents, and a median reduction in delivery time of 

19 percent. Based on cost savings during development, these improvement programs 

achieved a median return on investment of 5 to 1. How were these results achieved?

 The Process Maturity Framework
The Process Maturity Framework has evolved over the past 30 years while sustaining 

its basic structure. As described in Table 20-1, this framework consists of five maturity 

levels, each representing a plateau of organizational capability in software development 

on which more advanced practices can be built. Humphrey believed that to improve 

productivity, impediments to sound development practices should be removed in a 

specific order. For instance, level 1 describes organizations with inconsistent or missing 

development practices. Too often crisis-driven projects rely on heroic efforts from 

developers who work nights and weekends to meet ridiculous schedules. Until project 

commitments and baselines can be stabilized, developers are trapped into working too 

fast, making mistakes, and having little time to correct them.
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The path to improvement begins when project managers or team leaders stabilize 

the project environment by planning and controlling commitments, in addition to 

establishing baseline and change controls on requirements and deliverable products. 

Only when development schedules are achievable and product baselines stable 

can developers work in an orderly, professional manner. Achieving level 2 does not 

force consistent methods and practices across the organization. Rather, each project 

adopts the practices and measures needed to create achievable plans and rebalance 

commitments when the inevitable requirements or project changes occur. When 

unachievable commitments are demanded by higher management or customers,  

Table 20-1. Process Maturity Framework

Maturity Level Attributes

Level 5 – Innovating
CMMI – Optimizing

• performance gaps needing innovative improvements identified

• innovative technologies and practices continually investigated

• experiments conducted to evaluate innovation effectiveness

• Successful innovations deployed as standard practices

Level 4 – Optimized
CMMI – Quantitatively
             Managed

• projects managed using in-process measures and statistics

• Causes of variation are managed to improve predictability

• root causes of quality problems are analyzed and eliminated

• Standardized processes enable reuse and lean practices

Level 3 – Standardized
CMMI – Defined

• development processes standardized from successful practices

• Standard processes and measures tailored to project conditions

• project artifacts and measures are retained, and lessons shared

• Organization-wide training is implemented

Level 2 – Stabilized
CMMI – Managed

• Managers balance commitments with resources and schedule

• Changes to requirements and product baselines are managed

• Measures are implemented for planning and managing projects

• developers can repeat sound practices in stable environments

Level 1 – Inconsistent
CMMI – Initial

• development practices are inconsistent and often missing

• Commitments are often not balanced with resources and time

• poor control over changes to requirements or product baselines

• Many projects depend on unsustainable heroic effort
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level 2 managers and team leaders learn to say “no” or diplomatically negotiate altered 

and achievable commitments.

Once projects are stable, the standard development processes and measures that 

characterize level 3 can be synthesized across the organization from practices and 

measures that have proven successful on projects. Implementation guidelines are 

developed from past experience to tailor practices for different project conditions. 

Standard practices transform a team/project culture at level 2 into an organizational 

culture at level 3 that enables an economy of scale. CMM lead assessors often report that 

standard processes are most frequently defended by developers because they improved 

productivity and quality and made transitioning between projects much easier.

Once standardized processes and measures have been implemented, projects can 

use more granular in-process measures to manage the performance of development 

practices and the quality of their products across the development cycle. Process 

analytics that characterize level 4 are used to optimize performance, reduce variation, 

enable earlier adjustments to unexpected issues, and improve prediction of project 

outcomes. Standardized development practices establish a foundation on which 

other productivity improvements such as component reuse and lean practices can be 

implemented [7].

Even when optimized to their full capability, processes may not achieve the 

productivity and quality levels required in a competitive environment or for demanding 

requirements. Consequently, organization must identify and evaluate innovations 

in technology, processes, workforce practices, etc., that can dramatically improve 

productivity and quality outcomes beyond existing performance levels. At level 5, the 

organization moves into a continuous innovation loop driven by specific targets for 

improvement that will change over time.

The Process Maturity Framework can be applied to individual processes—the so- 

called continuous approach. However, this framework is most effective when applied as 

a unique guidebook for organizational change and development. If the organization does 

not change, individual best practices typically will not survive the stress of crisis-driven 

challenges. This approach is consistent with observations on organizational systems in 

exceptionally successful businesses described in Jim Collin’s books Built to Last and Good 

to Great.
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 The Impact of Maturity on Productivity and Quality
One of the earliest and best empirical studies of a maturity-based process improvement 

program was reported by Raytheon [2, 4, 8]. Raytheon’s time reporting system collected 

data in effort categories drawn from a cost of quality model designed to show how 

improvements in product quality increased productivity and reduced costs. This model 

divided effort into four categories:

• Original design and development work

• Rework to correct defects and retest the system

• Effort devoted to first-run testing and other quality assurance 

activities

• Effort in training, improvement, and process assurance to prevent 

quality problems

Over the course of their improvement program (Table 20-2), Raytheon reported that 

the percentage of original development work increased from only a third of the effort at 

level 1 to just over half at level 2, two-thirds at level 3, and three-quarters at level 4. At the 

same time, rework was cut in half at level 2 and declined by a factor of almost 7 at level 4. 

As they achieved level 4, Raytheon reported that productivity had grown by a factor of 4 

from the level 1 baseline.

Table 20-2. Raytheon’s Distribution of Work Effort by CMM Level

Year CMM Level
Percent of total effort Productivity  

growthOriginal work Rework First-run tests Prevention

1988 1 34% 41% 15%   7% baseline

1990 2 55% 18% 13% 12% 1.5 X

1992 3 66% 11% 23% 2.5 X

1994 4 76%   6% 18% 4.0 X

Note 1: Table 20-2 was synthesized from data reported in Dion [2], Haley [4], and  

Lyndon [8]. Note 2: Effort for first-run tests and prevention were collapsed into one 

category in 1992. Note 3: Productivity growth is in factors compared to the 1988 baseline.
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As evident in these data, productivity was heavily affected by the amount of rework. 

The proportion of rework is usually high prior to initiating an improvement program, 

with reports of 41 percent at Raytheon, 30 percent at TRW [14], 40 percent at NASA [15], 

and 33 percent at Hewlett Packard [3]. Stabilizing baselines and commitments enabled 

developers to work in a more disciplined, professional manner, reducing mistakes 

and rework and thereby improving productivity. The amount of initial testing stayed 

the roughly the same, while the retesting required after fixing mistakes declined. The 

extra effort devoted to the improvement program (prevention) was more than offset 

by reduced rework. Accompanying productivity growth was a 40 percent reduction in 

development costs per line of code by level 3.

The size of Raytheon’s productivity growth in moving from level 3 to level 4 is difficult 

to explain from quantitative management practices alone. Further investigation revealed 

a reuse program that reduced the effort required to develop systems. Corroborating 

results on the productivity impact of reuse at level 4 were reported by Omron [11] and 

Boeing Computer Services [13]. Standardized processes at level 3 appear to create the 

necessary foundation of rigorous development practices and trusted quality outcomes 

needed to convince developers it is quicker to reuse existing components than develop 

new ones.

 Updating Maturity Practices for an Agile-DevOps 
Environment
In the early 2000s the U.S. Department of Defense and aerospace community expanded 

the CMM to include system engineering practices. The new architecture of the 

Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI) dramatically increased the number of 

practices and reflected the ethos of large defense programs. In the opinion of many, 

including some authors of the original CMM, CMMI was bloated and required excessive 

practices for many software development environments that occasionally bordered 

on bureaucracy. At the same time, the rapid iterations of agile methods were replacing 

lengthy development practices that were insufficient to handle the pace of change 

affecting most businesses.

In theory, agile methods solve the level 1 commitment problem by freezing the 

number stories to be developed at the beginning of a sprint. New stories can only be 

added during the planning of a subsequent sprint. Consequently, it was disconcerting 

to hear developers at the Agile Alliance conferences in 2011 and 2012 complain about 
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stories being added during the middle of sprints at the request of marketing or business 

units. These in-sprint additions created the same rework-inducing schedule pressures 

that had plagued low maturity waterfall projects. Enforcing controls on commitments 

is a critical attribute of level 2 to protect developers from chaotic circumstances that 

degrade the productivity and quality of their work.

In a session at the Agile Alliance Conference in 2012, Jeff Sutherland, one of the 

creators of the Scrum method, commented that perhaps as many as 70 percent of the 

companies he visited were performing scrumbut. “We are doing Scrum, buut we don’t 

do daily builds, buut we don’t do daily standups, buut we don’t do….” As Jeff observed, 

they clearly weren’t doing Scrum. When performed rigorously across an organization’s 

development teams, Scrum and other agile or DevOps methods can provide the benefits 

of standardized processes characteristic of a level 3 capability. However, when these 

methods lack discipline, development teams are exposed to the typical level 1 problems 

of uncontrolled baselines and commitments, as well as patchy development practices 

that sap their productivity.

In 2015 Fannie Mae, a provider of liquidity for mortgages in the U.S. housing 

market, initiated a disciplined agile-DevOps transformation across their entire IT 

organization [12]. The transformation involved replacing traditional waterfall processes 

with short agile sprints and installing a DevOps tool chain with integrated analytics. 

Although they did not use CMMI, their improvement program mirrored a maturity 

progression from stabilizing changes on projects (level 2) to synthesizing standard 

practices, tools, and measures across the organization (level 3). Productivity was 

measured using Automated Function Points [11] delivered per unit of time and was 

tracked to monitor progress and evaluate practices.

After the transformation was deployed organization-wide, Fannie Mae found that 

the density of defects in applications had decreased by typically 30 percent to 48 percent. 

Productivity gains attributed to the transformation had to be calculated by collating data 

across several sprints whose combined duration and effort were comparable to previous 

waterfall release cycles (the baseline). The initial sprints were often less productive while 

the team adjusted to short-cycle development methods. However, when combined 

with results from several succeeding sprints, the average productivity was found to have 

increased by an average of 28 percent across applications compared to the waterfall 

baseline.
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 Summary
Improvement programs based on the Process Maturity Framework have improved 

productivity in software development organizations globally. Practices are implemented 

in evolutionary stages, each of which creates a foundation for more sophisticated 

practices at the next maturity level. Although development methods evolve over time, 

many of the problems that reduce their effectiveness are similar across generations. 

Thus, the maturity progression of Stabilize–Standardize–Optimize–Innovate provides an 

approach to improving productivity that is relevant to agile-DevOps transformations.

 Key Ideas
The following are the key ideas from the chapter:

• Immature, undisciplined development practices can severely 

constrain productivity.

• Staged evolutionary improvements in an organizations’ development 

practices can dramatically increase productivity.

• Modern development practices can suffer from weaknesses that 

hindered the productivity of earlier development methods.
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CHAPTER 21

Does Pair Programming 
Pay Off?
Franz Zieris, Freie Universität Berlin, Germany

Lutz Prechelt, Freie Universität Berlin, Germany

 Introduction: Highly Productive Programming
Immerse yourself in the following software development scenario: You’re implementing 

a new feature in a large, GUI-heavy information system. You found a close match among 

the existing features and decided to duplicate and tweak the respective code and to 

eventually refactor it to get rid of unwanted duplications. You already made the copy and 

are starting to adapt it. You feel most productive, undistracted by your surroundings, 

deep in the zone, focused, in the flow.

You look at the code and read:

editStrategy.getGeometryType()

You notice something odd.

That’s wrong, no need to call a method here.

You understand why it feels odd.

It’s always the same!

You see the parts before your inner eye, see how they fit together.

It’s: Polygon.

You start typing.

[tap tap]

You read the IDE’s auto-completion and have second thoughts.

Or is it MultiPolygon?
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You consider it. It would be the more general solution.

Could be. That’s an open question.

There could be many reasons in favor or against. You make a decision.

Polygon is fine for now.

You write the code.

[tap tap]

You are satisfied and did all of this in just 15 seconds; life is great.

If you are a software developer, you know focus phases like this one. It’s a great feeling 

when the ideas appear to be flowing directly from your brain through your fingers to 

become code. Who would spoil such an experience by adding another developer? At every 

point there would be endless discussions about which way is the best; and where there is 

no disagreement, there is misunderstanding because your colleagues often just don’t get it.

Well, you are in for a surprise. The previous scenario was not a fictional inner 

monologue of a single developer. It is in fact an actual dialogue of two pair programmers, 

the two taking turns with the quotes. And it did indeed finish within 15 seconds.

 Studying Pair Programming
Pair programming (PP) means that two programmers work together closely on the same 

programming task on a single computer.

Although super-efficient focus phases like the one described previously do happen 

during good pair programming sessions, most of the time pair programming evolves in a 

more pedestrian manner. So, does pair programming pay off overall?

To answer this, researchers have—multiple times—proceeded roughly like this:

• Devise a small task, let some developers (preferably students) solve 

it alone and some others in pairs, clock their time to completion, and 

compare the outcomes.

• Make sure the task is isolated and requires little background 

knowledge to ensure a level playing field for everyone.

• For greater control, assign partners randomly and set up identical 

workspaces for all of them.

Unfortunately, such settings do not reflect how pair programming happens in 

industry. The students work on machines they did not configure themselves and may 
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not even know their partner. Additionally, consider the difference between short-term 

and long-term effects. In most student PP experiments, productivity is reduced to the 

number of passing (prewritten) test cases per time spent on the task. But that’s not what 

commonly matters in industrial contexts. Here, top priorities might be a short time- 

to- market or value of implemented features, or they might be long-term goals such as 

keeping code maintainable and avoiding information silos.

Practitioners have by and large ignored the results of these experiments. You cannot 

expect to learn much about how PP affects real-world productivity from a setup that so 

drastically differs from the real world.

In our research, we take a different approach. We talk to tech companies and observe 

pair programming as it happens in the wild. The pairs are in their normal environment 

and choose everyday development tasks and programming partners as they always 

do. The only difference is that we record the interaction of the pair (through webcam 

and microphones) and their screen content for the duration of their session—typically 

between one and three hours. Over the years, we have collected more than 60 such 

session recordings from a dozen different companies.

We analyze this material in great detail by following a qualitative research process 

based on grounded theory [1]. The following observations are distilled from years of 

studying pair programming sessions of professional software developers.

 Software Development As Knowledge Work
Let’s take a step back first, though. What makes programming highly productive? 

Psychologist Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi described a type of high-productivity mental 

state, which is much admired (and sometimes achieved) by software developers: flow. 

He places a flow experience in that area between boredom and anxiety where difficulty 

(challenges) and one’s skills are on par [2].

In software development, each task is somewhat unique with its own particular 

challenges. Consequentially, boredom is hardly an issue for software developers. The 

challenges while developing software, on the other hand, are not just a matter of skill. 

Many stem from a lack of understanding or knowledge. It might take many hours of 

sifting through modules to finally find the right spot to add that single new if condition 

required. Or to understand the unfamiliar concepts used by a new library. Or to follow 

a stacktrace that leads into uncharted territories from the legacy part of the system. 

The “fluency” of a developer depends on this type of understanding and familiarity 
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with the software system at hand. The lack thereof is what mostly slows down software 

developers, more or less independent of their general skill level [3].

To work on a given task, developers (solos and pairs alike) need to understand 

the system (not all of it, but at least the parts relevant for the task at hand). And last 

week’s understanding of some of these parts may already be outdated! High system 

understanding, let’s call it system knowledge, is necessary to fix bugs and to implement 

new features.

Of course, general software development skills and expertise (we will call them general 

knowledge) are also relevant. General knowledge is about language idioms, design patterns 

and principles, libraries, technology stacks and frameworks, testing and debugging 

procedures, how to best use the editor or IDE, and the like. In contrast to the mostly product-

oriented and relatively short-lived system knowledge, general knowledge is also process-

oriented and more long-lived. (There is not necessarily a clear-cut separation between 

system and general knowledge—some pieces of knowledge may belong to both types.)

Developers build up system and general knowledge through experience, but it’s 

not the mere number of years under their belt that matters but whether they possess 

applicable system and general knowledge for the task at hand.

 What Actually Matters in Industrial Pair Programming
There are different PP use cases that developers regularly employ.

• Getting help from a colleague: One developer has been working on 

some task for some time and either finds it hard or needs to hand 

over the results, so another joins.

• Tackling an issue together: Two developers sit down to work on a 

problem together from the start.

• Ramping up newbies: A senior developer pairs with a new team 

member to bring her up to speed.

We found that it’s not so much the particular PP use case that characterizes the 

dynamics of a session but what the two developers know and don’t know—more 

precisely, their respective level of system knowledge and general knowledge concerning 
today’s specific task. That’s because most of the work in programming consists of steps 

to get your system knowledge to what is needed to solve the task (general knowledge 

may be helpful along the way). Once you have that, actually solving the task is usually 
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a piece of cake—the kind of thing we described in the initial scene at the beginning. 

Therefore, it is the relevant knowledge gaps that count in programming.

Framing PP situations in terms of the involved system and general knowledge gaps 

helps to understand why some constellations are more beneficial than others and 

where pair programming actually pays off. There are three particularly interesting pair 

constellations we will discuss here. All of the examples in this chapter are real cases we 

saw in our data; we just left out some details and changed the developers’ names.

 Constellation A: System Knowledge Advantage
In this setting, one developer has a more complete or more up-to-date understanding 

of the task-relevant system parts. This is normal for the “getting help” use case but can 

occur in the other two as well.

Consider the scenario of developer Hannah who has been working on some task and is 

at one point joined by Norman. Hannah already looked at the code relevant for the current 

issue and performed some changes. Norman might have a better understanding of the 

system in general, but this does not cover all the details relevant for this task and of course 

not Hannah’s recent code changes. Overall, Hannah has a system knowledge advantage.

If developers want to work as a pair, they need to address their relative system 

knowledge gap. Only if Norman understands what Hannah already found out and which 

changes she performed can they properly discuss ideas and agree on how to proceed.

But some of the pairs we observed, including this one, did not address the system 

knowledge advantage. Norman takes great pride in his programming skills and assumes 

he understands everything Hannah did. Hannah tries to explain an intricate matter 

she encountered, but Norman doesn’t pay attention. It takes almost half an hour until 

Norman realizes his misconception of the status quo, lets Hannah explain it, and, at last, 

the pair becomes productive.

A pair situation where one partner has a system knowledge advantage (for whatever 

reason) is challenging because the relative system knowledge gap might be hardly visible 

but still needs to be addressed before the pair can move together at any speed. Better 

pairs therefore address the matter proactively at the beginning of their session. If your 

co-developer already worked on the issue, appreciate her system knowledge advantage, 

regardless of your own (perceived) seniority, and let her explain what she already has 

done and learned. We have heard that some developers with high system knowledge 

may also be reluctant to share what they know, but we did not observe such behavior in 

our pairs.
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 Constellation B: Collective System Knowledge Gap
When two developers start on a new task together (but not only then), they also usually 

both begin with an incomplete system understanding. The pair has a collective system 

knowledge gap.

Consider Paula and Peter who picked a new story card to work on. Both know their 

way around the system, so it doesn’t take long until they find a place where to put the 

new feature. There are still some dependencies that need to be understood, so they 

navigate through the source code to complete their mental model. One time it’s Paula 

who sees an important detail or relationship first, and the next time it’s Peter. They 

are not deliberately taking turns here; one of them just happens to have a particular 

relevant idea first and will then explain it to the other. Sometimes Paula sees no need to 

dig deeper into the class inheritance graph, but Peter isn’t as familiar with the current 

subsystem so he prefers to keep reading. Paula cuts him some slack and lets him take his 

time. In any case, both make sure their partner always stays on the same page so they 

can reach a high system understanding together.

Compared to the one-sided scenario of Hannah and Norman, Peter and Paula are 

better off. There are multiple strategies how they can build up the necessary system 

understanding as they don’t depend on the knowledge flowing in one direction. 

The developers may stay closely together for a period of time, building up system 

knowledge in what we call an episode of knowledge “co-production” [4]. Alternatively, 

one developer may dig deeper in a self-paced manner, while the other is temporarily 

more passive (“pioneering production”). Either way, the development work done in 

such constellations can be very effective—if the pair takes care of maintaining their 

collaborative understanding as it grows, e.g., by explaining (“push”) or getting asked 

about (“pull”) what one of them just found out during his or her pioneering episode.

 Constellation C: Complementary Knowledge
Every time a new developer joins the team, her system knowledge will be very low. But, 

depending on the partner’s background and the nature of the current task, being low 

on system knowledge can occur in every PP use case. How well a pair performs then 

is limited by the general knowledge level of the low-system-knowledge developer. At 

least for the ramping-up use case, one would usually expect a twofold deficit, but this 

is not necessarily the case. Remember, what matters is the applicable knowledge for 

the current task, so with the right choice of task, even a fresh team member can score 
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high on general knowledge, perhaps higher than a given senior. We’ve seen developers 

on their first work day teaching their programming partner design patterns and neat 

tricks in the IDE. Senior developers pair up in complementary constellations as well, 

since neither system understanding nor generic software development skill is evenly 

distributed in development teams.

Andy and Marcus, for instance, have quite different competencies. Andy advocates 

always writing clean, readable, and maintainable code, whereas Marcus has a pragmatic 

approach of patching things together that get the job done. A particular module that 

Marcus wrote a year ago needs an update, but since Marcus has trouble figuring out 

how it actually works, he asks Andy for help. Their session is a complementary one: 

Andy has a general knowledge advantage but is low on system knowledge, as he knows 

next to nothing about Marcus’s module; Marcus, as the module’s author, has a system 

knowledge advantage but lacks general knowledge to systematically improve its 

structure. Their session is mutually satisfactory, as they get the job done and Marcus 

learns a lot about code smells and refactorings.

 So, Again: Does Pair Programming Pay Off?
You probably now appreciate that “Does pair programming pay off?” is an entirely 

inappropriate question, because

• It is hard to tell since too many different benefits have to be 

quantified and added up with respect to code functionality, code and 

design quality, and learning within the team.

• It depends, because different knowledge and task constellations 

provide very different opportunities for being efficient as a pair.

The key aspects are the knowledge gaps the developers have to deal with. To succeed 

with the task, the pair as a whole can benefit from various pieces of pertinent-for-this- 

task general software development knowledge and absolutely must possess or build the 

pertinent-for-this-task system knowledge. As system knowledge is more short-lived, it is 

usually the scarcer resource.

If the task-relevant knowledge of a pair is highly complementary, a pair 

programming session will probably pay for its cost multiple times. But even if it is not 

and the pair’s visible work output is less than the two could have produced as two solo 

programmers, the PP session’s midterm benefits in terms of learning provide ample 
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opportunity for time saved in the future and mistakes not made in the future to pay off 

the higher expense today.

From an industrial perspective, an answer to the question might be this: given the 

dominant role of system knowledge for productive development, companies may not 

like to let their top-general-knowledge developer go, but they are terrified of losing their 

single top-system-knowledge developer. And frequent pair programming is an excellent 

technique to make sure system knowledge spreads continuously across a team.

 Key Ideas
The following are the key ideas from this chapter:

• Pair programming will tend to pay off if the pair manages to have 

high process fluency.

• Pair programming will pay off if the pair members’ knowledge is 

nicely complementary.
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CHAPTER 22

Fitbit for Developers:  
Self- Monitoring at Work
André N. Meyer, University of Zurich, Switzerland

Thomas Fritz, University of Zurich, Switzerland

Thomas Zimmermann, Microsoft Research, USA

 Self-Monitoring to Quantify Our Lives
Recently, we have seen an explosion in the number of devices and apps that we can use 

to track various aspects of our lives, such as the steps we walk, the quality of our sleep, or 

the calories we consume. People use devices such as the Fitbit activity tracker to increase 

and maintain their physical activity level by tracking their behavior, setting goals (e.g., 

10,000 steps a day), and competing with friends. Generally, the miniaturization of self- 

tracking devices and their ubiquitousness make it possible to carry them around all the 

time and track more and more aspects of our lives. At the same time, studies have shown 

that these approaches can successfully encourage people to change their behavior, often 

motivated through persuasive technologies, such as goal-setting, social encouragement, 

and sharing mechanisms [3].

Notably, the interest for self-monitoring tools at the workplace is also increasing, and 

approaches to get insights into one’s behavior and habits during work have emerged. 

Tools, such as RescueTime, allow users to get insights into the amount of time they 

spend in different applications on their computer, or Codealike visualizes to developers 

how they spent their time inside the IDE working in different code projects. Yet, little is 

known about developers’ expectations of, their experience with, and the experience of 

self-monitoring in the workplace.
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 Self-Monitoring Software Developers’ Work
There are numerous factors that impact a software developers’ success and productivity 

at work: interruptions, coordinating work with the team, requirements that change, the 

infrastructure and office environment, and many more (see Chapter 8). Developers are 

often not aware of how these factors impact both their own productivity and the work 

of others [1]. The success of self-monitoring approaches in other domains suggests 

that self-monitoring can improve the awareness of developers about their work. 

Developers can reflect about their actions and factors that increase or decrease their 

productivity and make informed decisions to improve their productivity. The captured 

data about developers’ work and productivity could further allow developers to compare 

themselves to other developers with similar job profiles.

This idea is related to Watts Humphrey’s work on the Personal Software Process (PSP)  

that aims to help developers better understand and improve their performance by 

tracking their estimated and actual development of code [2]. The research conducted to 

evaluate PSP showed promising results, including more accurate project estimations and 

higher code quality. Today, with sensors and data trackers being more ubiquitous and 

accurate, we can give developers the ability to measure their work and behavior changes 

automatically and provide a much broader set of insights.

To learn the requirements and best practices for self-monitoring systems for software 

developers, we ran a mixed methods study: a literature review, a survey with more than 

400 developers, and an iterative feedback-driven approach with 5 pilot studies and a 

total of 20 software developers. The study revealed developers’ expectations of features, 

measures of interest, and possible barriers toward the adoption of self-monitoring 

systems. We then built PersonalAnalytics, a self-monitoring tool targeted to developers 

and studied its impact and use with 43 professional software developers who used it 

during three workweeks.

PersonalAnalytics consists of three components: the monitoring component, the self-

reporting pop-up, and the retrospection. The monitoring component captures information 

from various individual aspects of software development work, including application use, 

documents accessed, development projects worked on, websites visited, and collaborative 

behaviors from attending meetings, as well as using e-mail, instant messaging, and code 

review tools. The data collection runs nonintrusively in the background, requiring no 

additional input from the developer. In addition, PersonalAnalytics prompts developers 

to reflect on their work periodically and to-self report their perceived productivity using 

a pop-up. To enable more multifaceted insights, the captured data is visualized in a daily 
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retrospection (see Figure 22-1), which also provides a higher-level overview in a weekly 

summary and allows users to relate various data with each other.

In this chapter, we share the lessons that we learned from building and evaluating 

PersonalAnalytics and the insights that users received from using the tool. We describe why 

these insights are sometimes not enough for a behavior change. Chapter 16 further extends 

the discussion on dashboards in software engineering, by debating about their need and risks.

Figure 22-1. Daily retrospection in PersonalAnalytics. (A) displays the 
distribution of time spent in the most used programs, (B) shows a timeline of time 
spent in different activities, (C) depicts the most used programs and the amount 
of time the user self-reported feeling productive/unproductive while using them, 
(D) illustrates the user's self- reported productivity over time, (E) visualizes the 
user input from mouse and keyboard, (F) shows a detailed breakdown of how 
much time was spent on different information artefacts (including web sites, files, 
e-mails, meetings, code projects, code reviews), and (G) summarizes e-mail-related 
data such as the number of e-mails sent/received.
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 Supporting Various Individual Needs 
Through Personalization
In our preliminary studies, developers expressed an interest in a large number of 

different measures when it comes to the self-monitoring of their work. To support these 

individually varying interests in work measures, we included a wide variety of measures 

into PersonalAnalytics and allowed users to personalize their experience by selecting 

the measures that were tracked and visualized. To capture the relevant data for these 

measures, PersonalAnalytics features multiple data trackers: the Programs Used tracker 

that logs the currently active process and window titles every time the user switches 

between programs or logs “idle” in case there was no user input for more than two 

minutes; the User Input tracker that collects mouse clicks, movements, scrolling, and 

keystrokes (no key logging, only time-stamp of any pressed key); and the Meetings and 

E-mail trackers that collect data on calendar meetings and e-mails received, sent, and 

read using the Microsoft Graph API of the Office 365 Suite [5].

After using PersonalAnalytics for several weeks, two-thirds of our users wanted to 

personalize and better fit the retrospection to their individual needs. They also wanted 

even more data on other aspects of their work. For instance, they wanted to compare 

themselves with their team members, get high-level measures such as their current 

focus or progress on tasks, and correlate their data with biometric data, such as their 

heart rate, stress level, sleep, and exercise.

The diverse requests for extending PersonalAnalytics with additional measures 

and visualizations emphasize the importance for personalization and customization 

of the experience to increase satisfaction and long-term engagement. While it might 

seem surprising that developers requested many development-unrelated measures to 

understand their work, this can be explained by the relatively low amount of time they 

usually spend with development-related activities, on average just between 9 percent 

and 21 percent, versus other activities such as collaborating (45 percent) or browsing the 

Web (17 percent) [4].
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 Self-Reporting Increases Developers’ Awareness 
About Efficiency
PersonalAnalytics asks users to answer a pop-up survey once an hour on their 

computer. The collected data allows us to learn more about productivity and the tasks 

that developers work on. During the pilot studies, users expressed aversion toward the 

pop- up, as it included too many questions. After refining the pop-up to include only one 

question asking users to self-report productivity for the past hour, most started to like 

the pop-up. Two-thirds of the users mentioned that the brief self-reports increased their 

awareness about work and helped them assess whether they had spent their past work 

hour effectively, whether they had spent it working on something of value, and whether 

they had made progress on their current task:

“The hourly interrupt helps to do a quick triage of whether you are stuck with some 

task/problem and should consider asking for help or taking a different approach.”

PersonalAnalytics does not automatically measure productivity but rather lets users 

self-report their productivity. This was highly valued by users as many do not think an 

automated measure can accurately capture an individual’s productivity, similar to what 

is discussed in Chapters 2 and 3.

“One thing I like about [PersonalAnalytics] a lot is that it lets me judge if my time was 

productive or not. So just because I was in a browser or Visual Studio doesn’t necessarily 

mean I was being productive or not.”

These findings emphasize that self-reporting can be of value to users as it increases 

their awareness about work. It is yet to be seen how long the positive effects of self- 

reporting last and whether users lose interest at some point.

 Retrospection About Work Increases Developers’ 
Self-Awareness
The users of PersonalAnalytics liked the ability to self-reflect on work and productivity with 

the retrospection that visualizes a personalized list of measures; 82 percent said that the  

retrospection increased their awareness and provided novel insights. The insights 

included how developers spend their time collaborating or making progress on tasks, their 

productivity over the course of a day, or the fragmentation at work. The time spent further 

rectified some misconceptions users had about their work, such as how much time they 

actually spent with e-mails and work-unrelated browsing (for example, Facebook):
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“[PersonalAnalytics] is awesome! It helped confirm some impression I had about my 

work and provided some surprising and very valuable insights I wasn’t aware of. I am 

apparently spending most of my time in Outlook.”

“I did not realize I am as productive in the afternoons. I always thought my mornings 

were more productive but looks like I just think that because I spend more time on e-mail.”

 Actionable Insights Foster Productive Behavior 
Changes
Naturally, most users of self-monitoring tools don’t just want to learn about themselves 

but also want to improve themselves. We asked the users of PersonalAnalytics about what 

behaviors they changed. Interestingly, this study resulted in ambivalent responses. Roughly 

half of the users changed some of their habits based on what they learned from reflecting 

about their work. This includes trying to better plan their work, e.g., by taking advantage of 

more productive afternoons, trying to optimize how they spend their time with e-mails, or 

trying to focus better and avoid distractions, e.g., by closing the office door or listening to 

music when the background noise is distracting. However, the other half of our users didn’t 

change their behavior, either because they didn’t want to change something or because 

they were not sure what to change. These users reported that some of the new insights 

were not concrete and actionable enough for knowing what or how to change:

“While having a retrospection on my time is a great first step, I gained interesting 

insights and realized some bad assumptions. But ultimately, my behavior didn’t change 

much. Neither of them have much in way of a carrot or a stick.”

“It would be nice if the tool could provide productivity tips, ideally tailored to my 

specific habits and based on insights about when I’m not productive.”

To improve the actionability of the insights, users asked for specific 

recommendations that encourage more focused work, e.g., to start a focused work 

block using the Pomodoro technique, to recommend a break from work for when they 

were stuck on the same task for too long, all the way to intervening and blocking certain 

applications or websites for a certain time:

“Warnings if time on unproductive websites exceeds some amount, and perhaps 

provide a way for the user to block those sites (though not forced).”

Besides providing developers with personalized recommendations for 

improvements based on their work behavior, allowing them to benchmark and compare 

themselves with their team or other developers could lead to insights that are actionable 
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enough to change a behavior. For example, PersonalAnalytics could collect anonymized 

measures about developers’ work habits, such as fragmentation, time spent on activities, 

and achievements; correlate the measures with other developers with similar job 

profiles; and present the comparisons to the developer. Insights could reach from letting 

a developer know that others spend more time reading development blogs to further 

educate themselves, all the way to informing them that they spend way more time in 

meetings than most other developers.

 Increasing Team Awareness and Solving Privacy 
Concerns
One drawback of giving developers insights only into their own productivity is that 

their behavior changes might have negative impact on the overall team productivity. 

As an example, a developer who blocks out interruptions at inopportune times to focus 

better could be blocking a co-worker who needs to ask a question or clarify things. Also 

receiving insights into how the team coordinates and communicates at work could help 

developers make more balanced adjustments with respect to the impact their behavior 

change might have on the team. For example, being aware of co-workers’ most and least 

productive times in a workday could help to schedule meetings during times where 

everybody is the least productive and where interrupting one’s work for a meeting has 

the least effect. Being more aware of the tasks each member of the team is currently 

working on and how much progress they are making could also be useful for managers 

or team leads to identify problems early, e.g., a developer who is blocked on a task or 

uses communication tools inefficiently, and take appropriate action.

However, these additions to a workplace self-monitoring tool would require 

aggregating and analyzing the data from multiple developers, which could result in 

privacy concerns given the possibly sensitive nature of the data. When creating tools that 

include data from multiple users, tool builders need to ensure privacy, e.g., by giving 

users full control over what data is being captured and shared, by properly obfuscating 

the data, and by being transparent about how the data is being used. If not done 

properly, this could severely increase pressure and stress for developers.

A recurring theme during the pilots and initial survey was the users’ need to keep 

sensitive workplace data private. Some users were afraid that sharing data with their 

managers or team members could have severe consequences on their employment 

or increase pressure at work. To account for privacy needs at work, PersonalAnalytics, 
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among other precautions, stores all logged data only locally on the user’s machine, 

rather than having a centralized collection on a server. This enables users to retain full 

control of the captured data. While a few users were initially skeptical and had privacy 

concerns, no privacy complaints were received during the study, and the majority even 

shared their obfuscated data with us for analyzing it. While some users mentioned that 

they voluntarily exchanged their visualizations and insights with teammates to compare 

themselves, others mentioned that they would start to game the tool or go as far as leave 

the company, in case their manager would force them to run a tracking tool that would 

ignore their privacy concerns.

We think that the chances of misuse of the data and developers’ sensitivity will 

decline if managements establish an environment where the data is used for process 

improvements only and not for HR-related evaluations. Also, making comparisons 

across teams with absolute data might lead to wrong conclusions since conditions 

can differ so much between different teams, projects, and systems. Hence, the delta 

improvements such as behavior changes and trends are important to consider. 

Nonetheless, further research is required to determine how workplace data can be 

leveraged to improve team productivity, while respecting and protecting employee 

privacy, including data protection regulations such as the GDPR [7]. This topic is 

explored in more depth in Chapter 15.

 Fostering Sustainable Behaviors at Work
One way to foster software developers’ productivity is to increase their self-awareness 

about work and productivity through self-monitoring. We found that regular self- 

reflection using the retrospection and minimal-intrusive self-reports allows developers 

to increase their awareness about time spent at work, their collaboration with others, 

their productive and unproductive work habits, and their productivity in general. You 

also learned that developers are interested in a large and diverse set of measurements 

and correlations within the data and that the insights gained from looking at the 

visualized data is not always concrete and actionable enough to motivate behavior 

changes. Detailed descriptions of the studies and more findings can be found in the 

corresponding paper [6]. In the future, we could imagine that self-monitoring tools 

for developers at their workplace will be extended to include an even richer set of 

measures that can be correlated with each other. For example, by allowing integrations 

with development tools (e.g., GitHub, Visual Studio, or Gerrit) and biometric sensors 
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(e.g., Fitbit), developers could be warned to carefully review their changes again 

before checking in a breaking code change after having slept badly in the night before. 

Another possibility to foster productive behavior changes is goal-setting. Workplace 

self-monitoring tools could be extended to not only enable developers to gain rich 

insights but also motivate them to identify meaningful goals for self-improvements and 

allow them to monitor their progress toward reaching them. Finally, anonymized or 

aggregated parts of the data could be shared with the team, to increase the awareness 

within the team and reduce interruptions, to improve the scheduling of meetings, and to 

enhance the coordination of task assignments.

We open-sourced PersonalAnalytics on Github (https://github.com/sealuzh/

PersonalAnalytics), opening it up to contributions and making it available for use.

 Key Ideas
Here are the key ideas from this chapter:

• Self-monitoring personal behavior at work can improve developers’ 

performance for a substantial proportion of developers.

• Self-reporting productivity allows developers to briefly reflect about 

their efficiency and progress at work and take timely actions that 

improve productivity.

• Developers have a diverse interest in measures about their 

work, ranging from development related data to data about their 

collaboration in the team, all the way to biometric data.
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 The Cost of Interruptions at Work
In today’s collaborative workplaces, communication is a major activity and is important 

to achieve a company’s goals. Especially given the sociotechnical nature of software 

development, communication between stakeholders is important to successfully 

complete projects. Communication thereby takes many forms, such as e-mail and 

instant messaging, phone calls, or talking to colleagues in person. Despite the overall 

importance of communication, it can also impede productivity of knowledge workers 

(see Chapter 7 for a definition of knowledge work). In fact, around 13 times a day, 

a knowledge worker gets interrupted and suspends his or her current activity to 

respond to a co-worker asking a question, to read an e-mail, or to pick up a call. Each 

of these interruptions takes an average of 15 to 20 minutes and leads to an increased 

work fragmentation. Not surprisingly, interruptions are considered one of the biggest 

impediments to productivity, costing substantial time and money ($588 billion per year  

in the United States) [1]. Additionally, interruptions have been shown to cause  

stress and frustration for the interrupted person and lead to an increase in the errors 

created after resuming the interrupted task [2, 3]. These negative effects and costs of 
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interruptions are particularly high when the interruptions happen at inopportune 

moments and cannot be postponed. This is why in-person interruptions are one of the 

most disruptive types of interruptions. Compared to other types of interruptions such 

as an e-mail notification or an instant message, it is difficult to ignore a person waiting 

next to the desk and first finish the current task at hand. Yet, the interruption cost can 

be reduced significantly by mediating interruptions to more opportune moments, e.g., 

moments when the mental load is lower, when the worker might have taken a short 

break anyways, after just finishing a task or during work on less demanding tasks. Refer 

to Chapter 9 for more details on interruptions.

 FlowLight: A Light to Indicate When to Interrupt
The FlowLight is an approach we developed to optimize the timing of interruptions and 

reduce the cost of external interruptions. The FlowLight is a physical desk “traffic light” 

and an application that computes and indicates the current availability to co-workers 

(see Figure 23-1) [4]. Similar to the colors of a traffic light and the status colors of instant 

messaging services, the FlowLight has four states: away (yellow), available (green), busy 

(red), and do not disturb (red pulsating). The physical LED lamp is usually mounted on a 

person’s desk, cubicle separator, or office entrance to be easily visible  

by co-workers. Depending on personal preference, the light can be places so that it 

is visible for the workers themselves, for use as a personal flow monitor, or on a less 

visible place, to prevent distraction. After installing the FlowLight application on a user’s 

computer, it calculates the users’ “flow status”—the availability for interruptions—based 

on the user’s current and historical computer interaction data. A change in flow status 

results in an update of FlowLight’s LED color, as well as an update to the user’s Skype 

status, resulting in muted notifications at times of low availability for interruptions.
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 Evaluation and Benefits of FlowLight
We evaluated the effects of FlowLight in a large-scale field study with 449 participants 

from 12 countries and 15 sites of a multinational corporation. The participants worked in 

various areas such as software development, other engineering, or project management 

and evaluated FlowLight while working normally for several weeks. Our goal was to 

investigate how knowledge workers were using it and how interactions and perceptions 

of productivity changed after introducing the FlowLights. Overall, the FlowLight reduced 

the amount of interruptions significantly, by 46 percent, without eliminating important 

interruptions, and participants continued using the FlowLight even long after the study 

period ended. Participants also stated that the FlowLight increased awareness of the 

potential harm of interruptions, that they generally paid attention to their colleagues’ 

FlowLight, were more respectful of each other’s work and focus, and either waited for 

a more convenient time or switched to a different media to communicate with their 

colleague when the interruption was not urgent.

“The pilot increased the sensitivity to interruption[s]. Team members think more 

about whether an interrupt is necessary and try to find a suitable time.”

Figure 23-1. FlowLight in use at the office
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“People ask each other if they are available, even when the light is green, even to 

people with no light. When I see the colleague I want to ask a question (...) has a red 

light, then I wait a while, or write an e-mail.”

These positive effects also led to an increased feeling of productivity, on the one hand 

because of the increased amount of undisrupted time to work on one’s own tasks, and on 

the other hand because some participants actually liked to observe their status and felt 

motivated when they realized that the algorithm detected that they were “in flow.”

“I definitely think it resulted in less interruptions both in person and via Skype. This 

resulted in more focus and ability to finish work.”

“When I notice that my light is turning yellow, and I’ll feel like, ‘Oh yeah, I’ve been 

idle’ and then I do something...I think the other way, yeah, there’s some effect there too. 

Like, if I see that it’s red, or even flashing red, then I’m like, ’Yeah, I’ve been very active, 

or productive, I should keep that going.’ At the same time, I think it’s also a little bit 

distracting too. Sometimes just because the light is there, I turn around to check it.”

Finally, most participants stated that their FlowLight’s automatic state changes were 

accurate. Nonetheless, there is potential for improvement. For instance, in situations 

when a knowledge worker experiences a high cognitive load but is not interacting with 

the mouse or keyboard intensely (e.g., when reading complicated text or code), the 

FlowLight will signal the user to be available for interruptions. One way to improve the 

algorithm is to integrate more fine-grained data, such as application usage or biometric 

data. Application usage data could, for instance, allow the algorithm to tailor to specific 

development activities, such as indicating no availability during debugging or availability 

after code commits. Data from biometric sensors, such as heart rate variability, could 

be used to more directly measure cognitive load or stress, which in turn influences a 

person’s availability for interruptions.

 Key Success Factors of FlowLight
The iterative process of developing and evaluating FlowLight revealed many insights on 

the factors that contributed to the FlowLight’s success.

 Pay Attention to Users
For the development of the FlowLight, we followed an iterative, user-driven design 

process. In particular, we made sure to roll out early versions of the FlowLight to receive 

user feedback and to improve the approach iteratively. This iterative design helps 
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to identify issues that might be small with respect to the underlying concept of the 

approach but might have a big impact on user acceptance. For instance, in the beginning 

we set the FlowLight to busy (red) and do not disturb (red pulsating) for approximately 

19 percent of the day based on previous research. However, early users perceived the 

FlowLight to be red too often and noted that the state switched too frequently so that 

it was almost annoying. Therefore, we decreased the percentage and introduced and 

refined a smoothing function.

Furthermore, the early pilot studies revealed that the FlowLight needs to account 

for specific job roles, such as managers. While software developers value time spent on 

coding tasks without any interruptions and Skype messages muted (the “do not disturb” 

mode) and sometimes wanted to increase this undisrupted time, managers want to be 

available at all times. Therefore, we added a feature to manually set the do not disturb 

mode for longer periods as well as a feature to completely disable the do not disturb 

mode for managers.

Finally, the user feedback also illustrated how the company culture and office layout 

can impact the value of the approach. While the FlowLight was valuable to almost all 

teams, there were two smaller teams of people sitting very close together in the same 

office who were generally interested in reducing interruptions but did not want to spend 

the extra effort of looking up and checking for the FlowLight status before asking a 

question to a colleague. In these two teams, the FlowLight did not have any value despite 

the teams’ wish to reduce interruptions, so we uninstalled it shortly after.

 Focus on Simplicity
A lot of time and effort during the development of the FlowLight went into creating an 

easy and simple setup and installation process. For instance, the application can be 

installed by running an installer in the course of a few seconds. To set up the FlowLights 

in an office, we further had a member of the research-team visit the team, introduce 

the functionality to the whole office site, and assist users in placing the lamps in highly 

visible spots for the co-workers.

We further focused on creating an application that is intuitive and runs smoothly 

without user interaction. Knowledge workers have used manual strategies for indicating 

availability before, e.g., using manual busy lights or headphones, but often abandoned 

them because of the additional effort. The automatic nature of the FlowLight for 

changing the availability status appealed to the participants and led to the continued 

usage of the light long after the end of the study. Furthermore, the intuitive design of 
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the FlowLight that combined the idea of a traffic light with availability states common 

in instant messaging applications made it easy for users and co-workers to pick up the 

meaning and reason of the FlowLight and contributed to its success.

 Pay Attention to Privacy Concerns
Productivity is a sensitive topic in the work environment and monitoring sensitive 

work-related data for productivity reasons can quickly result in privacy concerns. Since 

FlowLight harnesses sensitive and work-related data to calculate a person’s availability 

state, we provide transparency of the data tracking and store the collected data only 

locally on the users’ computers. We asked users to share their data with us only at the 

end of the study and at the same time gave them the opportunity to delete or obfuscate 

any data they did not want to share.

We further focused on tracking as little data as possible. While we considered 

leveraging application usage data from the beginning, we ended up only tracking mouse 

and keyboard interaction to reduce invasiveness and privacy concerns that users raised in 

the beginning. Once users appreciated the FlowLight and its value, they themselves asked 

for refining the algorithm by taking into account further data using additional tracking 

methods. For instance, users asked us to integrate application usage data to avoid getting 

into the do not disturb or busy state when reading social media during lunchtime or to 

make sure they are in busy when they focus on debugging in the IDE. By letting users drive 

the data collection, users see a clear value from using a rich data set and privacy concerns 

can be reduced. With productivity in the workplace, peer pressure and competition among 

team members is another concern. Participants were concerned about being the one who 

is never “busy” and therefore considered as not very focused by their peers. We designed 

the FlowLight in a way that reduces the possibility for competition or peer pressure. In 

particular, we set the FlowLight to be approximately the same amount of time in the 

busy and do not disturb states for each participant and day by setting the thresholds for 

changing the states based on historical data of each individual. We further allowed users 

to change their light manually and broadly communicated that the available state is not 

representative of “not working” but that it only indicates the availability for interruptions.

 Focus on Value First, Not on Accuracy
While each study participant mentioned ways in which the FlowLight’s accuracy could 

be improved, the accuracy of our approach was good enough to lead to a large and quick 
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adoption. We found that as long as the FlowLight provided some value to its users, was 

easy to understand by everyone, and did not require much effort, the accuracy was only 

a secondary concern. Therefore, our focus on simplicity and value first paid off, and now 

that we have a large user base and can test different options, we have time to improve the 

accuracy of the flow algorithm.

 Let Users Surprise You
The main intention of the FlowLight was to foster awareness of a person’s availability for 

interruptions to co-workers. However, many users found their own way of using it. For 

instance, they used it as a personal monitor to reflect on their own productivity or also to 

check whether someone is in the office before going over to a colleague’s desk either via 

checking the light bulb from a distance or looking up the person’s Skype status. Getting 

feedback from users early on allowed us to identify and potentially extend such new use 

cases that were not anticipated by the creators.

 Summary
FlowLight is a traffic-light-like LED that indicates when knowledge workers are available 

for a chat or to answer a question. A study with 449 participants has shown that the 

FlowLight decreases interruptions, improves productivity, and promotes awareness on 

the topic of interruptions. Overall, the FlowLight project was very successful, picked up 

by various media (http://sealuzh.github.io/FlowTracker/), and study participants 

continue to use it. We believe that the key factors for successful adoption are to ensure 

that the approach addresses a problem of its users in a way that is easy to install and 

operate, respects privacy concerns, and is adapted to the users’ needs and use cases.

 Get Your Own FlowLight
Do you want to get your own FlowLight? We are happy to collaborate with Embrava 

(https://embrava.com/flow) to bring FlowLight to a wider audience. The office 

productivity company licensed the FlowLight software and plans to offer a subscription 

for an integration of the automatic algorithm into their own products, such as the 

BlyncLight status light or the Lumena headset with status light.
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 Key Ideas
The following are the key ideas from the chapter:

• Interruptions, and especially in-person interruptions, are one of the 

biggest impediments to productivity.

• FlowLight indicates the availability for interruptions to co-workers in 

the office with a traffic light like LED.

• FlowLight reduced interruptions by 46 percent and increased the 

awareness on interruptions, and users felt more productive.

• Success factors of FlowLight are its simplicity and continued 

development using a user-driven design process.
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At its core, software development is an information-intensive knowledge generation 

and consumption activity. Information about markets and trends are analyzed to 

create requirements that describe what a desired software system needs to do. Those 

requirements become information for software developers to use to produce models and 

code that, when executed, provide the behavior desired for the system. The execution of 

a system creates more information that can be analyzed as to how the software performs, 

and so on.

We are interested in how software tools can enable the productive development 

of software. Our hypothesis has been that software development productivity can be 

increased by improving the access and flow of information between the humans and 

tools involved in creating software systems. In this chapter, we review an evolution of 

technologies that we have introduced based on this hypothesis. These technologies are 

in use by large software development organizations and have been shown to improve 
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software developer productivity. The description of these technologies highlights how 

productivity can be considered at the individual (the Mylyn tool), team (the Tasktop Sync 

tool), and organizational levels (the Tasktop Integration Hub).

 Mylyn: Improving Information Flow for the 
Individual Software Developer
A software system cannot exist without code that executes to provide the behavior of the 

software system. To produce code for a system, a software developer must deal with an 

amazing amount of information, such as written requirements, documentation about 

libraries and modules, and test suites. The result for a developer can be information 

overload. Figure 24-1 shows a snapshot of an integrated development environment as 

a software developer works on a bug fix. The developer is consulting a description of 

the bug (A), the other hidden tabs in the main portion of the screen hold source code 

already accessed as the developer is investigating the bug, the result of a search on a 

portion of a method name described in the stack trace is shown in the bottom part of 

the screen (B), and the left side provides access to the many bits of code making up the 

system (C). Within this environment, to produce code for a new feature or a fix for a bug, 

the developer must perform many navigation steps to access the contextual information 

needed. The friction just to get started on a task can be significant. The more complex 

the system, the more information a developer may need to find and cognitively maintain 

to start work on the task. If the developer worked on only one task a day, the friction 

might be manageable. However, studies have shown that developers, on average, work 

on approximately five to ten tasks per day, spending only a few minutes at any one 

time on a particular task before switching to another task [3]. As a result, developers 

constantly spend time finding, and re-finding, the bits of information they need to work 

on a task, impeding their productivity.
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To address these points of information flow friction for an individual software 

developer, we created the Mylyn task-focused interface for integrated development 

environments [2]. Mylyn changes the paradigm with which a developer interacts with 

the artifacts making up a software system by framing a developer’s work explicitly 

around the tasks performed. With Mylyn, a developer begins work on a task by activating 

a task description. A task description may be a description of a bug or a new feature 

to develop in an issue tracker. Once a task is activated, Mylyn begins tracking the 

information a developer accesses as part of the task, modeling the developer’s degree 

of interest in information using an algorithm based on the frequency and recency with 

which information is accessed. For instance, if a developer accesses a particular method 

definition only once as part of a task, as work on the task progresses, the interest level 

of that method in the degree-of- interest model will reduce. If another method is edited 

heavily by the developer as part that task, the interest level will remain high. These 

degree-of-interest values can be used in several ways. For example, the model can be 

used to focus the development environment on just the information that matters for a 

task. Figure 24-2 shows the development environment interface when focused on the 

same bug-fixing task introduced earlier. In this view, the development environment 

provides easy access to just the information that the developer needs for the task being 

Figure 24-1. Information overload in integrated development environment
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worked on: all other information is easily accessible but does not visibly clutter the 

screen. As a result, the developer can see how the information accessed fits into the 

structure of the system (A) and has easier access to the parts when needed. Behind the 

scenes, as a developer works, Mylyn is automatically modeling the information flow and 

is surfacing the most important parts of that flow in the interface for easy access. This 

model can then be used to flow information into other development tools. For example, 

the active task can automatically populate commit messages for SCM systems such 

as Git. Or it can be attached to an issue to share with another developer, allowing the 

information accessed by one developer to another developer doing a code review for 

that same issue.

To determine whether Mylyn helps improve productivity by giving developers 

access to information when it is needed, we conducted a longitudinal field study. In this 

study, we recruited 99 participants who were practicing software developers using the 

Eclipse integrated software development environment. For the first two weeks of the 

study, participants worked with the integrated development environment as normal. 

The development environment was instrumented to collect logs of how the developer 

Figure 24-2. Mylyn’s task-focused interface active in integrated development 
environment
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worked. Once the developer had reached a threshold of coding activity, the developer 

was invited to install the Mylyn tool within their integrated development environment. 

Further logs of coding activity were then collected as the developer worked using Mylyn. 

To ensure we could reasonably compare the activities before and after the installation 

of Mylyn, we defined thresholds of coding activity for acceptance into the study. Sixteen 

participants met our thresholds for study acceptance. For these participants, we 

compared their edit ratios—–the relative amount of edit and navigation events in their 

logs—both before and after Mylyn use. We found that the use of Mylyn improved the edit 

ratio of developers, adding support that Mylyn reduces friction of accessing information 

and improves productivity when looked at through the lens of actions performed. In 

other words, developers coded more, and navigated around looking for information less, 

when the tool focused their coding and supported their context switching. Mylyn is an 

open source plugin for the Eclipse integrated development environment (www.eclipse.

org/mylyn) and has been use by developers around the world for more than 13 years.

 Tasktop Sync: Improving Information Flow 
for the Development Team
In working with organizations using the open source Mylyn tool, and a commercial 

version of Mylyn our company (Tasktop Technologies Inc.) produced called Tasktop Dev, 

we learned about additional friction for accessing information that was occurring at the 

team level. Increasingly, companies have been moving away from the use of one vendor’s 

tools to support all development activities to the use of best-of-breed tools for each 

development activity, chosen individually by the different teams in the organization. As a 

result, business analysts who focus on requirements gathering may be using a tool from 

one vendor, the developers writing code using another vendor’s tool, the testers a tool from 

a third vendor, and so on. While each best-of-breed tool may enable productive work, the 

information flow between teams is impeded as information must be manually re-entered 

into a tool used by another team or moved in some other form, such as via a spreadsheet 

or an e-mail. Information can also fail to flow, causing difficulties in the development, 

such as errors when a given team may not have access to needed information. With 

the increasing agility and need for speed of delivery in software development, a lack of 

automation of information flow between teams is a major impediment. A Forester  

survey in 2015 identified that gaps in the process of integrating tools had become the 

number-one source of failure and cost overruns of efforts to modernize the software 
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lifecycle in organizations. The impact on the productivity of teams due to friction in the 

flow of information between teams leads to a decrease in team productivity.

Through our work on Mylyn and Tasktop Dev, we have gained expertise on the 

variety of ways in which tasks—a unit of work—are described in the best-of-breed tools 

used by different teams in large software development organizations. We realized it 

was possible to abstract the notion of a task across these tools and to enable automatic 

movement of task information between tools. In 2009, we introduced a tool called 

Tasktop Sync. Figure 24-3 provides an abstraction of what Tasktop Sync supports. By 

serving as a platform, Tasktop Sync enables the flow of task information between tools 

from many different kinds of teams, from the project management office through to 

handling service requests.

Tasktop Sync works in the background, synchronizing information across tools in 

near real time. Tasktop Sync accesses information in the tools via each tool’s API. As 

each tool represents task information using a different schema and within a different 

workflow, Tasktop Sync relies on configuration information to map and transform 

data between the tools. For example, a task in a tool used by a business analyst may 

be a requirement with a short-form identifier and a longer name. When synchronized 

to a developer’s tool, the title of the associated task in a developer’s tool may become 

Figure 24-3. Tasktop Sync Platform view
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a concatenation of the identifier and the longer name from the requirements tool. 

The synchronization rules extend beyond simple data transformations, such as 

concatenation. When a data value indicates workflow status, such as whether a defect 

is new or has just been reopened, the status of the information must be appropriately 

mapped to workflow in other tools. Sometimes the matching of workflow information 

may require multiple changes of state of the data in another tool, such as requiring a task 

to move from a created state automatically into an open state.

Synchronizing information between tools also requires the interpretation and 

management of context of tasks between tools. In a business analyst’s tool, a task (a 

requirement) may exist within a hierarchy. This hierarchical context must be mapped 

appropriately to other tools. For instance, an issue tracker used by a developer may need 

this information represented in an epic and user story structure. As tools can sometimes 

represent contextual information in multiple ways, including as links to information in 

other tools, maintaining context during a synchronization requires careful handling.

As software development is not a linear activity, to support teams appropriately, 

Tasktop Sync enables bidirectional synchronization. For instance, if tasks created by 

a business analyst in their tool have been synchronized to a developer’s tool and the 

developer subsequently starts working on the task and adds a comment requiring 

clarification on the nature of the task, the comment can be automatically synchronized 

back to the business analyst’s tool. Combined, these capabilities of Tasktop Sync means 

that a team member can work in a best-of-breed tool optimized for the work they 

perform, yet they can interact directly with other team members in near real time in their 

own best-of-breed tool choices.

Tasktop Sync has been used both within and between organizations to improve  

the flow of information between teams involved in a software development project.  

A credit card processing company used Tasktop Sync to integrate the results of tests from 

a testing automation tool into a tool used by the organization to chart project progress. 

A major automotive manufacturer used Tasktop Sync to synchronize change request 

and defect data between their suppliers’ tools and the tools used in their organization. 

An important factor in the automotive manufacturer’s case was the ability to configure 

workflow differences between multiple repositories in use in particular instances of a 

given tool by a supplier. The manufacturer reported times of less than three seconds to 

synchronize information between a supplier and themselves, providing much needed 

transparency between software that would be integrated into the manufacturer’s 

product.
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 Tasktop Integration Hub: Improving Information 
Flow for a Software Development Organization
As we have been working to improve the flow of information in software development, 

there have been substantial changes in the approaches taken by organizations to 

develop software, largely catalyzed by the DevOps movement. Over the last ten years, the 

DevOps movement has helped organizations consider how to increase automation in 

all parts of the software life cycle and to increase the focus on simultaneously achieving 

quality in software with faster delivery times [1]. Thinking about the overall software 

delivery process has led to the emergence of a consideration of the value stream of 

software delivery in which the delivery process is considered as an end-to-end feedback 

loop of flowing value to customers in a way that optimizes for business value. As a simple 

example, consider an organization with two software development delivery teams: one 

that delivers a mobile app and another that delivers a web-based app to the company’s 

insurance business. The first team is able to deliver more customer-facing features per 

month than the second team. By analyzing the value stream of software delivery for 

each delivery team, it is determined that the mobile app team uses an automated testing 

process that speeds the creation of new features with high quality compared to the web- 

based app team. The organization may use this information to improve the software 

development processes across more of its teams.

At Tasktop, our products have continued to evolve. Our focus remains on improving 

information flow across the organization, and our latest product offering, Tasktop 

Integration Hub, has replaced the Sync and Dev products. Tasktop Integration Hub 

enables visibility across an organization’s value stream of software delivery. Building on 

our knowledge of synchronizing data across the tools used by different teams, Tasktop 

Integration Hub provides insight into what information flows are occurring between 

different tools for different projects. Figure 24-4 shows a sample Tasktop Integration 

Landscape drawn automatically from the integrations various teams have set up 

between their tools. A landscape enables an organization to consider, and optimize, the 

steps that are occurring in their software development process. As it executes, Tasktop 

Integration Hub captures data about how information is flowing across tools used by the 

development teams. This data enables cross-toolchain reporting so that such aspects of 

development as the time to value from requirement being specified to being deployed 

can be tracked. The need for Tasktop Integration Hub came from the sheer number of 
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teams and tools that an enterprise IT organization needs to connect in order to support 

the flow and access of information across their software delivery value streams.

By supporting visibility into the software life cycle and by supporting an ability 

to track metrics as changes to the life cycle are introduced, Tasktop Integration Hub 

enables a determination of where friction is occurring in the life cycle, a precursor to 

being able to implement changes to reduce the friction and improve productivity at an 

organizational level.

Returning to the example of the mobile app and web-based app delivery teams 

within an organization, Tasktop Integration Hub provides an explicit view of how 

information flows across the tools used by each delivery team and can report metrics 

on how many customer-facing features are progressing through each of the tools used 

by different parts of the delivery teams. Differences between various teams in this flow 

of information through the value stream can be used to question different approaches 

Figure 24-4. Tasktop integration landscape
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being taken and to identify where there are opportunities for improving productivity 

through process changes, such as introducing automated testing.

 Takeaways
Delivering high-quality software quickly is the goal of many organizations, whether their 

end goal is a software product or whether their business relies internally on the software 

developed. As software is an information-intensive activity, the ability to deliver value 

is critically dependent on the flow of, and access to, information. When information 

does not flow appropriately, delivery is delayed, or worse, errors may occur, causing a 

decrease in quality or a further delay in delivery. If the flow of information is supported 

and optimized, delivery times can be shortened, and productivity within an organization 

can rise.

In this chapter, we have considered how information flows at different levels within 

a software development organization. Individuals must access particular information 

within the tools they use. Teams must have access to information entered and updated 

in the tools of other teams. Organizations must consider how the activities of different 

teams combine to create a value stream of software delivery. By considering these 

different flows and where friction occurs, tool support can be designed to help improve 

flow and improve productivity. We have described our journey through initial academic 

research, the open source Mylyn tool, and follow-on commercial application life-cycle 

integration products built by Tasktop, which have led to productivity improvements 

at the individual, team, and organization levels. Given how much software has 

penetrated into every kind of business, improving the productivity of creating software 

means improving the productivity of a vast number of businesses. Further analysis of 

information flow may lead to additional productivity improvements in the future that 

can have far reaching impacts into healthcare, commerce, and manufacturing domains 

to name just a few.
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 Key Ideas
The following are the key ideas of this chapter:

• The flow of information among software developers is directly related 

to productivity.

• When the flow of information is adequately supported, delivery 

times on software can be shortened, and productivity within an 

organization can rise.

• Individuals, teams, and organizations need different kinds of support 

for information flow.

• Individuals, teams, and organizations can benefit from information 

flow that respects the best-of-breed and individual tools in which 

they can work most effectively.
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CHAPTER 25

Mindfulness as a Potential 
Tool for Productivity
Marieke van Vugt, University of Groningen, The Netherlands

 A Definition of Mindfulness
No day passes without seeing mindfulness mentioned in popular blogs as the solution 

for productivity. Many large companies offer mindfulness classes. Why would 

mindfulness be useful for productivity? Before discussing that question, it is important 

to first define mindfulness. Traditionally it has been defined by the originator of the 

mindfulness movement Jon Kabat-Zinn as “paying attention in a particular way, in the 

present moment, nonjudgmentally” [5]. A common way you could go about this is by 

bringing your attention to your breath and then gently monitoring whether it is still 

there. Before you know it, you will realize that your attention has wandered to a different 

location. Once you notice your attention has wandered (which can occur after two 

minutes but also after half an hour!), you are to simply drop the thought and return to 

the breath. This is the way in which you pay attention, and it is in the present moment 

because you do not linger on the past nor anticipate the future. This way of paying 

attention also has a quality of nonjudgmentalness because when you realize you have 

been distracted, you are not to get frustrated with yourself and blame yourself for being 

a terrible mindfulness practitioner, but instead you can realize that this is the natural 

thing the mind does and then start again by paying attention to the breath. You can say 

that you try to become friends with your mind, monitoring what it does with a sense of 

chuckle and amusement (one traditional Buddhist way of phrasing that is “be like an old 

man, watching a child play”). Mindfulness tends to be practiced in sessions ranging from 

three minutes to one hour.
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Mindfulness is a secular contemplative practice that was developed by Jon Kabat- 

Zinn on the basis of (mostly) Buddhist meditation techniques. It is only one of many 

meditative techniques that vary among others in the object of the meditation (which is 

not limited to the breath but could be anything, including code on a computer screen), 

the width of the attentional focus, and the desired outcome [7]. While mindfulness is 

typically used by people to make themselves feel better and less stressed, the traditional 

goal of mindfulness is to make the mind more pliable such that it is less overpowered 

by the negative emotions of greed, hatred, and delusion (the three main negative 

emotions in the Buddhist context). A mindful state is thus traditionally not a goal in 

itself but rather a means to live one’s life more ethically and to become a more kind and 

compassionate human being.

 Mindfulness for Productivity?
Mindfulness is widely used in hospitals to reduce stress and support healing. It has also 

been touted as a solution for employees to allow them to maintain well-being in a very 

stressful environment. The idea is that you learn to relax by bringing your attention to 

your breath and not taking your thoughts so seriously. Some preliminary evidence for 

mindfulness’ effect on stress reduction was given by a seminal study [3], which showed 

that employees of a biotech firm, when given a mindfulness intervention, felt less 

stressed and showed an improved immune response.

In addition, it is generally thought that mindfulness helps to counteract distraction 

and mindlessness and thereby allow one to concentrate for longer periods of time 

without interruption. For this claim there is much less evidence, as will be discussed in 

the next section. While the practice of mindfulness can be considered to be a training 

of attention, this is not the main point of mindfulness. Moreover, it is not clear that 

the small amounts of attention training in mindfulness are in fact sufficient to actually 

substantially improve concentration. This chapter will therefore critically evaluate the 

cognitive benefits of mindfulness, discuss the benefits of mindfulness for emotional 

resilience, and then suggest how mindfulness may be specifically applied in the context 

of software engineering.
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 Cognitive Benefits of Mindfulness
There has been an increasing amount of laboratory research investigating the 

cognitive benefits of mindfulness. Overall the benefits are modest, as indicated by a 

meta- analysis [11]. One important reason for this is that most likely a large amount 

of practice is needed before cognitive functions are improved. Nevertheless, to 

understand whether and how mindfulness could potentially be beneficial for software 

productivity, it is useful to review exactly where cognitive benefits have been observed 

with respect to attention, distraction, and memory.

First and foremost, mindfulness has been studied in the context of attention training. 

This is logical, because attention features prominently in the definition of mindfulness 

as paying attention in a particular way, nonjudgmentally. Scientifically speaking, 

attention can be subdivided into different faculties, each measured with its own task. 

Perhaps the most convincing attentional effects have been observed in the domain of 

sustained attention: the ability to maintain attention on a stimulus for a relatively long 

duration. A seminal study of practitioners on a three-month retreat showed that while 

normally people’s attention declines over the course of a task, this effect had virtually 

gone away after 1.5 months of intense practice and stayed like that even after the retreat 

had ended [8]. Of course, a three-month training is not something that is feasible for the 

average software engineer.

Other aspects of attention that have been reported to change with mindfulness 

practice are the ability to orient it to the desired location, the ability to engage it at the 

right time, and the ability to deal with conflicting inputs. All three aspects have been 

measured in a single cognitive task: the attention network task. In different meditator 

populations, improvements in all three components have been observed, although  

the conflict monitoring effect is the most frequently and consistently reported [13].  

A final attentional capacity is the ability to allocate it flexibly to rapidly changing stimuli. 

It has been observed that attention becomes more flexible after an intensive three-

month meditation retreat [12]. For this effect, it does matter what kind of meditation 

you practice, since we found that this occurred only when practitioners engaged in 

meditation practices that involve a general monitoring of the environment, without a 

single specific focus such as the breath [15].

Another aspect of attention that can be measured is the tendency to get distracted, 

which is quantified by asking people at random moments during a boring task whether 

they are in fact doing the task or instead are distracted (see Chapter 14 for more details 
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about these tasks). Mrazek and colleagues [10] observed that participants in such a 

task reported fewer attentional lapses after a short mindfulness induction compared 

to a relaxation induction. Moreover, improvements in test scores on measures such 

as working memory capacity seemed to depend on an individual’s tendency to get 

distracted. Given that mindfulness involves a constant monitoring of one’s distraction, 

this makes a lot of sense.

A third cognitive skill is memory. Several studies have demonstrated that working 

memory—the ability to keep recent information active in mind and manipulate it—is 

improved by mindfulness [14]. Working memory in software engineering is crucial for 

tasks such as visualizing the impact of a particular control structure on the software 

architecture or keeping in mind the complete design for a complex program. It is 

likely that the mindfulness-related improvements in working memory arise from 

the reduction in distraction that has been reported to be an effect of mindfulness. 

Compared to working memory, much less is known about the effects of mindfulness on 

long-term memory—the ability to store and retrieve information more permanently. 

This memory skill is crucial in software engineering for being able to remember the 

relevant commands in a programming language, for example, and to remember 

how a software architecture changes over time. In this domain of long- term memory 

there have been few studies. One of those studies demonstrates an improvement in 

recognition memory, which is the ability to remember you have seen something before, 

after a very brief mindfulness induction [1].

 Mindfulness and Emotional Intelligence
It has also been suggested that mindfulness can enhance emotional intelligence, which 

may be helpful for managers or teams working together. Emotional intelligence is a fairly 

fuzzy concept. The term was coined by Peter Salavoy and John Mayer and subsequently 

popularized by Daniel Goleman. It refers to the ability to recognize, understand, and 

manage your own and others’ emotions. It is easy to see that spending some time 

watching your thoughts and emotions when you are practicing mindfulness could help 

you to enhance this ability. What is crucial about mindfulness is that the intention is to 

cultivate a very friendly and nonjudging attitude toward your thoughts and emotions, 

which is an effective way to manage these emotions. Our normal way of managing our 

emotions is to try to either suppress or enhance them, and most of the time this results 

in the emotion spinning out of control. The mindfulness practitioner learns that by 
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simply observing the thoughts and emotions, these emotions will simply disappear by 

themselves when not fed by attention.

In the context of software productivity, a crucial emotional intelligence skill is 

resilience, the ability to deal with setbacks. Resilience relies crucially on recognizing that 

while your emotions may seem intense, they too are fleeting. When you are criticized, 

this may feel like a disaster, but with the perspective of impermanence gleaned from 

mindfulness, you realize that the emotional impact is just temporary. Not being too 

caught up in catastrophizing emotions is a crucial component of cognitive resilience, 

and is likely to benefit productivity.

Furthermore, much of programming work these days involves significant team 

collaboration. With team collaboration, especially in a competitive environment, comes 

significant potential for interpersonal friction. Although little research has been done 

in this area, a recent study showed that a brief mindfulness intervention in agile teams 

improved the ability to listen to each other [4], which is crucial for preventing and 

reducing interpersonal friction. Traditionally, mindfulness is used as a natural method 

to increase compassion, thought to arise naturally when you develop a sense of kindness 

and nonjudgmentalness toward your own thoughts. In fact, one experimental study 

provided empirical evidence for such compassion: when faced with a confederate of 

the experimenters who was on crutches, people gave up their chair more often after a 

mindfulness intervention than a wait-list control [2].

 Pitfalls of Mindfulness
The preceding sections demonstrated the positive effects that have been reported 

of mindfulness and meditation practices on cognitive and emotional skills that are 

crucial for productivity. However, it is important to note that also adverse effects 

of mindfulness are starting to be reported [6]. These effects have not yet been 

systematically inventorized, but a large number of interviews with meditation teachers 

and serious practitioners indicate that adverse effects of mindfulness can range from 

sleep disturbances to emotional problems to resurfacing of past trauma and many more. 

One may think that those adverse effects will arise only after long hours of mindfulness 

practice, but in fact they have also been reported in first-time meditators taking part in 

mindfulness interventions. It is therefore important to engage in mindfulness under 

the supervision of a well-trained teacher who can recognize signs of adverse effects 

and halt the intervention if necessary. Moreover, mindfulness interventions should 
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never be rolled out as a blanket intervention for a whole company because they may 

not be suitable for every individual. Future research will ideally develop an overview of 

personality traits for whom mindfulness is a less desirable intervention.

 Mindfulness Breaks
Now if we want to implement a mindfulness intervention in the workflow of a software 

engineer, how could we go about this? These more practical recommendations follow 

primarily from my own experience as a mindfulness practitioner and as a meditation 

teacher. First it should be emphasized that, given its potential adverse side effects, 

it is not advisable to force it upon software engineers. It is also important to set the 

expectations right; as mentioned, the cognitive benefits are limited, and the first gains 

are likely to arise in emotional resilience.

Having established these boundary conditions, if software engineers would like 

to engage in a mindfulness practice at work, in my experience, the best approach is a 

combination of substantial practice before the day starts and small mindfulness breaks 

during the day itself. The longer mindfulness session (ideally at least 20 minutes) serves 

to cultivate and develop cognitive skills, while the shorter sessions serve as reminders 

and refreshers during the workday. In fact, it has been suggested that these short—less 

than three-minute—sessions may be the most effective breaks (i.e., more effective 

than, for example, browsing social media for the same amount of time). One could take 

such a short mindfulness break after completing a subtask such as writing a routine. 

Alternatively, it is possible to set a timer to interrupt a debugging session, which may 

help to give a fresh view of your program.

For most people, using the breath as a meditation object works well because 

it reconnects you to your body. For some, however, the breath can be a little 

claustrophobic. In that case, focusing attention on a sound can be helpful (especially 

because there are probably many sounds to choose from). Focusing on sounds has the 

added benefit that you may learn to develop a more friendly attitude toward sounds that 

you would otherwise consider to be annoying or disturbing.

Perhaps surprisingly, for most people, taking short mindfulness breaks during a 

workday is not easy in practice. Even for a seasoned meditator, the thought frequently 

creeps in: “Should I not be doing something more useful?” There is always more to 

accomplish, and often having more tasks makes us feel more worthwhile. Even social 

media can sometimes be justified as being more useful than a mindfulness break 
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because at least you are doing something. Nevertheless, my own experience and that of 

others [9] indicates that when you muster the courage to actually take a break, you are 

able to zoom out and get a better sense of priority in your work, and you are able to build 

a deeper connection with your inner kindness and therefore with your co-workers. To 

have a productive mindfulness break, it is important to not completely close yourself off 

from what is going on but instead to perceive it mindfully. A mindful attitude involves 

not only having some sense of kind attention toward it but also a sense of curiosity. 

You can investigate your gut reactions to the current situation, or you can investigate 

your intention. Also realize that a brief mindfulness break won’t always lead to feelings 

of calm and bliss. The trick is to be present and OK with whatever shows up in these 

moments. The goal is not to be a perfect meditator!

A final consideration to incorporating mindfulness in work is paying attention 

to your intention. Intention is much less discussed in the popular literature on 

mindfulness than focus. Nevertheless, cultivating a good intention is a crucial 

component of mindfulness [5]. Mindfulness practice is typically engaged with an 

intention to not just feel better oneself but to also benefit other sentient beings. In my 

own personal experience, this attitude, when reinforced at the beginning and end of a 

working day, creates a tremendous sense of space and peace of mind. Suddenly work is 

not primarily to get ahead oneself, but also has a larger purpose. When work is not just 

done for yourself then also setbacks are less frustrating because you realize you are not 

working alone.

 Conclusion
In conclusion, it is fair to say that mindfulness has the potential to be beneficial 

for software engineers. Mindfulness has been associated with limited cognitive 

benefits such as a reduction in distraction and more substantial emotional benefits, 

such as improved ability to manage emotions and resilience in the face of setbacks. 

Nevertheless, it is important to realize that it is not a panacea. Mindfulness is not 

something that begets immediate results with no effort. Moreover, mindfulness may not 

be beneficial for every individual. Incorporating mindfulness in the software engineer’s 

workflow has to be done with skill, and then it can make a large difference.
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 Key Ideas
Here are the key ideas from this chapter:

• Mindfulness has limited benefits for cognition but may improve 

emotional intelligence.

• Short mindfulness breaks could lead to better productivity.

• For some people mindfulness can also have adverse effects.
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